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WISE, Va ....:.:13ei'tina-Vaiiover has.been a 
University of Kentuclcy.fiin,as,long as she can re-
member. · · ' I I · •r\:; 
So it didn't surprise anyone when°UK made 
the Letcher County 18-year_old's list-,of college 
choices. · .. 
The shock came·when Vanover--passed over 
UK for a much smaller school out of,•state: the 
University of Virginia's CJm(:h Valley College in 
WJSe, Va • . . : ·. ~~;; . , , 
.. ; F.or. a, growing, nunilier,otl{entuclcy:stl'i!le.rits 
like·Vanoveri·CJinchWa11 .. :College · o'vides ·tne. 
best comBina!ion"cif ~fij]ity an!f&:aiioii.' . 
Clinch Valley c;>ff.ersi~;tujtion fo~.SQu!h, 
eastern Kentucky:studeots a1cing with the benefit 
of being '10 miles from the Virginia-Kentucky 
border. · 
"I really wanted to 1ie close to home 0but·the 
only private colleges in the area cost so much," 
Vanover said. "So this was the best fit." 
Last year, the Virginia' General Assembly ap-
proved a grant program.that .. allows studepts 
from nine Southeastern Ken\ucliy counties to at-
tend Clinch Valley -Coll~gfi;for less than they 
would have to :i\ay iftcanji;of'.tlie cither;foiir:year-., 
colleges close to their homes. · 
The progrjnn, known·as,the Kentucky Tu-
ition Assistaji~9rn\!ff.P!l®les stµdents up to 
$4,200-a-year~ tuitiim.'<f; · 1 . 
"The: iuitici1fassistiµci'~gram has ,really, 
opened up•: the 'possibility'.for, us tQ serve welf: .. 
qualified students from Kentucky," said Courtney' 
Kilgore, Clinch Valley's director of enrollment 
services. 
The grant amount depends on the year of the 
student Freshmen and sophomores receive assis-
tance of $3,150 per year; juniors and seniors are 
awarded $4,200. 
The grants are subtracted from the college's 
out-of-state tuition of $8,216 per year. leaving 
students with about half of the bilt.~-
The program is open to students from 
Breathitt, Floyd, Harlan, Knott, Leslie; Letcher, 
Magoffin, Perry and Pike counties. This year 
100 Kentucky students were admitted to Clinch 
Valley, and 60 enrolled. 
Under the tuition grant program, in 1996, 
22 Kentuckians enrolled. Before the tuition 
grant program was implemented in 1995, only 
five Kentucky students enrolled. 
"We would hear from dozens of students 
from across the border who wanted to attend 
Clinch Valley but simply could not because of 
the high out-of-state tuition costs," Kilgore said. 
The tuition assistance grant makes Clinch 
Valley considerably less expertsive than the pri-
vate colleges in the area. For example, tuition at 
Pikeville College runs $6,500 a year. 
And although annual tuition at Kentucky's 
public universities is about $1,700 to $2,000 
lower, ties to home play a big role iri students' 
decisions. 
Location, locatlon, locattllm 
Nestled in Virginia's south~~teni- moun-
tains in the Jefferson National~l:I!• C_!ini:m_'; 
Valley,College's campus look~;~r:1~!,~~,lj_~: 
have·depended on the coal industry. Nearby• 
. Norton, Va.,. serves _as a close shopping district]' 
• for residents of Jenkins, and construction on 
· U.S. 23 wilrmake it easier to cross the moun-1 
· tains. · 
For the· Kentucky students, the ties to home 
are perhaps.the greatest allure·of Clinch Valley., 
: "It's close enough to-home to know you~ 
: get there when you need to, but far .enougbi 
: away to know that you aren't at home," said 
; freshman Ashley Bentley, 18, of Millstone in 
. Letcher County. 
"I had·considered UK but it was really more 
: important for me to go to a smaller school close 
· to home," ,Bentley said. I 
' The nearest four-year state universities are 
: the University of Kentucky and Eastern Kenf 
· tucky University, about a foµr-hour trip frorq 
· some locations in the nine counties. Going to 
·Morehead State University means traveling o1 
some of the state's smaller highways: 
A lower cost than that of nearby private 
schools also is a factor. - ' i 
"The grant certainly, helii!fouf.-a•lot," said 
Doug Napier, 18, a freshman from Millstone_ ' 
"I guess that was the,rea~ decjgi_ng combi-
nation - it's close to home and the price is 
right" ; 
Reputatlon~owitii, too j 
. . ... The prestige of Clinch Valley's parent · > 
yersity is also a lure•to students. 
Clinch Valley College is the only branch f 
the University of Virginia. Located in C -
lottesville, the university was ranked by U.S. 
News & World Report as·• tne·-No.- 1 •-publib 
school in the natiori·and tanks in tlie top 25'· 
among all national universities. I 
Chassidy Howard. a junior from .Whitef 
burg, transferred to. Clinch,. Valley from.Soutli- . 
east Community Coll~e in Cuniberrand,largely,-
because of the connection. ' 
"I knew of the link with Virginia and knew 
how strong the academic programs would be," 
Howard said. 
A growing trend 
Tuition reciprocity agreements that allow 
non-resident students to attend institutions at 
resident costs· aren't uncommon in Kentucky. 
Debbie McGuffey of the Council on Postsec-
ondary Education, said every state bordering 
Kentucky except Missouri has some sort of 
agreement 
"In most cases, they are limited to certain 
counties on the borders of each state," McGuf-
fey said. 
Kentucky students attending Clinch Valley 
College still pay more than Virginia residents, 
but less than what they would pay at private 
colleges in Kentucky. 
Sharing resources across state lines is fairly 
common, said Ann Creech, director of the Acad-
emic Common Market for the Southern Region-
al Education Board. 
The Academic Common Market is .an agree-
menf among 14'.Southern states that allows sfu: 
dents, to attend colleges outside their home 
statej without paying out-of-state tuition. This 
agreement applies only to students whose home 
state universities,don(t offer a degree in their. 
particular area of study. · · 
"I think we still find a strong need for these 
relationships beci,use all colleges can't be all 
~·t.o·all!stqi:lents," Creech said. 
~"11think-yoii'will always find the border 
f:~ .. -. a~ we_ II as the statewide initiatives 
-~~ Market," she saisl-
606-783-2030 
Tu ?rtoN llflT Ec-
[c_.,.._, i '.d. ) 
Committed to the region 
Clinch Valley, like most colleges with tu-
ition agreements, absorbs the cost of educating 
non-resident students. 
And that reflects a larger goal for Clinch 
Valley: serving southern Appalachians. 
"We will find a way (to cover the costs) be-
cause we see this as part of our mission to 
serve this region," said Clinch Valley Chancel-
lor L. Jay Lemons. · · 
Lemons said such programs are· a benefit to 
both states because they train students who 
will likely find jobs and make their homes in 
the region. 
"Our economies and futures are iinked," 
Lemons said. "So goes southeastern Kentucky, 
so goes southwestern Virginia" . 
That attachment to Appalacliia is also re-
flected in students' loyalty to Clinch Valley. 
"I didn't even know about the University of 
Virginia link until I got here," said sophoinore 
Faith Damron, 21, of Pikeville. 
"I chose Clinch Valley," she said, "because 
it's close to home." 
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Anmiar(,gures. Tuition amounts for public universities· are in-state. 
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Delay paying tuition for a tax break? 
Here's a bonus math problem for 
allege freshmen and sophomores: 
hould they pay their sprmg tuition 
it's due m December? Or should 
1ey wait until Jan. I and take ad-
ml~ije of the new $1,500 tuition tax 
ced1t. 
To get the right answer, students 
nd parents need to figure out a few 
ther things first: the penalty for 
aying .late; whether tuition is high 
nough to make it worthwhile; and if 
1e person claiming the deduction is 
1 the right income bracket. 
They should also talk with officials 
t their school; some are making ef-
lrts to help out. 
The one-time-only dilemma facing 
n estimated 4 million freshmen and 
Jphomores results from the HOPE 
cholarship - actually a tax credit 
- included in the budget deal struck 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Saturday, November 1, 1997 
by President Clinton and Congress 
in July. 
Freshmen and sophomores may 
qualify if they pay tuition on or after 
Jan. I, 1998. 
But the due date for spring-semes-
ter tuition at many colleges falls in 
early December. 
Another tax credit that applies to 
juniors, seniors and. graduate stu-
dents will take effect July I, 1998, 
but it is less generous. 
Fortunately, students attending the 
University of Kentucky and Indiana 
University Southeast won't have to 
wrestle with the question. 
At UK, spring tuition payments 
aren't due until the first day of 
classes, Jan. 14, said UK spokesman 
Carl Nathe. 
JU Southeast is allowing students 
who register during regular registra-
lion to defer payment until Jan. 8, if 
they pay a $25 fee by Dec. II to hold 
their classes, said Joelyn Ainley, IU 
Southeast's vice chancellor of stu-
dent affairs. 
An additional $25 late fee will be 
added to holding fees paid through 
Dec. 23, Ainley said. 
"We're not going to give students 
tax advice," Ainley said. "It will be 
students' responsibility to determine 
if they qualify." 
The ·University of Louisville is con-
sidering options similar to those of-
fered at !US, said Greg Greider, vice 
president of student services. But the 
university must determine the impact 
a delayed payment would have on 
the its own cash fiow, he said. Stu-
dents will be notified in billing state-
ments, he said. 
"We want them to be able to take 
advantage of this." 
The HOPE credit 
covers 100 percent of 
the first $1,000 in tu-
ition and mandatory 
fees, minus scholar-
ship money, and 50 
percent of the next -
$1,000 for first- and 
second-year students. 
The full credit is 
available for single tax-
payers with adjusted gross 
mcomes below $40,000, and 
married taxpayers with incomes 
below $80,000. The credit is phase, 
out, and disappears when adjuste 
gross income tops $50,000 for sing! 
filers and $100,000 for couples. 
-Staff Writer Cynthia Wilso 
and The Associated Pre, 
· UK students~ 
continue 
rally against 
tuition boo~ 
one of which would provide a d!1!l1 
hie-digit increase in tuition at ~ 
and the University of Louisville. ,n,· 
Joe Schuler, acacjemic affairs di; 
rector for the UK Student Govern-
ment Association, encouraged sty; 
dents to use the weekend to infru:m 
their friends about the potential l!ll 
ition increase. ' ... 1 
"We· have to stand up anti 
speak out on this increase; no onf 
will do it for us," Schuler said at tlj 
rally, the second this week. j 
effect on students, UK President 
Charles Wethington recommendaj 
in an October letter that the council 
adhere to the current tuition policy, 
which calls for the 10 percent to 12 
percent tuition raise. 
The other options under consid, 
eration by the council .call for a :: 
percent increase for everyone ex.' 
cept in-state students or a 3 perceaj 
raise in tuition for all students. 
HERALDlEADER STAFF REPORT ~: :3 
University of Kentucky ~ 
dents continued to protest a !)jj\Ji 
posed 10 percent to 12 _percent ,t)/1 
ition increase during a rally yester-
day at campus plaza. J ,::; 
The state's Council on Pos~ 
ondary Education will consi§W 
three policies on tuition MondruR 
The student protests center on 
the state's current tuition poli~ 
which calls for a 10 percent to 14 
percent increase, or $140, for unde( 
graduates at UK and U of L. ; 
Although calling the increa~ 
"excessively high" and encouraging 
the council to try to minimize tlif 
UK's Student Government As: 
sociation is planning an 8:30 a.I)\ 
student caravan to transport sto 
dents to the council's Monday mee\• 
ing-in Frankfort. · 
--Breathitt-nurseo-w = 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Sunday, November 2. 1997 
successful," Breathitt explains. "But it 
didn't work out this time." UK lost the 
community colleges, lost its stature in 
the legislature and, Breathitt realized, 
Bill Bishop 
HERALD-LEADER COWMNIST 
"You can't un_. lost its standing in the state. 
scramble an egg," Ed- Shortly after the session, Breathitt 
ward T. Breathitt was worried. He was worried that UK 
says, at the time un- President Charles Wethington would 
scrambling a salad. curl up in a glum resentment over his 
Breathitt has been defeat. He was worried that Patton and 
. governor of this state UK would never make up and that an 
and he now chairs the unhealthy (but understandable) "hostili-
Board of Trustees at the University of ty between the regionals and the univer-
Kentucky. He has now undertaken what sity" would continue. 
he believes will be his final contribution And, Breathitt realized, UK didn't 
to his home state - the rehabilitation of even have much support in its home-
his beloved UK. town, in Lexington. The local chamber 
To do that, he needs to deal with an of commerce stayed away from the com-
egg that is scrambled, but good. How munity college fight. The legislative del-
else could an effort to improve the rela- egation was split on the issue. The city 
tionship between UK and the rest of the council and mayor were silent. The edu-
state eventually become stirred into a cation advocacy groups, clustered 
clumsy move to use $10 million in pub- around the Prichard Committee for Aca-
lic money to build a baseball stadium in demic Excellence, openly opposed the 
Lexington? But this is Kentucky;after university. Breathitt realized he needed 
all, where when the dinner bell rings, to "build bridges that the fight revealed 
everybody shows up to get their share needed building." 
of what's in the frying pan. So, Breathitt went to work. He 
Breathitt, over lunch, tries to explain moved people close to Patton into lead-
how all these unlikely rivers of interest ership positions on the UK board. When 
have merged. He begins with last Breathitt heard that Patton was "getting 
spring's special session of the General reports that maybe we wouldn't be en-
Assembly, when-Gov. Paul Patton asked thusiastic" in implementing the new 
legislators to separate UK from its com- higher education law, he went to see the 
munity colleges, UK opposed Patton, governor. "I told him (Patton) that was• 
who gathered support from the regional n't true," Breathitt recalls. 
state universities, from business organi- Patton, in turn, invited Breathitt and 
zations and from civic groups that have Wethington to breakfast in early July. 
traditionally supported higher education Breathitt remembers some small talk 
and UK. about sports (the common language of 
Breathitt says there· was always the state) and then Patton "turned to the 
what he calls a "red meat'' fight in the president and said, 'Charles, I expect 
legislature over higher education. The you to remain president of the Universi-
governor would set out money. or pro- ty of Kentucky."' 
grams and let the state's universities That private meeting was followed 
·•fight over it...like a pack of wild dogs." by phone calls and then, in the most 
With its statewide reach, UK was public display of reconciliation - a Ken-
the biggest hound and snatched the tucky equivalent to the laying on of 
big!(est piece of !ed meat. "UK just acted hands - Patton sat with Wethington 
on its own, and m the past, they were during the football game between UK 
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Are higher then "turned to me and said 'That means the board, too.' " 
s'o are the higher-education wars_ over? 
~ ~+-
12 . .r··-- --- . 
and the University of Louisville. 
Breathitt initiated similar "nursing 
the wounded" exercises with others. He 
visited with U of L board members and 
has even set up a joint UK/U of L board 
meeting the afternoon before the two 
universities play basketball in Decem-
ber. (U of L will return the favor next 
year during foolball season.) Breathitt 
explains, "We want to make sure that 
this athletic rivalry, and the rivalry over 
dollars, doesn't divide us." 
He has met with leaders at Northern , 
Kentucky University and at Murray 
State University. "We are in the process 
of contacting every school," Breathitt 
says. 
This is a work in progress. Breathitt 
says the university's leadership has still 
not reconGiled with long-time advocates 
for higher education, particularly iIJ the 
Prichard Committee. And though 
Breathitt says otherwise. word leaks out · 
of the university that Wethington con-
tinues to fume over the loss of the com-
munity colleges and enemies of UK. 
The final move in Breathitt's strate-
gy comes in Lexington, where the UK 
board chairman helped organize Team 
Bluegrass. Team Bluegrass was meant 
to harmonize the interests that .failed to:·· 
support UK during the special'session. 
This consortium this fall quickly put to-
gether its legislative package (road pro-
jects, work at UK's Coldstream research 
park, a new courthouse) and prepared to 
present this list to Patton. 
The night before a breakfast meeting 
with Patton, however, Team Bluegrass · 
learned that a few members of the Lex-
ington Sports Authority snagged a $10 
million commitment from Patton to 
build a downtown baseball·stadium. 
"They went on their own to see the gov-
ernor and did not cycle that through 
Team Bluegrass," Breathitt says. 
Could UK have used that money? 
Breathitt smiles and says he loves. base-
ball. Eggs taste good scrambled:· , 
education 
wars over? 
Maybe. It depends on your perspecli':'e. 
Before the Aug. 15 breakfast meetmg, 
aides had given Patton a list of incidents that 
suggested Wethington, 61, whose contract 
runs through June 2001, was sulking and not 
accepting defeat: 
Wethington unilaterally sche~ul~d a July 
meeting with the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools, or SACS, on accredi-
tation of Kentucky's new Community and 
Technical College System, or KCTCS. Next 
But since mid-summer, Breathitt has led 
a push for UK to make the best of the new 
situation. "This whole thing was a wake-up 
call because we wound up with every high-
er-education institution in the state against 
us and the (state) Chamber (of Commerce) 
against us,'' Breathitt said. 
He is pushing UK faculty members to 
speed their work on a new strat~c plan for 
the university and nudging Wethington to 
rebuild bridges to the Chamber, the Kentucky 
League of Cities, the University of Louisville, 
the six regional universities and even to key 
civic leaders in Lexington. 
Maybe 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - On Aug. 15, Gov. year, it will assume day-to-day control of 13 Paul Patton summoned his two main of UK's 14 community colleges. He also. foes in last spring's higher-education asked SACS to visit all 13 campuses, which 
reform battle - University of Kentucky could slow Patton's push for action by SACS 
President Charles Wethington and former by year's end. 
Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt, the chair- Wethington gave 91/2 percent raises to 
man of UK's board of trustees - to a private the community-coll~ge presidents, who ~ad 
breakfast. been his loyal lobbyists and heutenant,s m 
ROBERTT, 
GARRE1T 
"I want you to stay as last spring's failed effort to foil Patton s 
president of the designs on the two-year colleges. 
University of Kentucky " 1 Before a June meeting of UK's trustees, 
Patto~ announced to ' Wethington ignored a l'ro-Patt?n trustee's 
Wethington, according to requests for advance biographical data on 
Breathitt. the 12 names UK was about to send Patton 
In Breathitt's account for possible appointment to the four "UK 
which jibes with versions seats" on the new KCTCS boa~d. . 
of the meeting that "Wethington runs that board like a dicta-
Patton aides acquired tor," a Patton aide complained. , 
secorid-hand Patton has- UK failed to give season football tickets, 
tened to tell Wethington: as usual, to two state officials closely assoc1-
"Now, I expect you,to ated with Patton's reform push- G":ry Cox, 
support the higher-educa- then-executive director of the Council on 
tion plan" approved in a Postsecondary Education; and Ed Ford, 
May special session of deputy secretary of Patton's Execu_live 
the legislature. Cabinet. (Claiming it was an oversight, UK 
Breathitt said Patton ~tually restorecl the tickets.) 
Breathitt and Wethington have begun a 
road show, which will culminate in their host-
ing a luncheon for UK and U of L trustees 
before the Dec. 27 men's basketball game 
between the two schools. 
''We can pout, and Charles can have a mis-
erable, unproductive period as he winds up 
his presidency, or we can get with the pro-
gram," Breathitt said. ''We're going to do that, 
and maintain UK as the flagship,university." 
Wethington is going along, at least on the 
surface. He has talked of boosting UK 
research; started planning a big capital-giv-
ing campaign; and avoided clashes with 
Patton. Asked to rate Wethington's coopera-
tion, Patton on Sept. 21 said: "It's been ade-
quate, if not enthusiastic.'' 
But Wethington, a proud, gutfighting sort 
of a guy, bas ffashed with ang~r and perhaps 
enjoyed a small rebellion or two: 
He has engaged in a which-came-first, 
the-chicken-or-the-egg spat with Ford, 
Patton's aide, over wlio first wanted UK to 
be a great research institution.. Ford angered 
Wethington by telling the Lexington 
• ' ,.., ,0 -c _'-, 
Lexington HeralcH.eader 
Ul{KSU\Yin 
"They woul<I chan=ge::..::,c:th==eir=··_becc. ,_·..,...----
-· · ·· ···· ·-- -havior.mdrhat .voiild-unprove tlie 
environment," hf said. 
$25,000 grants 
to help farmers 
Schools are also 
finalists for more 
federal funding 
By Chad Carlton 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
Two Kentucky univers1t1es 
have gotten some seed money to de-
velop programs aimed at keeping 
small-time farmers in business and 
reducing some of the financial risks 
of farming. 
The University of Kentucky 
and Kentucky State University 
have each won $25,000.federal plan-
ning grants; and their two-compet-
ing projects are among 30 finalists 
for millions of dollars in federal 
grants to run the programs. 
Tue grants are part of the Fund 
for Rural America program, created 
last year in the wake of congres-
sional cuts in agricultural price-sup-
port programs. 
UK's proposal is aimed at tak-
ing some financial risk out of farm. 
ing and protecting the environment 
at the same time. 
The goal is encouraging farm-
ers to use less pesticide, herbicide 
and fertilizer by creating low-cost 
insurance policies to better protect 
farmers against potential crop loss-
es, said Jerry Skees, a UK agricul-
tural economics professor. 
Researchers at UK and five oth-
er universities would identify 
changes in production practices 
that could improve the environment 
and develop insurance policies to 
encourage those practices. 
For example, farmers often 
hedge their bets and use more pesti-
cides than necessary to control in-
sects· rather than take a chance on· a 
ruinous infestation. The possible 
crop losses are much greater than 
the cost of pesticides for the farmer, 
but the extra pesticides hurt water 
quality. 
If farmers could buy low-cost 
insurance to protect against poten-
tial crop losses, they would agree to 
use smaller amounts of harmful 
chemicals, Skees said. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL~~fu_RDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1997 
New WKU president takes office 
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Homecoming weekend at Western Ken-
tucky University was just that for the school's newest president. 
The weekend kicked off wiili the swearing-in of former Western 
Kentucky student Gary Ransdell. 
Ransdell took over as the university's ninth president in a ceremo-
ny yesterday. 
"I'm really looking forward to getting started," Ransdell said after 
Warren Circuit Judge John Minton administered the oath of office .. 
Minton and Ransdell were roommates during their undergraduate 
days at Western. 
Ransdell is leaving Clemson University in Clemson, S.C., where he 
was vice president for administration and advancement. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, October 31, 1997 
• University 1 esearchers would 
encourage farme,s, commodity buy-
ers, environmentalists and insur-
ance companies t3 work.together. 
"We want tc bring parties to 
the table who hi ve never been to-
gether before," Skees said. "We 
want to be the catalyst." 
The consortit m of six universi-
ties plans to ask for $4 million over 
six years for the nationwide pro-
gram. They will also solicit funds 
from other government agerici~ 
• and pnvate companies; :: . · 
Kentucky State's "proposal is-· 
aimed at helping, small-time farm. 
ers and those witli little money ex-
pand their operations .. Much of-the 
project's effort would be place<fbn 
· alternative crops and improved 
farm management, said Noland 
Williams, associate administrator 
for Kentucky State's agricultural 
extension program. 
"It would be an extension of our 
extension work," ~e said. 
Kentucky State, a partner with 
UK in agricultural :extension, would 
use some of the $lj million it is ask-
ing for to hire ,more extension 
agents who would work evenings 
and weekends to1 help part-time. 
farmers who work off the farm,dur, . 
ing the day. 
"The deman\i is great " 
Williams said. "We can't get to ail 
of the farmers who i need us." 
The program also would devote 
money to added I research and 
demonstration proj¢cts for farming 
alternatives, such as KSU's aqua, 
culture program for raising catfish 
and shrimp. Moneir also would be 
used to develop marketing systems 
for those alternativd crops. · 
Tennessee State University is 
Kentucky State's partner in the pro-
ject, which would target farmers in 
Kentucky and Tennessee. "We're 
hoping to develop a, regional model 
that might be copied across the 
country," Williams said. 
The proposals from the 30 final-
ists - there were about 500 pro-
posals to begin with - are due in 
February. Ten to 15 funding grants 
will be awarded later in 1998 by the· 
U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
NKU building 
is endorsed 
fl i C. /2 U" E" ,:;l, ~ 
1 , __ .:-,,,J '4.) 
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS -
Northern Kentucky 
University's $30 million 
science building moved a 
step nearer reality with an 
endorsement from the state 
Council on Postsecondary 
Education staff. 
It recommended the 
project be funded by the 
1998 General Assembly. The 
full council will vote on the 
staff's decision Monday. 
The endorsement won't 
guarantee funding. The 
science building has had 
such support in the past 
and not won funding, 
Chamber on Aug. 19 that UK ranked 45th 
among the "first 50" public research univer-
sities. (One hundred public schools are 
ranked, so UK is in the middle, not the rear.) 
Huffy correspondence ensued.· 
On Aug. 20, Wethington lectured olive-
branch-bearing visitors from _the Kentucky 
Advocates for Higher Educat10n, saying they 
shouldn't have taken sides (with Patton, that 
is) in the spring fight. 
"The attitude of UK was to be factual, descriJ 
tive and to not put any best face on issues," 
Ramsey said. " ... I got aggravated." 
But for now, and at least until after 
Patton's 1999 re-election campaign, don't 
look for any big blowups. It's in 60th men's 
interest for UK to appear to be sprinting int 
the new millenium. 
In a pre-rec'?rded "C;ampus ~cene" radio 
interview that aired dunng halftime of the ______________ _ 
UK-Indiana football game on Sept. 20, 
Wethington said reformers had exaggerated 
the weaknesses of the Kentucky public high-
er-ed system. "I'm delighted to see the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky join the 
University of Kentucky in focusing on the 
research mission of this university,'' he 
added enraging some of Patton's aides. 
In ~ Sept. 15 accreditation filing with 
SACS, UK officials deleted the "positive spin" 
that state Budget D~or James Ramsey, 
Patton's higher-ed porn! man, had put mto an 
account of now KCTCS would be overseen. 
Robert T. Garrett's column runs Sunday. 
in Forum. You can reach him at 582-4226. 
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A;.tULLEGE'I 
DYING DAYS 
Students face the loss 
of century-old Sue Bennett 
with sorrow and spunk 
By C. RAY HALL 
The Courier-Journal 
LONDON, Ky. - The hilly cam-
pus rising over Fifth and College 
streets is speckled with trees defy-
ing death in flaming shades of 
red, orange, yellow and burgundy. 
Sue Bennett College will outlive 
the leaves, surely. But otherwise, 
death is in the air, as if the cam-
pus were already a crypt. Its ac-
creditation pulled, its bottom line 
written in red ink, the century-old 
school is 24 days from its final ex-
ams. Without a cosmic reversal of 
fortune - and no one seems to 
~•ct one - they will be truly fi. 
The weather-beaten blue SA VE 
OUR COLLEGE signs planted on 
the campus lawn a1ready look like 
tombstones. Another note of final-
ity: Bright orange notices signed 
by President James Cheek advise 
students that their records will be 
kept at Cumberland College. Sue 
Bennett will be a memory, but it 
will not, in effect, have one, 
David Douglas, a business in-
structor, notes, "Almost every stu-
dent says, 'Why don't they just 
give us another year to stay open, 
to prove we can make it?' That's 
the heart-rending part. In one 
class, the students ... got togeth-
er and wrote to Ted Turner." 
Their argument: "If he could 
bail out the U.N., why couldn't he 
bail out Sue Bennett?" 
Ted Turner's people were get-
ting mail from London, Ky., be-
cause of Dr. Carol Decker. The 
head of the school's business depart-
ment ~ssigned her marketing class a 
salesmanship exercise - writing to 
Turner and other notables, including 
President Clinton, Bill Gates, Oprah 
Wmfrey, Ted Kennedy and Rosie 
O'Donnell, describing the school's 
plight. (After three weeks, only Ken-
nedy had replied, and without en-
couragement.) 
Sue Bennett mar have used up its 
allotment of financml angels. The col-
lege was remembered handsomely in 
the will of Claudia Sanders, but even 
that was salve, not salvation. The 
original financial angel was Belle 
Bennett, of Richmond, Ky. In mem-
ory of her sister, Sue, she and other 
Methodist women raised the first 
$20,000. 
(The building named for Belle 
houses a musty auditorium, the presi-
d~nt's offic~ and the art department, 
with portraits of George Washington 
~and Whistler's mother by the door.) 
COLLEGES ARE usually leafy 
retreats from life's vicissitudes. Not 
here. The lesson "grow or die" has 
become "grow and die." Sue Bennett 
sought to transform itself from a jun-
ior college to a four-year school with 
all the trappings, including a football 
team. 
The growing pains apparently 
proved fatal. 
"I think the school waited too long 
to move from a two-year to a four-
year school," Douglas says. "For 
years, it- continued as a two-year col-
lege when others switched over." 
The school's experiment, begun in 
1992, lasted just long enough for it to 
grant 63 bachelor's degrees. (In its 
various incarnations as high school, 
normal school, junior college and 
four-year college, Sue Bennett has 
graduated more than 16,000 students 
since opening Jan. 1, 1897.) 
The students can go on, and will. 
The alumni have had some of their 
past taken away. "I think we've all 
gone through the stages - shock, 
grief," says alumni director Thelma 
Hedrick. "It's like a death. Now 
we're waiting for the funeral. It's sad, 
really sad." 
That word echoes even in the emp-
ty nights. · 
A uniformed figure ambled alone 
across the campus a few nights ago 
and seemed surprised to encounter a 
visitor. 
"It's sad," said Shirley Holt, a log-
ger by day, campus cop by night. "I 
am - I was - the chief of security. 
Now I guess I'm just chiefing my-
self." 
THE PLACE DOES have a 
ghostly air, but Holt isn't quite alone. 
About half the 400 students who 
started the term are still on board, 
though relatively few live on-campus. 
(The weekend population is 23, esti-
mates Chris "Hollywood" Holbrook, 
a senior from Neon, Ky.) 
The 23, or 200, depending, popu-
late a somewhat weary-looking cam-
pus of red-brick and white-columned 
buildings. It's a place where one 
could put together a schedule such 
as: Calculus; Appalachian Arts and 
Crafts; the Civil War; the Life of Je-
sus; and Aerobic Walking (and still 
have afternoons, plus Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, off). 
Surveying the emotions roiling 
about, RoDonna Cox says of her fel-
low students, "They're really kind of 
angry because they really like it here. 
A lot have already left. I really don't 
want to leave." 
And yet, after the anger leaves -
or the angry leave - a certain re-
solve takes hold. 
"We're not really depressed about 
it," says Cox, a sophomore from 
Shelby County. "It's just something 
we're dealing with like a fact of life." 
(Cox will go on - to Campbellsville 
University.) 
Meantime, a corps of caretakers is 
on hand to shepherd the school to an 
honorable end, whenever it comes. 
(The Kentucky Council on Post-
secondary Education votes tomorrow 
on revoking the school's license. The 
college . has asked to stay open 
through final exams on Nov. 26, the 
day before Thanksgiving. Earlier pro-
nouncements have indicated the 
council's willingness to consider the 
request.) 
There are nearly 200,000 college . 
students in Kentucky. Precious few 
know the jolt of watching their 
school dissolve before their eyes. One 
of them is 20-year-old sophomore Yo-
shimi Azetsu, who recalls her reac-
tion: "I was shocked!" 
(At the time of this reminiscence, 
she was jumping rope with friends 
on a chilly evening outside her dorm. 
They were lo•>king forward•toa road 
--trip-the-next day,to-examine£am•=· ----
bellsville University. But Azetsu had 
ample reason to be shocked. This 
was her first - and only - semester 
at Sue Benn•,tt, after studying at a 
JunIOr college m Nagasaki, Japan.) 
Jerry Earlev, whose home is about 
five minutes from school, had more 
of a clue, es ,ecially after all those 
summertime rumblings: the loss of 
accreditation from the Southern As-
sociation of Colleges and Schools· 
disclosures about the school's bur'. 
densome debt; and the resignation of 
President Paul Bunnell. 
"Most people knew it as a good 
possibility it would be closing,""Ear-
ley says. "It pretty much confirmed 
what we already kriew." 
(Timing was unkind to Earle¥ 
catching him in the middle of hi~ 
senior year. He expects to finish.his 
accounting degree at Bnion College 
30 miles awai in Barbourville.) ' 
DEATH, LIKE THE devil, is in 
the details. On a recent day, the stu-
dent-center men's room was absent 
toi[et_paper. At the freshest-looking 
bmldmg, the Nathan Reese Learning 
Center, vending machines dispensed 
water mstead of hot chocolate; in-
stead of coffee, a tan, tepid liquid 
awash in grounds spurted into paper 
cups. The majesty of the older- red-
brick buildings was severely compro-
mi~ed bf bubbling, peel_ing paint on 
their white columns. A v,deo game in 
the student center took quarters and 
refused to leap to life. Down a hall-
way, a bicycle lock secured the-book-
store door. Inside, one could.see a 
surfeit of Cliff's Notes, but few actual 
books. One vexing problem for stu-
dents: Where will they sell their 
books at semester's end? The swim-
ming pool was dry, as usual this se-
mester. ("It 1was open a co':rle of 
times," says Cox, "but we ha trou-
ble finding lifeguards.") 
At the men's dorm, Downs Hall, 
the TV set hanging in the lobby had 
a white paHer sign taped to the 
screen: OUTI OF ORDER. Across a 
green l~wn, ~t Helm Hall, the only 
sounds m th~ lobby were the hissing 
of the radiatqrs and the humming oI 
a Pepsi machine. No TV in sight. 
"We had one1in our lobby, but it was 
stolen," says•Cox. (Not that the citi-
zens. of Helm Hall were bereft of 
creature comforts; many rooms have 
TVs, and small fridges with milk for 
their morning cereal.) 
This would have been homecoming 
weekend. But nobody put on dancing 
shoes. (Plus. scrapping the dance 
saved $300, Cox says.) When the ath-
lencs program folded in the middle 
of the football season, that was pretty 
much the death knell for homecom-
ings - and other such diversions. 
, "There1s nothing to do," Cox says. 
'We play cards every night." 
She and her friends also break the 
monotony by ordering a pizza or 
driving over to Subway. In stressful 
times here, as elsewhere, food is a 
great consolation. Cafeteria fare is 
less so. Here's "Hollywood" Hol-
brook, on the usual dinner fare: 
"Something with gravy." Burgers for 
lunch means gravy burgers for sup-
per, he jokes. (The students may 
crack wise about the entrees, but 
they tend to be reverent about the 
desserts.) 
THE IMPENDING demise of Sue 
Bennett follows the tortured final 
dars ?f L~es College in Jackson; Ky. 
This mspires a previously unthink-
able question: Does Kentucky have 
too many colleges? 
"The public institutions have un-
dercut us from a price standpoint," 
says Dr. Harry Toder, who teaches 
s_oc_iolo,n' ~nd psychology. "The pub-
he msntutrnns make 11 more difficult 
for the private colleges to compete." 
-~-~~J,Jr~~------- -----... 
' • (Tuitlon at Sue Bennett is about 
$8,000 a year. Thirty-five miles away, 
at Somerset Community College, a 
two-year school, it's S!,020. Fifty 
miles away, at Eastern Kentucky Uru-
versity, it's $2,060.) 
Toder, who was educated at large 
colleges - Missouri, Penn and St. 
Louis - sadly notes the passing of 
this small school: "I think the mis-
sion of Belle Bennett and Sue Ben-
nett is extremely important ... that 
the mountain people of Eastern Ken-
tucky have an opportunity for a col-
lege education. The way it's worked 
out in practice is with small classes 
in a very nurturing-type environ-
ment." 
Earley, who began at the public 
college in Somerset, testifies as fol-
lows: "It's a lot more personal here. 
The teachers are more available to 
help you. The teachers teach in a dif-
ferent style - they make it seem 
easy when it's not." 
There's also a more collei:iaJ air, 
he says, "teachers joking with each 
other and joking with students. You 
can ask teachers anything - even if 
it1s not about class." 
Earley says the profs have kept a 
stiff upper hp through the recent tur-
moil. 
"They have a good handle on it. 
They don't show it in their classes." 
One of Earley's classes - interme-
diate accounting - has only four stu-
dents (half the number when school 
began). It's taught by Douglas, a man 
with one of the more remarkable cur-
ricula vitae at Sue Bennett or any-
where else: He's a Church of God 
minister with degrees in business, ac-
counting and pastoral counseling. He 
took on a double load - teaching six 
classes - in this troubled term. 
If the teachers are hiding their dis-
tress, the students aren't. "They've 
been up and down so.much," Doug-
las says, "the focus is the real pro6-
lem this semester. . . No\U there's a 
pessimism that's set in - 'Why 
should we bother?' " 
One reason to bother: Many of the 
teachers won't let up. If the trees out-
side their classroom windows are go-
ing out in a death-defying blaze of 
color, some of the profs are appar-
ently determined to do the same. 
The prospect of a cakewalk 
through the finals seems unlikely. "I 
haven't seen that in any of my teach-
ers," says Melinda Bish, an Ohio 
freshman who expects to spend next 
semester at Campbellsville. 
"I tell the students," says Douglas, 
"that I owe it to them to prepare 
them for ... wherever they go." 
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The best option 
Neighbor agrees to accept records 
of Sue Bennett College students 
A neighboring college has 
come to the aid of the 319 
students currently enrolled -
in Sue Bennett College, 
which will close at the end of 
the fall semester on Nov. 26. 
Cumberland College, a 
small private college located 
30 miles south of Sue Ben-
nett in Williamsburg, has 
agreed to take over the aca-
demic records of the London 
college. Cumberland also has 
agreed to honor all academic 
scholarships awarded by Sue 
Bennett and add Sue Bennett 
graduates to its alumni mag-
azine and to its alumni func-
tions. 
Just as important, Cumber-· 
land and more than a dozen 
other colleges have agreed to 
accept credit hours earned 
by Sue Bennett students. 
The agreement with Cum-
berland probably is the best 
option available to Sue Ben-
nett. The small college affIJ.i-
ated with the United Method-
ist Church has lost its _ ac-
creditation with the South-
ern Association of Colleges 
and Schools and its right to 
participate in federal fman-
cial aid programs. A state 
committee has recommended 
that its authority to confer 
degrees be revoked. 
The tiny college is faced 
with a $2 million debt and 
limited assets. The school 
doesn't · even own,, its land 
and buildings. B'arring a 
huge influx of money from 
either the United Methodist 
Church or private benefac-
tors, the school is likely to 
never reopen after Nov. 26, 
ending a 101-year-old- tradi-
tion of offering higher educa-
tion to· Kentuckians. · 
Recognizing the school's 
uncertain future, Sue Ben-
nett officials have put their 
priorities in the right place: 
Meeting the academic. needs 
of its current students. The 
agreement with Cunib'rrland 
and other colleges, asSlires 
those students that-, the 
courses they have taken at 
Sue Bennett will not have 
been a waste of time and 
money. 
The closing of a college is 
never a happy occasion, but 
times have changed since 
Sue Bennett was founded in 
1896. Kentucky students have 
a much greater opportunity 
to receive an affordable, 
quality college education 
than those of a century ago. 
Sue Bennett can be proud 
of the role it has played in 
improving the education 
level of scores of Kentuck-
ians, but sometimes even 
good things come to an end. 
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t U of L: Teaching life-long learners 
ODAY'$ education professors are 
supposed to be out of touch. Critics 
love to accuse them of being mired 
quishy trends. The charge is tnat they 
turn out new teachers 
who want to make kids 
into "active learners" 
and "life-long learn-
ers." We are supposed 
to shudder at the 
thought. 
The academics are 
charged with produc-
ing young instructors 
who want to develop a 
love of learning in their 
students, instead of 
teaching them to spell 
\ and punctuate. 
EDITOR At the ~ore of this 
argument 1s a conserv-
ati e belief that American morals experi-, 
en ed a general-collapse, about the time 
"F ther Knows Best" and "Leave it to 
T"="<mroe7~ 
I 
I 
The proposed conservative remedy 
includes more discipline in the classroom, 
which is equated with teaching the same 
things that were taught in 1955, in the 
same way. · 
A recent study by the nonpartisan 
research group Public Agenda gives 
encouragement to those who argue that 
teacher training pro~rams are "out of 
synch" with the pubhc in these matters, 
and out of synch with the classroom vet-
erans who knows what it's really like on 
the fifth grade firing line. 
Now don't get me wrong. 
I believe m rigorous attention to 
spelling and punctuation. 
I also think a kid's fundamental atti-
tude toward learning - and acquisition 
of the skills that mal<e life-long learning 
possible - is even more important. 
But what really torches my fuse is \he 
idea that the best, most progressive 
teacher education can't encompass all of 
this. 
It can. 
It does. 
One of the places where it does is the 
University of Louisville. 
I asked Ray Nystrand about this. 
I suspect he was relieved to be asked 
about something other than the prospects 
for a death penalty from the NCAA. 
In addition to running the U of L School 
of Education, he is the institution's point 
man for embarrassments in intercolle-
giate athletics. 
He is not surprised by the Public Agenda 
study, which wasjustreported in The New 
York Times .. 
He said, "It reflects the distance 
between many ... perhaps most ... teacher 
education programs and the schools. I 
believe that we are different, and that we 
have been recognized as such. The rea-
son is that our programs are placed 
squarely in the schoofs. Members of our 
faculty, our students, and our school fac-
ulty work together throughout the school 
year to prepare our students and to 
address real issues of teaching and 
learning present in that school," 
Sandra Feldman, president of the 
American Federation of Teachers, said, 
"Teachers always report that their col-
lege education hasn't prepared them for 
the realities of the classroom." 
Not at U of I. 
The=of L roach to teacher train-
ing is o . around PDS - the pro-
fession development school concept. 
Sure the U of L PllllP.:"lll wants to 
produce teachers who will try to make 
their students into "active learners." It 
would be fai!°1)' idiotic to do otherwise. 
These days kids have to cope with a 
world, and a workplace, where they are 
forced to retrain themselves a number 
of times. They have to be prepared for a 
serial work experience. They won't just 
tum a bolt on the Ford assembly line for 
35 years, then retire. Besides, the Ford 
assembly line is a much more complex, 
challenging, change-oriented workplace 
these days. 
That's one reason those who wrote 
the Kentuck_y Education Refonn Act 
made "teaching kids to be active learn-
ers" 11 fundamental precept of KERA 
l:J of L's School of Education is where 
the Center for the Collaborative Ad-
vancement of the Teachinl( Profession 
was set up in 1987, as the only Common-
we311h of Kentucky Center of Excel-
leOO!'in education. It is supposed to take 
the lead in implementing KERA 
,"Qur approach," ~d told me, 
"is to emphasize disctpline as one as-
~llf school life, in real settings as op-
~ to the more traditional practice of 
teaclling about it in a campus-based 
course." 
U of L students at one PDS helped re-
vise the school's teacher handbook, in• 
eluding its disciplinary policies. They 
also implement those policies, as part of 
their experience in the schools. 
So much for the complaint of Public 
Al!erida executive director Deborah 
Wadsworth, who warns against an ide-
alized version of what teaching should 
be. She said students who are preparing 
to be teachers "need at least to consider 
the views of those who are experiencing 
public education on a daily basis, and 
consider whether or not they are anning 
graduates of their (teacher education) 
programs for the real world they face." 
Th~ do that by design, day by day, in 
U of Ls school-based program. 
In addition, it's important to remem-
ber ,that parents and veteran teachers 
don't know it all. Arthur Levine, presi-
dent of Teachers College at Columbia 
University, noted that the Public Agenda 
study showed a big gulf between the 
pub.fie wtd veteran teachers, on one 
side, and those who are teaching the 
next generation of teachers. 
For ~pie, he said research clearly 
shows that putting students with vary-
ing abilities in the same classroom 
"lfoes not hurt fast learners and can 
help slow learners," and most academ-
ics support such mixed groups. But only 
a thiril of the public buys the idea, and 
only 40 percent of teachers already in 
the classroom buy into it. 
While agreemg that "education 
schools have too often become ivory 
towers," Dr. Levine argued that "what 
this shows is a failure to get basic re-
search in the hands of parents and the 
public." 
Far from doing a Rapunzel number, 
the U of L education program is out 
there in the schools, heli>ing KERA suc-
ceed while training teachers in a realis-
tic setting, · 
U of ('s School of Education has re-
structured itself to reflect the KERA 
mandate, and has tied teacher standards 
to student standards. 
That's good old-fashioned account-
ability. 
June Oeaver, Margaret Anderson 
and Harriet Nelson wotild be so proud. 
The people who vet teacher educa-
tion programs agree that U of L is suc-
ceedinln _g. ccredi . . . 
its report on an a talion VJSit 
to U of L last year, a board of examiners 
cited Ray Nystrand's teacher education 
program for "exemplary practices." 
"When new challenges and opportu-
nities arise," the re1>9rt said, those asso-
ciated with the U of L rrogram "react 
from the point or view o a collaborator, 
not as a member of an isolated group. 
Collaboration is institutionalized, a way_ 
of professional life in this community of 
educators." 
The site visit team decided unani-
mously that, at U of L, collaboration -
the capacity and the desire to reach ou~ 
to other institutions and to the class-
room itself - was "the most compre-
hensive and effective that we have ever 
seen." 
So when some know-nothi!)g tries to 
tell you that KERA is a trendy experi-
ment that's out of touch with the real 
world, tell them to go suck an egg. 
That's what the Beaver woli@ have 
told them. 
David Hawpe's column appears 
Sundays and Wednesdays in The Fo-
rum. 
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For-full-time,Kentuclcyr:under- levels-of-the other-six. • ~ 
gniduafces,atcthose- two sch()()ls;,!/}e _ · "Tl)e:students understand ,that 
incr:ellSeS;)\'ill"add ,up Jo $280 niiiril. tuitiori!will have to increase';':but'we 
a. year; .liringfug·· the, total,tuitiori. 1 ~tiliat increase to be a fair o~e." 
costs to $2,680 for. two. semeslerll fa Edwards said;;~ '. .. 
·,;.I9,l/8-99aita:SZ960)n,J999,~. . ---:Tli"ee.comiiromise. plan .would· 
.,,i/m'l;h~ajn:cr_e.isl:l!aWQrli:io.l!htp ,have increased tuition at UK. and 
11.7 peri:ent,the'ifirst'year,and 10.4. ';UofL by $160 a ·semester the first 
percent the following year. :- .;- .... Ye/II' and $140 the following.year. 
, . _F~:~~p,i~~~;:11t.~,'.':;sbl:~S. ~if The cq~cil vot~ 9-5 a~nsMhe 
-regio""'l~~tl~: '-!u;i,tulti!ll:!.<J1!'·. prop&al:- ., •" ·1 ,;- · 
crease,is,smiill¢rnTbey;,wil!i'@W. ; ~- •. About a·d~ UK stUdent., dii-:, 
ition,iise eyiUQ:t¥,~ .. y~)ind0 pooleil,:tofCOlllli:iilofficeslili'-F'' ' ] 
$100 th ·, 11•· •· ·· -··· ,., · .. · ···"- • rt t" --~,.,,SL · •· ~-e',o owmg-yeat,i'.'Fie'iw1a~:·. 10 o sl'="':against tlie act10n. 
Council meml:ier Steve Barger en-
couraged the council to let the stu-
dents speak, even·though the meet-
Those extra· costs represen~ 6.7· 
percent and 5.2 percent tuition in-
cTeases, respectively. 
The tuition increases were de-
rived by a formula that considered 
Kentucky's per capita income and 
the tuition at benchmark universi-
ties in neigllboring states. It is the· 
same formula the council has used 
since 1982. · 
_-·!:✓;, 
' "'-'~,-' ,,.-, 
606-783·2030 
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State raises tuition at UK, U ofL 
. ' 
22 percent jump 
is highest among 
Kentucky schools 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Despite ob-
jections from students, the state ap-
proved tuition increases yesterday of 
about 22 percent over two years 
at the University of Kentucky and 
University of Louisville. . 
The state Council on Postsecon-
dary Education allowed increases for 
students at all the state's universities, 
community colleges and technical 
schools. 
But the biggest increases - and 
the only ones that were hotly contest-
ed - were for undergraduate, gradu-
ate and professional programs at UK 
and U of L. The last double-digit in-
crease at the two universities was in 
1994. 
UK student Jean May of I.,exington, 
a 25-year-old single mother of three, 
told council members that $10,000 in 
student loans, a part-time job and aid 
from her mother and grandparents 
are barely covering her expenses. 
The tuition increase could push her 
out of school, at least temporarily, 
she said. 
"There's been a lot of talking 
about improving the economics of 
Kentucky" through education, she 
said. "If tuition is raised so high that 
there is no access to education, then 
how will it help our economy?" 
The increases come at a time when 
Kentucky is devoting more state rev-
enue to its universities. To help im~ 
prove higher education, the legisla-
ture approved $40 million in in-
creased funding earlier this year. And 
Gov. Paul Patton wants to add more 
in the coming years. 
Because state spending has failed 
to keep pace with universities' oper-
ating costs in recent years, authon-
ties say it isn't surprising that both 
tuition and state aid are rising now. 
FOR KENTUCKY residents who 
are full-time undergraduates at UK 
and U of L, tuition will rise by $140 a 
semester in each of the next two aca-
demic years, to a total of $1,480 in 
1999-2000. Those are increases of 
11.7 percent the first year and 10.4 
percent the second. 
The two-year increases total about 
12 percent for undergraduates at the 
six regional universities; and nearly 7 
percent for community college stu-
dents. Increases for graduate pro-
grams and the professional schools 
- law, medicine, dentistry and phar-
macy - are generally similar to 
those for undergraduates at each in-
stitution. 
UK students and the student mem-
ber of the council, Renita Edwards of 
Louisville, argued for more modest 
increases at UK and U of L, similar 
to those at the regional u_niversities. 
But the council rejected that option 
by a 9-5 vote. 
The menu of tuition charges ap-
proved yesterday was called for by 
the tuition-setting formula that the 
council has used since 1981. That for-
mula is based on an analysis of tu-
ition charges at similar schools in 
other states and on adjustments for 
per capita income in Kentucky. 
Luke Boyett, a UK freshman from 
Henderson, said the increases would 
be felt disproportionately in Eastern 
and Western Kentucky because fam-
ily income there is generally lower 
than in the state's urban areas. 
But council member Ronald Green-
berg of Louisville called the increases 
modest. "Everyone has taken on a lit-
tle bit of the effort to bring the post-
secondary system up to the level 
we'd like it to be," and students 
Tt!E FORMULA yields double-
digit increases for UK and U of L be-
cause of tuition at the comparable 
out-of-state schools has risen, as has 
Kentucky's per-capita income. The 
out-of-state schools include Indiana, 
Purdue, Ohio State and North Caroli-
na. 
should be no exception, he said. 
"To me that's what makes us strong 
leaders'" she said. "I thought a com-
promise would be in order, because 
(students at) the r~gional instituti~ns 
were satisfied" with the smaller m-
crea:se in their tuition. _. 
The council will review its tuition-
setting policy next year. Ken Walker, 
the council's acting chief of staff, 
said that could lead to scaling back 
tuition in 1999-2000. But Edwards 
said she doubts that will happen. 
A half-page ad in yesterday's UK 
campus newspaper, the Kentucky 
Kernel, urged students to drive to the 
council meeting in Frankfort to pro-
test the tuition increase. Those un-
able to go to Frankfort were urged to 
call, fax or E-mail their opposition to 
the council. 
"Let the CPE know how you feel 
about this EXCESSIVE INCREASE! 
STOP THE EXPLOSION," the ad 
said. 
None of more than a dozen UK 
students interviewed on campus yes-
terday supported the council's deci-
sion. 
"This might put a lot. of st~dents. 
out," said Lexington semor Enk L~e, 
who will not be affected by· the in-
creases. "A lot of families are barely 
(able to afford) to keep their children 
in school now.11 
None of the students expected the 
increase to force them to drop out of 
school. But they said it would cause 
financial hardships for students and 
parents alike. 
"A lot of my friends are. on fi~an-
cial aid. For a lot of them, 1t possibly 
means they won't be able to go to 
school here anymore," said Jay Tip-
ton, a sophomore from Louisville. 
Lena Menendez, a sophomore from 
Somerset said it would force her to 
increase her debt to stay in school. 
"It's frustrating," she said. 
The reaction was much the same 
at U of L. Several students · said 
th_ey'll have a tough time coming up 
:"1th the ~~_money-because pay-
mg for tuition 1s already a struggle. 
Council member Marlene Helm 
said members are still sensitive to 
concerns about the need to keep 
higher education accessible to as 
many people as possible. 
"We don't want to put it financially 
Edwards, a former U of L student-
government president, and the stu-
dent presidents of regional universi-
ties endorsed the across-the-board 
use of the fonnula at a council meet-
ing two weeks ago. 
But Edwards said that a student 
backlash prompted her to reconsider. 
Sherell McElroy, a freshman busi-
ness student from Louisville said the 
increase 11will be very hard11 to ab-
sorb. She's already having difficulty 
balancing school and work - she 
works about 25 hours a week at a 
nursing home and studies mostly on 
the weekends - and expects she'll 
have to work even more hours next 
year to come up with the extra mon-
ey.· 
out of reach," she said. . 
Shaking her head, McElroy said 
she ':"ould try to get a scholarship. 
Michael Maddox will graduate in 
May but had planned to return next 
fall to work on a graduate degree in 
sports administration. If he doesn't 
get a grant for his graduate work 
"the increase could affect me enough 
that I might have to work a job for a 
couple of years, save up some mon-
ey'' and come back to school later. 
Robert Rose, a sophomore from 
Fulton studying sports medicine also 
is worried. "I go right now off of stu-
dent loans," he said in Eckstrom Li-
brary. "But student loans don't cover 
all of my expenses .... I work (25 
hours a week) at UPS and go to 
school both to tryto support myself " 
"I ,don't ~now any (students) that 
aren t working'' at least part-time to 
pay ,for school, he said. "I just really 
?On t understand why they're doing 
1t. T? my knowledge the school isn't 
hurtmg for money. If anything the 
students are hurting for money."' 
Information for this story was also 
gathered by staff writers Richard 
WIison and Leslie Scanlon. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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/$1.3 billion OK'd1 
for construction 
Nine proposals 
for schools go to 
Patton, legislature 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
FRANKFORT - The Council 
on Postsecondary Education ap-
proved a $1.3 billion capital pro-
jects budget recommendation yes-
terday that included funding for 
nine construction and renovation 
projects at the state's universities. 
The council included in its 
budget more than $32 million to-
ward major renovations and more 
than $148 million in new constru~-
tion. 
"The recommendation focuses 
on the highest priority needs in 
postsecondary education that 
could significantly impact the de-
livery of academic programs," said 
Ken Walker, the council's acting 
chief operating officer. 
The recommendations will be 
forwarded to Gov. Paul Patton and 
the General Assembly later this 
month. 
The council recommended that 
the University of Kentucky receive 
funding of $19.6 million in state 
bonds for a new mechanical engi-
neering building and $20 million in 
state bonds for the second phase of 
the Aging and Allied Health build-
ing. 
The buildings have estimated 
costs of $23.6 million and $33 mil-
lion, respectively. The remaining 
costs will be paid by UK. 
In October, university presi-
dents submitted to the council 
wish lists of sorts for their capital 
projects. The mechanical engineer-
ing and aging-allied health bmld-
ings topped UK's list. 
Other projects recommended 
for funding include: 
■ Construction of a natural sci-
ence building at Northern Ken-
tucky University. Estimated cost: 
$38 million in state bonds. 
■ Renovation of a classroom 
building, Breckinridge Hall, at 
Morehead State University. Esti-
mated cost: $14 million in state 
bonds. 
■ Renovation. of a classroom 
building, the Carr Health Building, 
and Cutchin Field House at Murray 
State University. Estimated cost: 
$10.8 million in state bonds. 
■ Construction of student ser-
vices and classroom building at 
Eastern Kentucky University. Esti-
mated cost: $20 million in state 
bonds. 
. ■ Renovation of and addition 
to Hill Student Center at Kentucky 
State University. Estimated cost: 
$8.3 million in state bonds. 
■ Construction of a research 
building at the University of 
Louisville. Estimated cost: $32 mil-
lion 1n state bonds. 
■ Construction of a new class-
room building to house the journal-
ism program and center for in-
structional technology at Western 
Kentucky University. Estimated 
cost: $18.5 million in state bonds. 
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State council takes 
Sue Bennett license 
Sue Bennett College will be allowed to remain 
open this month, but will lose its license to confer 
degrees when the semester ends Nov. 26. The Coun-
cil on Postsecondary Education voted yesterday to 
revoke the license of the 101-year-old, private 
Methodist college in London. Sue Bennett officials 
did not protest the revocation but did ask that it be 
postponed until the end of the semester to allow 
students to receive credit for their coursework. "We 
have commitments from several colleges who will 
accept our students' credit if they are able to com-
plete this semester," said Sue Bennett President 
James Cheek. Cheek said he thought the action ''will 
let this wonderful college that's over 100 years old 
retire with dignity and integrity." The Southern As-
sociation of Schools and Colleges infonned Sue Ben-
nett last summer that it would lose its accreditation 
and in September denied its appeal of the decision. 
Last month, officials announced that the school 
would not open for the spring semester and named 
Cumberland College as custodian for student files. 
\Comj~illl~t~. Sµe,-~_e@:~,tt 're~ire with dignity' .. 
' ~-·:. . . . ' . . ' .. . ... 
By MARK R. CHELI.GREN · - to kind of retire with dignity and ·; ment. About $1.7 million of that debt fields. A Methodist women's grou1 
Associated ~""·i~. . some _integrity," Sue Bennett ~resi-. '.• co11:1e.s from ~ue Bennett's policy ~f owns the property, which has com 
,- '••:·: ,~- . dent Jun Cheek asked the council. . def1c1t spendmg, largely to cover f1- plicated some negotiations wit! 
Cheek said enrollment at the be- nancial aid to students. groups about taking over the col 
FRANK~ORT, Ky. - Sue Bennett 
1
· ginning of the term was about 300 The council cited the college's fi. iege's higher-education role. 
College wtll lose its license at the out was down to 258 by yesterday. . nancial condition as the reason for Cheek said the college is negotiat 
end of the semester in a move that Sue Bennett which ls affiliated ..swithdrawin!l its license. ing with another United Methodis 
will allow about 250 students still at- ': with the United Methodist Church,,ri Cheek said the council was not to . organization, the Red Bird Mission 
tending classes there. to complete. . has lost its accreditation and a bill!)'. ;:: blame for the school's problems and ary Conference, 
10 
determine wheth 
their term. , . . ... to pa_rticipate in state and federal f1' i(, said !Is members had been under- er it would be interested in operatlnj 
The Laurel County school is al•_;, nancial-a1d programs. The loss of 11-::-:.~~g. . · the school. 
ready in its financial death throes ,_.,censure ensured _that the school-.-,, We'!' hopmg w~ can hold our He said such a takeover would b, 
d h · th' · would close. . • ,. heads high the remainder of.these- . . an. t_ e tempo~ry repneve e ~•1 think this is not the conclusion\_ mester," he said. the school's best chance of remam• 
Council on Postsecondary Edu"!'t_ion any of us would prefer;,, council . :,, Cheek said about 20 othet schools Ing- as an independent institution al 
granted yesterday was an_ offlc1als- Chairman Leonard Hardin said. _ . _:,· have agreed. to accept the credits of . higher education. 
could ask for. Sue Bennett College owes $2 mil- : .. sue Bennett's students. The school is also negotiating wit~ 
"In a way, then, allow this old col- · ·non; its creditors include the Internat ' The 50-acre_ campus includes ne"!'• other parties. Cheek declined lo 
lege - it's over a hundted years old".' Revenue Service and its.owt_1.endow- , ly a dozen buildings and athletic identify them. 
' ; . 
iVl.:,U /-\K\..,MI Vt:.:, 
9lA-~-L}-1\~ 13> 
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'N°eW~Stirt for everybody' 
Morehead adjusts to Coach Macy, life after Fick 
By Rick Bailey 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
MOREHEAD - Chris Stone 
attended a Kyle Macy basketball 
camp in Lexington when he was 
10. Brandon Davenport met Macy 
at a benefit banquet in Owens-
boro. 
Aaron Knight was a fan of his 
hometown team, the University of 
Louisville, and dic;ln't pay much at-
tention to Kentucky, where Macv 
had been an All-American guard 
and later was part of the UK radio 
broadcasting team. 
Luke Lloyd and Ted Docks are 
from Michigan, and they never 
heard of Macy until his name be-
gan to surface in 1996 as a possi-
ble coach at their school, More-
head State. 
Now the five players are ad-
justing to the new regime with 
Macy as the Eagles' head coach. 
It wasn't particularly easy for 
Lloyd, a 6-foot-9 junior center re-
cruited by Coach Dick Fick, whose 
contract wasn't renewed after last 
season. 
"Just getting used to Coach 
Fick not being here probably was 
one of the most difficult things to 
adjust to," Lloyd said. "Not only 
was he close to us as a coach, but 
he was a close friend of ours. It's 
been a gradual process, but I'm 
adjusting to it (the transition) 
now." 
Macy's lack of coaching expe-
rience doesn't bother Lloyd. 
"He's been around coaches all 
his life ... his dad (Bob), Joe B. 
Hall at Kentucky," Lloyd said. 
"Coach Macy knows what he's do-
ing." . . 
How· confident is -Lloyd about 
Morehead's chances- in the Ohio Valley 
Conference despite being picked last by 
league coaches and sports information di-
rectors? · 
Season openers 
EXHIBITION 
Sports Tours International 
at Morehead 
■ When: 3 p.m. Sunday 
REGULAR SEASON 
Morehead at Kentucky 
■ When: 8 p.m. Nov. 20 
pre-season poll is wrong. 
"There's probably not many expecta-
tions for this team, but that's all right," 
Docks said. "That gives us something to 
shoot for. We can do better than what 
Lloyd doesn't plan to return to Flint, they picked us." 
Mich., for spring break. "We'll be in the Davenport and Knight, two of More-
tournament then," he head's four freshmen, are eager to play 
said. for Macy. 
The OVC Touma- "Coach Macy can help me polish my 
ment? game," said Davenport, only the state's 
"No. The NCAA second Mr. Basketball to attend More-
Toumament," he head. (Sonny Allen, Mr. Basketball in 
replied. 1946, was the first.) 
Stone,. who played "At Owensboro the offense was fo. 
at Harrison County and cused on me. Here it's focused on the in- . 
is Morehead's only se- side people and the swingmen. It's pass 
nior, expects the Eagles Lloyd first, pass second and score third. Coach 
to do better than their Macy can help me do that." 
last-place tie (with Eastern Kentucky) Davenport, a 5-9 
last year. guard, chose Morehead 
"The transition's been quite smooth," when Minnesota and 
Stone said. "We're going from running an Oklahoma State backed 
offense for three years to a different one, off their recruiting ef-
and that's a big change for an athlete. forts. "Morehead 
But we've made that adjustment really seemed like the ideal 
well. place to go," he said. 
"I never thought I'd get a chance to Knight, a 6-3 swing- . 
play for Coach Macy, but he's done a man from Louisville 
wonderful job with us. He's a teacher, Ballard, didn't know Knight 
and he's been there at UK and the NBA. much about Macy as 
He's experienced a lot." he considered attending North Carolina-
Stone, · a 6-7 forward, is Morehead's Greensboro and East Tennessee, 
leading returning scorer and rebounder. "I didn't even visit those schools," 
Docks, a 5-8 junior guard, led the Eagles Knight said. "After I came here, I knew it 
in assists despite missing five games was the place for me. Coach Macy was 
with an illness. . -., one reason why. 
Docks, from Ciil)ton, Mich., had no- "All of us are like freshmen -this year. 
idea about Macy's background and popu- _ It's a ·new start for everybody." · ·• •;<;-: .-·, 
larity in Kentucky. ., ... · . . - . ■ Junior forward David Harrison has 
"Talk was going arouiid; Docks said, "'" 1:ieen suspended indefinitely for violating 
"and I started to realize the·magnitude of team rules. ;, ,:; 
the type person he was down here. I'm ■:.The Eagles will play a "nostµgia" 
elated. With the ties he has to Kentucky, exhibition game against Latvia at 3:i>.m. 
he'll bring a lot oUan support to More- Sunday in Wetherby Gymnasium. More-
head. It was hard to cut the ties with head won 76 percent of its -games in a 
Coach Fick, but-you:~;some·things -qilarta:-centiiry c1t·Wetherby1liefore:triov-.-
to happen in Division.· I PIO~.". · -,t':--, •ing(to'.the 0Acaaeniic::Athletic.Ceiit~ 'in-, 
---nnrk~ hnne.q Mn'i'ehP.ac! d:iri·nioVe·the 1981-82. ·~r-~·.~4·ii:l~..:.n-.-.t~·;~JiW.~.:i.:Gl 
l Mt:. VUUHlt:.H·JU~HI\IAL • n.1:n • ~"'"' .. _ • VVt:UNl:.::iU/-\T, I\IUVCIVICCn .J, 1::,::,1 • 
C9!leges may issue bonds to raise 
m·oney to hire top professors · 
· . al appropriation to a trust fund for 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS nence by 2020. Council member Ron work-force development programs at 
The Courier-Journal Greenberg of Lomsvlile suggested the community colleges and techmcal 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Selling bonds 
to build classrooms and dormitories 
is old hat for universities. 
Kentucky universities may be on 
the verge of applying the bond-is~ue 
concept to a brand new use: Buymg 
academic and research brain power. 
The state Council on Postsecon-
dary Education ~ndorsed on_ ~onday 
the idea of lettmg umvers1t1es use 
some of the money in new state in-
centive funds to pay bond-issue costs. 
If the governor and legislature go 
along, the University of Kentucky 
and University of Louisville could 
quickly conven $10 million in state 
money to $200 million that can be 
used to attract top professors - or 
even entire research institutes. 
Regional universities could conv1::rt 
$1 million in state money to S20 m1l-
lion for endowed chairs and profes-
sorships. . . 
Using bonds to mvest m human 
and intellectual capital, rather than 
buildings, is "an absolutely ne~ and 
exciting idea that no one else m the 
country has ever t~ought of,". said 
University of Lou1sv1lle President. 
John Shumaker. 
In the post-secondary-education re-
form law enacted last May, Gov. Paul 
Patton and the legislature took the 
long view, aiming to elevate research 
at UK and U of L to national promi-
bonds-for-brains concept as a way to schools. By the 1999-2000 sc~ool 
Jump:start that process. . ear, the council wants the leg1sla-
ln ,ts budget request to the leg,sla- iure to be providing annual sums of 
ture, the council asked Monday f?r $29 million for a trust fund for build-
$10 million to be added to the $6 mil- in s and equipment, $12 million _f~r a 
lion already allotted annually for re- te~hnology trust fund and $7 mlihon 
search incentives at the . d?ctoral for a student-aid trust fund. 
sc~ools. It asked for a SI !"!ll10n ad- The council also approved the 
d1t10n to the current $6 m1lhon allot- rules schools must follow to draw 
ted annually for excellence at region- money from the research, regional 
al umvers1t1es. university and work-force develop-
Greenberg's idea is to allow the ment trust funds. It softened earlier 
universities to issue bonds worth 10 roposals to have a consultant coach 
tim_es the amount of the new money, ~niversities on their funding reguest_s 
which w~uld then be used to pay and to require each regional umvers1-
debt ~ervice on the bonds. The um- ty to seek funding for no more than 
versines would solicit private funds 
. t one program. . 
to match the bond-issue _amoun • Instead, the consultant will advise 
yielding a total worth 20 times the the council on schools' requests, and 
state's investment. The plan shoul~ regional schools can seek funding for 
help universities deve_lop researc more than one program each .-
agendas that would quickly have an though the council still prefers sm-
economic impact, _Greenberg said. gle-program requests. 
State budget director James Ram- Also on Monday the council re-
sey said the plan seems legally voked Sue Bennett College's author-
sound, though int_erest on the bond_s ity to issue degrees, effective Nov. 26. 
would be taxable mcome, unhke um- The college lost its regional accred1-
versity construction bonds_. which are tation last June because of financial 
tax-free. B_ut some council members instability, and students. the~e are no 
were skeptical of the 1de~. longer eligible for financial aid. 
"It's like me borrowmg money to Sue Bennett President James 
invest in the stock market(' said Wa~ Cheek said about 250 students are 
ter Baker, a forme~ le_g,slator an still enrolled, and colleges in Ken-
state Supreme Court Justice. d tucky and neighboring states are 
The council also rec?'!'mende working out transfer arrangements. 
doubling the current $3 m1lhon annu-
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Sue Bennett College gets 
'retire with dignity' OK 
By MARK R. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
FRANKFORT - Sue Bennett 
College has a few weeks of ad-
ditional life, as much as even 
its president could ask for. 
"In a way, then, allow this 
old college - it's over a hun-
dred years old - to kind of re-
tire with dignity and some in-
tegrity," President Jim Cheek 
asked the Council on Postsec-
ondary Education Monday. 
The council voted Monday to 
pull the license for Sue Ben-
nett on Nov. 26, the end of the 
current semester, allowing the 
258 students still enrolled at 
the • Laurel' County school to . 
complete their terms. 
· Sue Bennett, which is affili-
ated with the United Methodist 
Church, has already lost its ac-
creditation and ability to par-
ticipate in state and federal fi. 
nancial aid programs. The loss 
of its license was merely the 
final step. 
"I think this is not the con-
clusion any of us would pre-
fer," said council Chairman 
Leonard Hardin. 
Sue Bennett College owes $2 
million to creditors including 
the Internal Revenue Service 
and its own endowment. About 
$1.7 million of that debt comes 
from Sue · Bennett's policy of 
deficit spending, largely to 
cover student financial aid. 
The council cited the finan-
cial' condition of ,Sue Bennett 
as the reason for pullihg its li-
cense. 
Cheek said the council was 
not to blame for the school's 
problems and said officials had 
been very understanding. 
"We're hoping we can hold 
our heads high the remainder 
of the semester," Cheek said. 
Cheek said about 20 other 
schools have agreed to accept 
the credits of students now en-
rolled at Sue Bennett who 
wish to transfer. 
The campus, built in London 
on about 50 acres, includes 
nearly a dozen buildings and 
athletic fields. The property is 
actually owned by a Methodist 
women's group, a situation 
that has complicated some ne-
gotiations wl.ili" groups •.!!bout 
taking over the college's'high' 
ei'education 'role:." . ";'-'· •· ,; '' 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, November 4, 1997 __________________ _ 
Co.uncil .... -.:.....-;r• New rates at a glance 
approves THE ASSOCIATED PRESS • 
tuition 
Renita Edwards. the 
student member of the 
council who attends Lou-
isville, offered an al-
ternative plan that would 
have increased tuition 
f O r in st a t e u n de r- Tuition rates established by the Council on Postseconcf-
graduates at the two larg- ary Education. Rates are per semester for a full time, ur.-
est schools by roughly dergraduate resident of Kentucky. Rates will be in effect • increase the same percentages as for the 1998-99 school year and 1999-2000. the other six schools. It Inst.. ................................................ 1999 % Chg. 2000 % Chg. 
UK, Louisville 
students to be 
hit hardest 
would have worked out Com Coll ....................................... 530 3.9 550 3.8 
to an $80 increase the Regional ........................................ 960 6. 7 1010 5.2 
first year. $70 the second. Doctoral ... _..: ................. : ................ 1340 . 11.7 1480 10.4 
The council voted 9_5 against Note: _Tu1t10n at Lexmgton Co1;1mumty College_ is not i~-
By MARK R. CHELLGREN 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Edwards' ro osal . . eluded m the rate for commumty colleges. Regional um-
in 1 stro~ psentii: surpr~s: versities are Eastern, Northern, Western,•Morehead, Mur-
to;i{ally sciident m/t· His f ray and Kentucky State. Doctoral universities are the Uni-
the ' il h m edrs tuo versity of Kentucky and University of Louisville. counc ave oppose . 
ition increases, but been un- -----------------------
FRANKFORT _ Coun- able to even win a second to 
cil on Postsecondary Ed- 1 their motions for lower rates. 
ucation member Jim Ron Greenberg, a council 
Miller, a member for I member from Louisville, said 
near!~ a decade. summed I the tuition rates are still com-
up the sentiment of his paratively low and even at UK 
colleagues on the sensi- and Louisville, work out to 
t . · ft ·t· t only $10 per week. ive topic o m ion ra es. I "For me, that's $10 a w· eek 
Miller said it should be 
clear to new council that I don't have," said Jean 
members why the Gen- May, a 25-year-old single moth-
eral Assembly left it to er of three who is a junior at 
the council to set rates, UK. 
rather than keeping the Gouncil member Marlene 
issue to itself. Helm said members were still 
The council Monday sensitive to the concern about 
approved tuition rates keeping higher education 
for all universities. com- available to as many people as 
munity colleges and tech- possible. "We don't want to 
nical schools that will put it fmancially out of reach," 
begin with the fall semes- Helm said. 
ter in 1998. Individual in- Tuition rates will rise by $20 
stitutions can set their per semester each year at com-
own fee schedules, but munity colleges. Rates for all 
tuition is established by other categories of students, 
the council. including graduates, out-of-
For full time under- state students and professional 
graduates who are Ken- schools, will also rise in each 
tucky residents at the of the two coming years. 
University of Kentucky The coun~il will be examin-
and University of Louis- ilig· its tuition policy, which 
ville, it will mean $140 has been in place since 1981. 
per semester increases in The current policy ties tuition 
the 1998-99 school year, to a formula that includes 
and a similar increase rates at silnilar institutions in 
the following year. Those other states and to per capita 
increases work out to income in Kentucky._ _ 
11.7 percent the first year The council also recom-
and 10.4 percent the fol• mended state appropriations 
lowing year. · · for all of the universities for 
The increases will be the .coming biennium and capi-
much smaller for stu- tat .construction projects. It of-
dents at the other six fered its opinion on how incen-
universities - $60 per se- live funds created by the spe-
mester the first year and cial General Assembly session 
another $50 per semester on higher ·education in May 
in the 1999·2000 school · should be structure4:· · -:-
year. The percentage in• . It still will be up to the legis• 
creases work· out to 6. 7 ·
1
1a_ l\lr __ e to _actually dec_}d,_e __ h_ ow 
tlie first year and" 5.2 the . 
secorid''year. •· -" 
much state money will go to 
higher education and how it 
will be spent. 
One of the most novel rec-
ommendations was on the sub-
ject of research money. 
UK and Louisville are now 
charged with becoming nation-
ally recognized research insti-
tutions. But there is expected 
to be only about $10 million in 
new money earmarked for re-
search beginning next budget 
year. 
The council proposes selling 
bonds to raise $100 million 
with the $10 million appropria'. 
tion going for annual debt ser-
vice. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Wednesday, November 5, 1997 
Be prudent, Patton 
~prplus should go to Kentucky's long-term needs 
Suppose you come into some . money. It's a one-time windfall · of cash -· not large enough to 
support an expansion of your daily 
lifestyle, but sizeable nonetheless. 
· You could save it for future 
emergencies, or invest it for your 
cnildren's college education. You 
could replace that leaky roof, or in-
stall a more energy-efficient furnace. 
You could even blow the whole 
b~dle taking the family on a trip 
to;the Caribbean. 
Each option would have an im-
pact on your family's quality of life, 
olit some of them would have a 
more long-lasting impact than oth-
:.ers. 
What do you do? 
Gov. Paul Patton faces similar 
:~poices in regard to a budget sur-
plus produced by a healthy econo-
.my. Patton already has decided that 
. this $150 million or so won't sup-
port an expanded daily lifestyle for 
the state. So, the money won't go 
u,to recurring programs that would 
need the same level of funding 
down the road, when the economy 
might not be so healthy. 
And the reality is that no gover-
rwr facing re-election in a couple of 
years is going to put all this money 
into a rainy day fund, although pru-
dence would dictate that some of it 
should be salted away. 
:: So, that leaves Patton to choose 
which of a wide variety of one-time 
expenditures gets funded. 
Research facilities and endow-
ments for the state's universities 
would be an investment that could 
return a better-educated populace 
and the economic growth that 
comes from spinning off theoretical 
ideas into practical applications. 
(The Council on Postsecondary Edu-
cation on Monday recommended is-
suing $100 million in bonds to en-
dow research professorships. But 
using the surplus makes more sense 
than borrowing money for this pur-
pose.) 
In its own way, a good infra-
structure - from roads and bridges 
to sewers and water systems - is 
also an economic investment, and 
Kentucky has many such needs. But 
as state Rep. Marsqall Long noted 
in regard to spending the surplus, 
"Sewers aren't sexy." 
Sexy is an aquarium in Northern 
Kentucky, better golf courses at 
state parks and, yes, a baseball sta-
dium in Lexington. These are the 
sort of projects that provide great 
ribbon-cutting photo ops for politi-
cians seeking re-election. 
There's no doubt the sexy ideas 
would improve the quality of life in 
Kentucky. But is that improvement 
as great as it would be if this wind-
fall were invested in the education, 
research and infrastructure this 
state needs to reach its full econom-
ic potential? 
The choice is Paul Patton's. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State University 
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BertCombs' papersto:be·dedicated·'tolJK"iV; 
LEXINGTON, Ky:·,- Thetpubli2 a_nci persoit~l-l'apers"of fci~e;~-
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-mgner education council 
proposes giant nest egg 
MSU officials optimistic about 
Breckinridge. Page 13, · Recommendations 
THE AssOCIATED PRESS FRANKFORT (AP) - The 
Council on Postsecondary Edu-
cation wants to create a huge 
nest egg to underwrite the ef-
fort to give Kentucky two note-
worthy research universities. 
The council this week ap-
proved a recommendation for 
a $10 million additional annual 
appropriation for research at 
UK and the University of Lou-
isville. But the proposal would 
have the money pay debt ser-
vice on a $100 million bond 
issue. 
New facili~es and 
renovation projects 
recommended by. the Council 
on Postsecondary Education. 
Estimated state share in 
parentheses. 
Carr Health Building, Cutchin 
Field House renovations. 
($10.8 million). 
EASTERN Kentucky 
University classroom building 
($20 million). 
KENTUCKY State University 
student center renovation-
addition. ($8.3 million). NORTHERN Kentucky 
University science building. 
($38 million). 
MOREHEAD State 
University Breckinridge Hall 
renovation. ($14 million). 
UNIVERSITY of Kentucky 
mechanical engineering 
building. (19.6 million). 
MURRAY State University 
UNIVERSITY of Louisville 
research building. ($32 
million). 
WESTERN Kentucky 
University instructional 
technology-journalism 
building. ($18.5 million). 
UK allied health building. 
($20 million). 
It is all part of a budget rec-
ommendation for higher edu-
cation that approaches $1 bil-
lion a year in state funding 
alone, with new money set 
aside for buildings, student aid 
and improvements at technical 
schools, community colleges 
and the universities. 
But even with all the new 
money, there is · still s_kepti-
cism and concern 'about priori-
ties from some in the higher 
education community. And the 
General Assembly will have to 
make any final decisions. 
the proceeds from those invest-
ments would finance endowed 
chairs and professorships. 
percent the second year. 
The · council also would set 
aside debt service to finance 
big construction projects total-
ing nearly $290 million. 
The bond proceeds would go 
into a pot, hopefully to be 
matched with a like amount 
raised from other sources. Ron 
Greenberg, chairman of the 
council's Investments and In-
centives Committee, said the 
money would be invested and 
Council member Walter 
Baker, a former legislator who 
served on the General As-
sembly's budget-writing com-
mittee, was leery. "It's like me 
borrowing money to invest in 
the stock market," he said. 
The council recommended a 
total higher education budget 
of $917 million in the 1998-99 
fiscal year and $970 million in 
2000. It includes base increases 
in financing of 2.9 percent the 
first year of the budget and 2.8 
For the first time, the coun-
cil would set aside about $25 
million to finance major main-
tenance and government man-
dates. such as compliance with 
the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act. Four of the con-
struction projects. and the 
maintenance funds, were in-
cluded in recommendations for 
funding by the Capital Plan-
ning Advisory Board. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday, November 6, 1997 
New course an 
There are.18 
holes and-each 
has a par, but· 
instead of using 
a club to drive 
a ball, the 
player tosses a 
Frisbee. 
By Jefferson George 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BURE.AU 
C pus 
G 
EORGETOWN - The name itself seems suspi-
c10us, conjuring images of other unusual hy-
brids like "bowling baseball" or "football ten-
ms." 
. But Frisbee golf is very real, and it has 
sailed onto the Georgetown College campus. 
Th~ college yesterday held the first tournament on its 
new Frisbee isolf course, one of only a few in the Bluegrass 
a?d the first m the country built with a grant by the Profes-
s10nal Disc Golf Association. 
,:!mt there is such a ~oup - using "disc" because "Fris-
bee 1s a trad~mark - hmts at the growing popularity of a 
sport not so different from good, _old-fashioned, regular golf. 
Pe~ple can play 18 holes or Just nme, and at just about 
any s_kill level. Each hole has a par, and players putt as well 
as drive. 
. But instead of using a club to drive a small, dimpled ball 
mto a cup, Frisbee golf players hurl saucer-shaped discs to-
ward elevated metal baskets. 
Why Georisetown_ College? Activities Director James 
K'?"l'pe had built a Frisbee golf course at a job in South Car-
olm~, and :Vhen he was hired last summer by the college, 
President Bill Crouch expressed interest in a local effort. . 
To get their edition off the 
ground, college officials invited 
David Greenwell - the top tourna-
ment and money winner and three-
time professional Player of the Year 
- to help design the course, one of 
few on a college campus; in· fact, the 
first nine holes - the back nine are 
still unfinished - weave through 
butldmgs and trees in the heart of 
campus. 
As music drifted through the 
fraternity quad and heads poked 
out of windows. Greenwell ex-
plained Frisbee golf technique to 
Georgetown students yesterday. 
"You've got to use your hips," 
he said, sounding like any other 
duffer while pivoting and releasing 
a disc. "Drive with your legs and 
your hips." 
Greenwell said disc golf has 
been around since the 1970s, invent-· 
ed by an executive at Whammo, 
maker of the official Frisbee. The 
Georgetown College course is 
unique but could become the norm 
as_ the game·s popularity grows, he 
said. The course and others are 
open to the public, and the only cost 
is money to buy a Frisbee . 
Until then, some may remain 
perple.xed by the metal baskets: Col-
lege officials say students have mis-
taken them for squirrel traps, while 
others have locked their bicycles to 
them. 
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MSU's look 
will change 
with Macy 
Strategy, style different 
By TONY CURNUTTE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - The arrival 
of coach Kyle Macy and as-
sistant coach Wayne Breeden 
to Morehead State brings not 
only changes in personality, 
but changes on the floor. 
Gone are the legendary side-
line antics of Dick Fick, who 
led the Eagles to an 8-19 season 
last year. 
In comes the knowledgeable 
Macy, a former University of 
Kentucky basketball hero who 
went on to the NBA, and 
Breeden, the impetuous and 
successful Ashland high school 
coach. 
The change also means a 
slower pace for Morehead 
State, which tried to move 
under break-neck speed for 
Fick. 
"I really think the offensive 
style is going to be completely 
different." said Eagles swing-
man Jeremy Webb. a 1995 
graduate of West Carter High 
School. "They're going to 
bring in a system that's more 
taking good shots instead of 
running up and down the 
court. We're much more of a 
set offense this year. 
"I think it will be better for 
me personally. The athletes in 
the OVC (Ohio Valley Con-
ference) like to run up and 
down the floor. The big thing I 
had to try to adjust to was the 
physicalness and quickness of 
the players. I wasn't used to 
guarding guys around the pe-
rimeter that were that quick." 
Webb played in 19 games, av-
eraging 2.4 points and 1.9 re-
bounds. He scored a career-
high nine points twice last sea- . 
son. 
The former All-Area player 
believes the inexperienced Ea-
gles will come together by 
OVC tournament time. 
"I really think people are 
overlooking us," he said. 
"We've been picked to finish 
last in the OVC but I don't 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky, Wednesday, November 5, 1997 
Macy's reputation 
lured Davenport 
By TONY CURNUTTE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Kentucky's 
· :Vlr. Basketball. who played for 
a former Kentucky Mr. Basket-
ball. is playing for a former In-
diana Mr. Basketball? 
Confused? 
Brandon Davenport isn't. 
The former Owensboro High 
School star guard. last year's 
Mr. Basketball selection, has a 
dear mind about his new ca-
reer as a Morehead State 
Eagle. 
"The number one reason I'm 
here is coach (Kyle) Macy," 
said Davenport. who played for 
former Kentucky Mr. Basket-
ball Randy Embry and now 
plays for Macy, a former In-
diana Mr. Basketball selection. 
"I don't believe I would be 
here if he wasn't here. His 
track record speaks for itself." 
Davenport. a 5-foot-9 point 
guard, was born in 1978. the 
same year Macy helped lead 
the University of Kentucky to 
an NCAA championship. But 
Macy's accomplish-ments 
aren't lost on Davenport. 
"Coach Embry told me a lot 
about him and he spoke to a 
Boys' Club meeting when I 
was a kid and I've seen some 
0ld clippings and highlights. 
Everybody in Kentucky knows 
,:oach Macy." 
Davenport would like to 
,tart carving out his own ac-
"omplishments. After aver-
aging 25.5 points for Owens-
boro. he must now look to pass 
before shoot. 
"I was the main scorer. The 
• •!Tense was built around me," 
said Davenport. "Whatever I 
did was all right. At Morehead, 
to be a true point guard, I have 
to pass first, pass second and 
think that will happen. We 
won't let tha1 happen: --=-=-~~-~-----"We'll be all right by the 
time the tnurnament rolls 
around." 
Webb's co11sin, Dennie, also 
a former A I-Area player for 
the Comets. will suit up again 
·,s a sophomore walk-on for 
:VISU. Denni•i Webb played 19 
minutes last season for More-
head State. 
"I just want to try to help 
1)Ut anyway I can/' Dennie 
Webb said. "I want to just fill 
a role, that's what I'm trying 
to do right now. 
"It kind of caught me off-
guard to be here last year. It 
was midsummer before I knew 
I was coming here and coach 
Fick talked to me about walk-
ing on and it worked out 
well." 
Breeden is a familiar sight 
to the Webbs. The former UK 
assistant was coaching the 
Tomcats while the Webbs were 
a dominating tandem for the 
Comets. 
"Instead of hearing him yell 
at his players, he's yelling at 
us !)OW," Jere my Webb joked. 
"Coach Breeden makes you 
work hard, that's the good 
thing about him," Jeremy 
said. "Coach Breeden is more 
vocal and will let everybody 
know what they're doing 
wrong but coach Macy lets you 
know, too. It's not like he just 
sits back. He really takes 
charge." 
Morehead State opens its 
seaso~ in imposing fashion, 
tra velmg to Rupp Arena to 
play Kentucky on Nov. 20. The 
Eagles play I their exhibition 
opener at home Nov. 9 against 
Sports Tours International at 3 
p.m. at Ellis T. Johnson Arena. 
shoot third. 
"That's going to be a hard 
transition. I have to break my-
self of the habit of wanting to 
shoot. But we've got some good 
shooters here, so that's going 
to make the transition a lot 
simpler." 
So is Macy, who knows what 
it's like to take a back seat of-
fensively after previously 
being a scoring force. 
"He told me on my visit to 
Morehead State that- he and 
Michael Jordan once combined 
for 70 points in a Chicago 
Bulls game," Davenport said. 
"Then he told me that Jordan 
scored 63 and he scored 7. 
"Coach Macy is a nice guy." 
111\'-"~ I 1• 11 
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0.'.70_·_,'.~·;·•···1:'"Qetie···omcial files M~~!~~~'~X::! 0r b what? Not to take an offered $10 million 
• • from the governor to build another sports •vn e ghts· smt complex? Don't you know that if you Cl . n don't grab that money and use it, some-body else in the state will? 
Who knows, maybe you can get more 
than $10 million, if the bids come in above 
current projected costs. Murray State did 
just that a few years ago, asked the state 
for about $18 million to build a basketball 
arena then got several million more when 
the bids came in "higher than anticipat-
ed." 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PRESTONSBURG - A com-
munity college administrator has 
accused the school president of dis-
criminating against her and harass-
ing her because of her health prob-
lems. And she claims the Universi-
ty of Kentucky did nothing about 
it.' . 
; Brenda Music, financial aid di-
rector at Prestonsburg Community 
College, filed a civil rights lawsuit 
Wednesday in Floyd Circuit Court. 
She accuses President Deborah 
Floyd of passing her over for a pro-
motion, belittling her in front of col-
leagues and trying to force her into 
retirement. 
Music said she got nothing but 
good reports until she contracted 
the sometimes fatal disease peri-
tonitis in the fall of 1995 in connec-
tion with a Jong-term kidney ail-
ment. She said Floyd told her 10· 
"straighten up," and that the ha-
rassment got even worse when she 
suffered a heart attack in March. 
Music was acting dean of stu-
dent affairs for five years but said 
Floyd suddenly decided to replace 
her in 1996. But when a selection 
committee's first choice declined, 
the suit said, Floyd picked the 
third-place applicant over Music. 
"Dr. Floyd's search for a person 
to fill the position ... was very secre-
tive and in contrast from other po-
sition searches," the suit said. "For 
example, Dr. Floyd hired a private 
consulting firm to do a background 
check on the three finalists selected 
by the search committee, of which 
Music was one, yet Dr. Floyd de-
stroyed the consulting firm's report 
after reading same." 
Music said FJoyd violated her 
civil rights and discriminated 
against her because of her disabili-
ties. She is asking for compensato-
ry and punitive damages, plus a 
ruling that Floyc! violated her 
rights. 
Floyd was in Washington, D.C., 
yesterday and could not be reached 
for comment. College spokesman 
Mark Francis (;rid the school does 
not comment on pending litigation. 
Floyd has been the target of 
other complaints from staff that she 
is autocratic and unresponsive. The 
faculty assembly gave her a no-con-
fidence vote last year, but college 
officials backed her up. 
Now, with the expected "unbudgeted. 
surplus", you could probably make a case 
for at least $20 million of that $100+ mil'. 
lion surplus. Murray State and our local 
Chamber of Commerce managed to whee: 
die and whine and get their money. 
This happened a few years after build-
ing a football stadium at taxpayers' ex-· 
pense that has never been filled. Yep, they 
told us what advantages to the communi-
ty these fine edifices would bring. · 
Yep, they told us that if we don't get 
the money someone else will. Yep, they 
cut faculty and staff salaries and wages 
but they never cut back plans for any 
sports programs.• 
The state can't bring teachers' salaries 
up to benchmark, but we have nice sports 
facilities. Isn't this a great country and a 
great state? The bread trucks may be late, 
but the circuses are always here on time 
- election time. 
Kathy Lyons 
Murray 
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College official alleges harassment 
Associated Press 
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. - A com-
munity college administrator has ac-
cused the school's president of dis-
criminating against her and harass-
ing her because of health problems. 
Brenda Music, financial aid direc-
tor at Prestonsburg Community Col-
lege, filed a civil-rights lawsuit 
against the University of Kentucky, 
which operates the community col-
lege, Wednesday in Floyd Circuit 
Court. She accuses Deborah Floyd of 
passing her over for a promotion, be-
littling her in front of colleagues and 
trying to force her into retirement. 
Music said she got nothing but , 
good reports until she contracted the 
sometimes-fatal disease peritonitis in 
1995 in connection with a long-term 
kidney ailment. She said Floyd told 
her to "straighten up," and that the 
harassment got worse after she suf-
fered a heart attack in March. 
Music was acting dean of student 
affairs for five years but said Floyd 
suddenly decided to replace her in 
1996. When a selection committee's 
first choice declined. the suit said, 
Floyd picked the third-place appli-
cant over Music. 
"Dr. Floyd's search for a person to 
fill the position ... was very secrew 
tive and in contrast from other posi-
tion searches," the suit said. "For ex-
ample, Dr. Floyd hired a private con-
sulting firm to do a background 
check on the three finalists selected 
by the search committee, of which 
Music was one, yet Dr. Floyd de-
stroyed the consulting firm's report 
after reading" it. 
Music is asking for compensatory 
and punitive damages, plus a ruling 
that Floyd violated her rights. 
Floyd was in Washington, D.C., 
yesterday and could not be reached. 
Community college spokesman Mark 
Francis said the school doesn't com-
ment on pending litigation. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Friday, November 7, 1997 
Ashland home to state's top·, teacher 
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. . ·. tary Teacher, ,of the )'.ear and Prmc1pal Jam9~ _I,edfqrd,. '::'"' ;1 peri.~n~e 1n ·•le_arn!n~::r.ll;t,l\~r,;,:,-'chan~: i>rogr:aj#· :sJ:11r;ij~sfpr, 
.A~~J,AND - Students· ,1µ Pamela S. ·131-1rns of College Two of Stu~~er'~ _fdurth'Y~/11'.~· ,t~ar:1!\: 7la~s . .-~h~i!11~1J~~:;?PJ:.'gari~z.edi_tb~tw.ee ..!i·)ler· s.t.ua~n~;:. 
Spams~. la11g1.,1a~e . c!ass0/i ,)It View Middle m'Daviess Coun- students_ agreetl:~~t}i!·4df<?~.d:·;,, ,com\l;tq:llfe. She !1!l1".l!fo!!/~·!Pft"i'·,and'ti;e1~l·)ij·_Si>~ii). . •' .. '.'. " 
l?aul G. Blazer H~~h S91}qol ty was n(lmed' Middle. ~chool t~at the!:': teiic,J;i~r11s-1magipa; -'. sett)e f~_r·!\ ~ and_1'.',l~\ll,'SJ!!l,X!l~;;,'- _;:.sh~:: h,olds,f!!,'"baglle.l~f1~,!,\e· 
~elebrated the trad1hona~. Day Teacher of the Year. hve a~d m~.q".at~v,e, ''She's\!!}~ · mea reason ~o s~1v~cf.grI,~:-1_()\Ygf~Ei?,;[ro)ri· 'th~ Unitr'ifrsjty,-of 
of the Dead_ Thursday after- . The Department of Educa- ways m~~resw,1g fof us a:i1,g.; and I appreciate th~!•/c);i\{;',• · •-· __ , ·Alab11ma:Birmingh,a_l}l_, ,?-I\~. !\ 
noon. a holiday that turned hon made the announcement takes thmgs most, teachers. · Ledford said she_, fe!t .. -St~ck:;_ master'.s degree from "More-
out happy for their teacher. Thursday afternoon after would ~ake·boring and turn.~ er's choice w_as_ "!!:., P,l,U~, for head State UniverJifiY.:~\;1li1~•!; 
Susan .B. ~t_µcker le\lr,ned sending word to Stucker ear- them mto sometµ!ng fun, Eastern K;e11tucky_;:,.',J?,~baµse Stucker is no str'al'lg~( to 
she had be.en :selected ~en- lier in the day that she had said Mandy Wells. "She ta~es there seems to" IJ~,a-~qn,s.~~-~\ls,, teacjling, award~. She/rec!)j_yed 
\ucky Teacher of the Year for won the competition for state really contemporary teac~mg out the~e t~at o'tir·educ11,honal' · the $2.5,000 Mjlken · Fafuily 
1996 by the ·state Department high school teachers. techniques and comb mes system 1sn t comPl![ai?,Ji; to t~e. Foundation Educator AYiard 
of Education. "I'm just delighted, for them with Spanish cultur_e. central p3:rt of the•stat!' and•I' nd the $2 500 Ashlaridi"'Inc. 
She will represent Kentucky Susan in particular because I There's not a bored student 111 don't_ believe this ,1~. -t!i;~ case. ; •acher ·Achievement Award 
jn national Teacher of lhe feel she is that special teacher class." Special teachers ljkf·'.~usan h~--1995_ ·state Education ~om-
missioner Wilmer Cody,· who 
. came io Ashla11d. to present th,e 
Milken award that y_ear-.just a 
few days after his · arrtYii.l on 
the job, reminded ·stucke)'. he 
had · been her superinteri\ieilt • 
in Binninghani whe11 '!ili,e· d~0 
cided to leave teaching after ' 
only one year on the job _there. 
"He called me in and talked 
to me to find out why I was 
going to quit and that's the 
only time we met. I to\d him 
then that the amount of prepa-
ration needed for teaching gift· 
ed students was just too much 
.. , ' 
' I 
for a first-year teacher and I ' • 
had no intention of going back 
to teaching." 
But she changed her mind 
after her family moved to Boyd 
County, teaching three years 
at St. Joseph High School tn 
Ironton and at Holy Family 
High Sch,<ioJ, the last 'year the 
, school ,wa~•·ppen. She's· been at : 
, Blazer since\i989. . 
' · ·Stucker:0said to be . succcss-
f~f.w_. teab\i~fsi'have to "think 
r
,),~\!?.b3:ll. ¥.(tt!J~_;,j,vhole chi)d, w,h~t .. you•· do · anil, why you do· 1t, 
:what we,wiint our kids to grow 
-.:~p arid be,•i•i · · . 
. ' She said,. she was particu-
larly pJ~-a.~ed by the state 
award "because you are cho• 
sen by ':Vi'>~ peers in ed11ca-
tion, based ·on the reasons that 
·make anyone start into teach-
! !rig. In •the)iast, people.thought . 
' I had been Teacher or'the .Year , 
and ()lad~w_!-say 'No, no.' Bu_t:/lil 
'always "'.I~Ji'~d I had." " ,,; 
Oh,11/ld\1Jr;''\yho teaches pr\• , 
mary· students at Uniontown 
' Elementiir-y, · has been· in .the, 
dasstoQri?W years. She hql<!s 
!\. b~cJ:WI~r{~ degree f1om A*· 
.bur~l(Co}J~fele, and a ,_n,iast~1t~ 
· degre~ Jro)n\Western Kentucky , 
· Uriivefsih{; w.ith a4~itiqp~l, 
work at"[Henderso'n Com-· 
munity 'cdi!ege. , : . ' ·1' , 
. ; Burqs/~fio has 17 years as'h ,! 
• , Ill, ,_ .~.... ;,• ' 
c,lassrooll?-i~~acher, teaches la9, ; 
g"lj_age ar_t~:i a~ College View··; 
Middle School. She holds a ! 
~achelor's[4egree and· Rank •tj ; 
c~rtifi~a~t~nl ft;om WKU. (>!tr is j 
,'a,•membpr:{of1the Nat!on(!B:M-, 1~\icia'tl&i'i;l:'otOifled ctiildre'''.:fl/t • ...,.,i :,, ......... ,.;.;;;;:.r...__~---=- • ' ...... . . .ft, . .::, 
Nov. 10
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UK receives papers 
of late Gov. Combs 
By Nzong Xiong 
HERAl,OUADER STAff WRfTER • 
More than 200 people filled Recital Hall ~t the Sin-
gletary Center for the Arts yesterday to witness th_e 
dedication of the Bert T. Combs Collection to the Urn• 
versity of Kentucky. . . . 
For many in the audience, family, frie1:1ds_or JUS~ 
admirers of the progressive governor who died m 1991, 
this was a monumental event . . 
"l share the feelings that ... these_ papers w,ll be his 
greatest memorial," said Combs' widow, Sara .. Walter 
Combs, a judge on the state Court of Appeals: Today 
is the day I keep that promise that I made to him many 
years ago" to give his papers to UK . 
"It's my profound hope, as I relinquish ste~ds~Q 
of these papers, that they will continue to ~sprr~ 
countless generations of Kentuckians to ... follow 10 the 
footsteps of Bert Combs. It I I 
For the staff at UK's Special 
Collections and Archives, which 
has taken over the guardianship of 
the Combs papers, the dedication 
was a special honor. 
"It's a big event," said Jeff 
Suchanek, coordinator of modem 
political archives. "Governor 
Combs was very popular. He be-
came even more popular after he 
left office. He was a beloved gover-
nor." 
After remarks by former Gov. 
Edward T. Breathitt, the chairman 
of the UK Board of Trustees, and 
Kevin Hable, an attorney with Wy• 
att, Tarrant & Combs, where 
Combs was a partner, Sara Combs 
presented the collection to UK 
After the dedication, a recep-
tion was held in the Peal Gallery 
at M.I. King Library North, where 
items from the collection are on 
display until the end of the year. 
From campaign memorabilia 
to state Senate bills, the exhibit 
features various aspects of Bert 
Combs' career, many of which 
came from his 1959-1963 term as 
governor. 
"What we tried to do was rep-
resent each era, each period in his 
life," Suchanek said. "That's why 
we did it in a chronological fash-
ion." 
The exhibit begins with pho-
tographs and details of Combs' 
childhooom Clay County and in· 
eludes fliers, photos and docu-
ments from his time as governor. 
In the center of the room, a 
television set IJ.lllS tapes of Combs' 
TV appearances as well as old 
campaign film. 
The exhibit ends with a por-
trait of Combs in the middle of two 
large half-circle red, white and 
blue campaign decorations. 
Directly across from it are pho-
tos and articles detailing the his• 
toric 1988 lawsuit that Combs filed 
on behalf of 66 poor school dis-
tricts. The suit eventually led to 
the Kentucky Supreme Court rul-
ing that the state's system of pub-
lic schools was unconstitutional 
MSU ARCHIVES 
and to the Kentucky F.ducation Re-
form Act of 1990. 
As governor, Combs' major ac-
complishments included the 3 per-
cent sales tax that paid for new 
schools and higher teacher 
salaries, improved state parks and 
the Mountain Parkway, which 
helped break Eastern Kentucky's 
isolation. 
Taking her first look at the ex-
hibit yesterday, Sara Combs said: 
"I really hope people will be able 
to read his papers and be inspired 
to make a commitment to public 
service at some point in their 
lives." 
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69 ·u of L professors 
sign Up for school's 
early retirement offer 
School hopes to use 
savings to attract 
eminent scholars 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
More than 9 percent of the Univer-
sity of Louisville's tenured, full-time 
professors will retire early in return 
for an extra year's base pay and ex• 
tended benefits. 
The faculty buyout carries a 
S5.3 million price tag for the universi• 
ty, which has more than 730 tenured, 
full-time faculty members. U of L 
should eventually recoup the money 
by eliminating or consolidating some 
positions and hiring new faculty at 
lower pay for others. 
Provost Carol Garrison said Friday 
that 69 of the 293 eligible faculty 
members had accepted tile buyout o(. 
fer by the Nov. I deadline. Under the 
one-time buyout, announced last 
July, the university was prepared to 
grant early retirement to up to 117 
professors and to spend $8 million on 
it. 
"I'm very well pleased with the re-
sponse, and I think it's going to allow 
us to do some significant ... redirec-
tion and reallocation of resources," 
Garrison said. 
President John Shumaker has 
called the buyout critical to the uni-
versity's 10-year plan for achieving 
instructional and research excellence. 
· Garrison called it fundamentally dif-
ferent from faculty buyouts else• 
where, which she said are often a re• 
sponse to budget cuts. 
"Instead, we're looking at this al-
most as an investment strategy," she 
said. 
In addition to trimming the faculty 
in places, Shumaker envisions adding 
or elevating some faculty slots to at-
tract eminent scholars. He has called 
earl;.- retirement the only route to the 
flexibility he needs to do that. 
Since late 1993, colleges have been 
prohibited from requiring faculty 
members to retire at a certain age. 
The 69 scholars who chose the 
buyout during the sign-up period -
Sept. 1 to Nov. I - wiU retire July I. 
They will collect half of a year's base 
pay then and receive the other half a 
year later, and they can remain in the 
university's life- and health-insurance 
plan until their normal retirement 
benefits begin at 65. 
Faculty members whose age and 
years of service totaled 74 could ap-
ply for early retirement, but each di• 
vision could grant it to only about 40 
percent of its eligible professors. 
The arts-and-sciences and medical 
faculties will lose 18 professors each 
to early retirement. Nine education 
faculty members took the offer, as 
did seven in engineering, one in al-
lied health, two m social work, two in 
the law school, eight in dentistry, two 
in music, one in business and public 
administration, and one in infonna• 
tion technology. 
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NORTHEASTERN_._.. KENl!JCKY~'?j;f,'• .. ':1\-,.?',, 'p\lblic assistiihce to self:sufficiency, ev!!!" ck!fillled of," . ·" ·• ~· Kf~ 
r.JA YS~;,-: T#cr.;J_Iigli·liJes,.in '.':':"Evonda Breckenridge, a di- "Th~re are a few _tq~.(,~~\i,\l 
pub!i~. housmg .. :wit_l! .. f~~:}d~!i)_, l!_i;r.; d!!i:,, .'.:((!)teed mother of four, is 09e of the struggl!ng• ,r,, , ~o,m~t~IJ!~: th~}'.<f~ 
abled, husband art.? a w:eru.n"li:&f\;~'0,. ;,.1, :.~.~~~~~~n't .,c. ertain •. ~~e- could s_truggln:1g WI~ study 11a5.1~,~~e3.: 
-Someday she:wantl(a'degt'.ee ni'.'.ma-•·· .,. , times witb skills, l,lut:,vliile U)ey,re! 
rine microbiol6gyi· . . >ri;,:t-:'0;'.":''\t·•, · handle college -" she said she was- struggling; there's a coii!fiiitmeriti 
"Besides my man:andinly;chiklten;' ri't'sure she'had enough bra'.~_.,cells that will pull them through," i\ 
this is the most impor,tijnfti)ljlg:~o:i1ne,•; left. .;· said.. :_ . , i;l 
said High, 37_ : · ,., ,;,,,,. "'½::f'.'f.'"~"" Then she took heMirst psycho!- Robbin .. BroW1J,.say.s1tli'e..!~rg)l 
Officials at Maysville ComniWlity, eo1:. ogy exam this fall, and earned a gram has boosted her confidencil 
lege are working to:malce01\lafdream a ::p; "When I first walked through these!' 
ea]•. .. ,, ... - ., ~~·When,J:got)that•test back, I d I d d ·th ., .. r ity. · .· --~''C:.:'';v'· .· . d/;1 that dance of joy, I was so oars, was scare 'to ea · ,-:;., 
MCC's Beechwood Project'~· enabling· . m-'-0ud of myself," Breckenridge They kind of taught rrie'liow to: 
nine public-jl.ousing resid_el\tii .~ inch,1d• :~w... . . come out of my _shell." ;j · jf 
ing High- to go to college. C :'~'.: Lat~y, h~r't.ra~~ are ~y§'.bet- Evonda Breckenridge.says..thei 
This summer;.edu~tors_~ff~:<1.:§bc, :r'&:and~ne'§J.ru.nki ng about.work- program.~as improved her~if,~. '.':'i 
week-long College Opportunity,pr,ogram: :j!l!!;as'a counselor. . "We're working on out•dreani~• 
for resi_dents of the Ma.ysville.'·H .. ou.· . sing. · 1 , h 11 b ·r and_! believe every·one,<if, ·.I!. s .... wil•l,I;,· A th ;~." ts a c 3:. enge, ut 1_ s some- . . -t·' 
u ci;re's were taughti!i!:~e'~oli~g1 ~-.. ~- ~Y~~l~sgo t~~;l'i~ ;oyt !~yn.~ g~~:t;ndy; who tauilif~J::;h~ 
autlionty's Beechwood Com"'UDl""Cen- · . · "' I '~,-,r,:; .. · .,d,.l · · , · · ·. •.• .. · .. , .•,-et,• .-,:,1 ~ -~ said. . summer .courses, 1s OOK1J1g;-9,rwar 
t~r: :r~dmg,,~re-alge~rat,h~\P9!~!1-. ;~:·.:Robbin Brown, 24, a mother.of to Gradlli\tlon .I>ay:;rts.n&'niiidl 
tials,-.mtroductionJo.colJE!ge;ari<l'comput:·, ~ ··. ·,.-r .. t·'•" a1· ·•,tn"•eii:,,-.!~l eril?' ·w:"-:.:.:.. ... -•• ,-, ·,., ,\,:; ,-oc·,,i;(;V;i;•s.c,>,fl ':.Milo, !J,opes.to,:lie ave~ one· !l,r:,I!l~; ~,Ji-~~H~-~~-~~ 
•"""'\¾~~•t1/~:,;,<J!;t~"~,:-~;;R:J;~~~~~!;'. 'ffi. · · · ,,, !.ICT~~:.!.lj~.Jt~g~:1!1)~n~jfee• 
' ,,.ffhe.1college,sent>out600:mv,tatio s•;\ "'-But it's hard td""h'dy wit" a 20 gree.,. · ··.-'-', .. ,i~"·,-, 
and '.·,1:t peoj)l~'-'fabP.Iie<L1Ten~:woiiierf~ tii~nth-old. "I can'.f%'6 nir."hoine: ; School- officials are· .;~a;ea·1 
showed up for. the.pnit ~y':~(c.~: '. · yi;ork until she taki/fif.pap .. or goes about the coming summer, -when, 
Four months later,· mnefof,W~m,are to bed at nightslledihse' rm con- the next group of Beechwood Pro-
still attending college. Now; p;iey'.re•Jiiak-. stantly chasing her," Brown says. ject students starts school..- , , 
ing a daily journey to the CXlU,ege-~p!)S. C So :she studies, late' at night, and: Pat Moore, coordinator of the ; 
. Community:-¢olleges gen'etalli).ii§.\o. gets by on four hours of sl~P- housing·authority's Resjdent lnitia-,j 
attract low-income arid, underemployed Tracy High is always looking, tlves Program, sa}'.s hes proud of· 
individuals, but_Maysville's;apprqacli,- for opportunities to hit the books. the Be~hwood Pi:oiect: . . . : _ 
teachi~1rclasses-i~t!31ly,at,~usi~g;- "We had a tornado come through . , •pr,1 .. L!,!ndy. _ and his,'\- staj,f;; 
authonty, emphas1zmg: self:~(~etil'!an. · d,, this summer and I was.in a.closet they ve h~lped th~-people,.remi ... 1.n .. t 
buildingconfidence':: iruik~i£sfuifd'o~t' with my son and a candle study- their confidence.'T_lte1r sej{i'estee,'.'lj 
from the pack, saidJudith l~;Jrunlsf~is'/ ing," she said. · ~as ·~ecovere_~;• Moore said.. "This ; 
taht vice chancellor for studenfiif!{ailitfor' IS a .hfe-changmg program:• . , 
the.Universitigf;~en!J!~{(J~Ifrl1m1 
College sys~~·Jl•: • ..:.· Jt~"1:;{ft~~l21~f!~i_:B 
~ ~ ' .~.-...; .••'-~¥'-··~~~j'l(:i•J."r.;1-,~---i 
. "I'think.it'is,.relill 'a' uru'lli'ef'''"'"'•' '"\ • Ye,.• ,,· ,'Lcsl;ltQ~. 
m the syst~1" James sa1d:t~J:VUfi;;{4}:~f!1t-· ~ 
- - . -'-- -~,;J,...,'I'~•·, . ..;,.: ,•• 
The progran_t is somewruwtegiin~nt--
ed. For the first,three semes~<.sttldents; 
take prescribed courses, and 'iheyJhave'an. 
adviser who monitors their prOfil-es;;_.: · 
The Daily Independent, Ashland,· Kentucky, ... Thursday, November&;,~1997.: 
c·.1-- .;_~·~•J:)-------- ·----···· ---· 
• ty of the peoplel' said Collins,; 
"I expected to see a land rav•" 
aged by" guerrilla w~;M,!Jl• 
strife ... r: saiv. none._oftliiit,•~'0 • 
Other members of the More-
head contlngE)Qt/aJsj:ifqame, 
away· from NdrtheriL:ltelaiid 
with posltlve feellngs'..~•<'t ----- ,..- - --~ ... --_ ....,.,-.,-
''I was ainazed·.bt-how,<mnc!P 
alike we .are· as ·peoplii/'•.sai.di 
Morehead:· State,,:Univfil0sit'y 
Pres id en t Rori'alt!.iEa'gUp· .. , 
''.Their desires,aremofdillerei\t; 
tfian wliai I hear iri:evecy,coni!'l 
mnnlty I visit In Eastem<'Ken-
tucky - the ne,edJo_r,:econti_li1,l.ii.~ 
growth andr, sustiililable·l>conr-,,. niunitles."-;" · ~-:-:· --:i:-..:~-1.:·..:"" 
There are.also opportwillfos•· 
for local businesses to forge re-
lationships with companies on 
the Emerafd Isle, said Tom 
Calvert, executive directo.r·.of 
the Morehead/Rowan· County 
Economic· Development .coun-
cil. · Most of. Ballyniimats ·ex-
ports are within Europe, but 
the borough.,wants to build,an. 
eco_noml~ brld_~e \'\'~P,'. t~!l-{1:S!, · 
Ballymenas-has·~-attracted 
w!)rld-class ln,~u_str>:,, E~glln 
said. "They--also~hav'e' ~,r 
sive communicy'J'deveiol;lmehtC 
plans to enhance tourism· anil 
to meet tlieCrecreatloni!llrand'l 
cultural needs _of thefr people: 0 
Moreover, they have an ambi-
tious business Incubation pi;o-
gram." 
Calvert said·· he thought a · 
sister-city· relationship-would·· 
benefit:·Morehead:tne.smost;lrih1 
tlallY:ln'the:ediicatlonal:arehli; .. 
·Ireland has' a sa.'iiercentiitt0 
eracy,··rat~ aci:i>r'i11ng~to-msu·, 
fir$t iiidyBCi~iiie''e~li)~ ;,•1"-'1l 
Ron :EacI!~zadmlt~edJ~aU.Mfi 
long-running:' cortfllcLbetweent 
eathaJ!.cs,;-.mc1,-~otesi.imi:si~1;m 
Northerm'lrelandflui' 'iriot•!ie"iin•; 
, ~•· . -•· ~ •.. h !.,.,_ $.,. ,>· _. ,_.,-.;-, 
· resolved; but,'that"ciiinl!iurilty? 
programs; have· been,:Slit;iii;i) tii''f 
create a better understanding 
among youths from both sides. 
Mrs. Eaglin said the educa-
tional programs created 
through a sister-city ·bond 
could accelerate the healing of 
Northern Ireland. 
Sister city affiliations be-
tween the.· U.S. and other na-
tions began after World War II. 
Today, more than 1,200 U.S. 
cities, counties and states are 
paired with more than 2,000 
partners In 123 nations. 
Through the program, sister 
cities explore each other's cul-
tures, create atmospheres for 
tourism and trade, develop ed-
ucational programs and col-
laborate in solving mutual 
problems, Collins said. 
The Morehead gi;oup wanted-
its first sister city to be · En-
glish-speaking to allow Rowan 
County school children to com-
municate via e-mail and with 
pen pals. The group looked for 
a sister city In Ireland and 
Northern- Ireland because of 
the Irish and Scottish lieritage 
of Eastern Kentucky, Dutchske 
said. • 
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l ,, • ••· ~· I • . • • ,.· • ~ , 
I~ • ', •: • I 
;/'. ·:tem~t ,~i:g~t vittUaI~nipusus YSUOU 
I ] 'm;; 'uers1't1'es '\; , . . tioned near Seattle. 
, . V' Faculty.members have office hours 
ip South Will g., 0 PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS o!'line, c?mmunicating with students , v1~ e-mail and chat groups, Wolfgang 
·- 1 , .. . • . T Alabama A&M . Q!cjJ)91T1irij9p_(Va.) . . . _said, ___ _ 
VllllUt; 111 J iiUUaiy Auburn Southeastern Louisiana "These people are 3,500 miles 
, 1: Blue Ridge C.C. (Va.) Southwest C.C. (Va.) away b?,t talk!ng back and forth at 
,; ' · Bluefield State College St Mary's College (Md.) no cost, he said. · 1 
. By RACHEL GRAVES (W V ) U f Al b Wolfgang dismisses the idea that 
Associated Press · a. · 0 a ama .i,lectronic classes will not provide as 
~
' . Calhoun·c.c. (Ala.) U. of Arkansas inuch connection with professors. 
, ,ATLANTA - Students who want Clemson U. of Central Florida "We have classes where we have 
t jtak~ classes if! eve_rything from en- Florida State U. of Central Oklahoma faculty stand up in f:ont of a class-
t heermg to Lalin without ever leav- Frostburg State (Md.) U. of Florida room, and there's no mteraction," he 
1!1~ home can learn what their, op- Georgia College and State U. U. of Georgia said. 
lions are when the Southern Region- Keith Robinson a senior at Geor-
a\:E~ucation B_oard launches an elec- Georgia Tech U. of Kentucky gia College and St~te University, said 
trpn1c campu~ m January. __ , .. . Grambling State (La.) U. of Louisville although he wo~ld like the option of 
, .. The board s Internet site will hst Jacksonville State (Ala:) U. of Maryland, taking his classes at 2 a.m., he thinks 
ltt.O classes offer_e~ by m?,re than 40 · J~fferson Stat~ C.C. (Ala.) University College Internet students will miss an impor-
·_Southern umvers11les, ~va,lable to stu- Marshall (W. Va.) University of North Alabama tan! part of college. 
dents by computer or video for a fee. M' . . . St U. of Oklahoma . "You wouldn't be able to see your 
. IT~ousands of classes are already ississippi ate friends. You wouldn't be able to 
aya1lable on_ the __ lnterne!, but Lynn Montgomery College (Md.) U. ofTennessee make new friends. Because that's 
Cprnett, sem?r vice president of the Morehead State U. of Y'Jest Florida really what college is all about, is life 
~Qard, described. the current offer- Murray Slate Virginia Tech experience " Robinson said. 
1ngs as "electromc chaos." Prospec- North Florida C.C. West Virginia Northern C.C. Th b 'd' I t t ·1 ·11 b 
ti1;e students.often cannot find what , • e oar _s n erne SI.~ wi_ e 
. tliey are lookmg for and do not know Northern Oklahoma College West Virginia one o! l?,e first to o(fer one stop 
whether the classes are of high qual- Northern Virginia C.C. Western Kentucky shopp1~g for_ electro"!c classes, Cor-
'.ily, she said. · Northwestern State (La.) nett said, add1~g that, 11 will help fur-
, !"There is an assurance of quality !her her orga~1zallon s_goal of brmg-
.lin these courses that you might not . ' mg the_ South s education level up to 
i~'vewhenyoujustgooutaMfiil_<!a, ... ,'){ · · ., . cl ;,_1). •, . _th~.na~onalnorm. . 
I riad of courses on the Inti/met," :and.Qecide what they will accept as eitce_ of ,col)~ge;~oj~~e the electronic We ve made a lot of ·progress m 
.re rnett said. · ,{i,'( · transfer credit: · . · ·· · · offerings most!•·• · , . . the last 20 yea~s, but w~ don't _have 
:l . ~tudents cannot yet ear!' §_degree '·.T~e:S?uthern:Regionill Education . , '.'The)) ar,enlt11~;in)erested inJ· oin- the same education level, she said .. iu mg the board's electronic campus1 Boarc)fbased m Atlantai was started mg·the studentrgovernment an go- . ~ ~~ou_p of Western, gov~rnors •!so 
'blt they can find classes that are not almost 50 years ago to ftii1her educa- ing to ,i football game;" he said. • IS m1tiatmg an Internet Site to give 
-~ ailable at their schools of'that do lion in 15 Southeastern states. .Georgia College arid State Univer- students access to electronic courses; 
:,n t fit into their schedules . .- , , , . Jim Wolfgang, assistant vice presi- sity, which :plans to offer classes it will be called the Western Gover-
1 The board's Web site will pfo\>ide a dent for distance education at Geor- through the board's Internet site, al- nors University. Fifteen universities 
list of available courses with links to gia College and State University, said ready offers interactive video classes across the West will participate in the 
:Internet sites for the schools offering he expects older students who do not to Navy personnel on the USS Carl program, which is expected to offer 
th~m. Schools will set their own fees care as_ much aliout the social experi- Vinson aircraft carrier, which is sta- degrees starting next year. 
11 '" Udlly 11 ,aependent, Ashland, Kentucky, Saturday, N_ovember 8, 1997 
Going up .. 
Cost of higher education gets higher· · 
Students attending Ken-
tucky's state universities are 
going to have to dig deeper 
into their pockets to meet tu-
ition costs next fall. While 
the tuition increases ap-
proved Monday by the Coun-
cil on Postsecondary Educa-
tion may be necessary, they 
make it that much more dif-
ficult for students of modest 
means to afford the cost of 
attending college. In a state 
with one of the nation's low-
est percentages of college 
graduates, that's not a good 
sign. 
The council approved tu-
ition rates for all universi-
ties, community colleges and 
technical schools that will 
begin with the fall semester 
in 1998. Individual institu-
tions can set their own fee 
schedules. 
For full time undergradu-
ates who are Kentucky resi-
dents at the University of 
Kentucky and University of 
Louisville, it will mean $140 
per semester increases in the 
1998-99 school year, and a 
similar- increase the follow-
ing year. Those increases 
work out to 11.7 percent the 
first year and 10.4 percent 
the following year. 
The increases will be much 
smaller for· students at the 
six regional universities -
$60 per semester the first 
year and another $50 per se-
~ ................ u ~~ .. .&.t- ... 1nnnnnnn 
school year. The percentage 
increases work out to 6.7 the 
first year and 5.2 the second 
year. 
Tuition rates will rise by a 
much more modest $20 per 
semester each year at com-
munity colleges. Rates for all 
other categories of students, 
including graduates, out-of-
state students and profes-
sional schools, will also rise 
in each of the two coming 
years. 
The latest hikes come at a 
time when area college en-
rollment is declining. Part of 
that decline - perhaps mo:;t 
of it - can be attributed to 
such things as an improving 
economy luring more would-
be students into jobs and 
smaller graduating classes at 
most area high schools. Still, 
tuition costs that have risen 
faster than the rate of infla, 
tion during the past two de-
cades also are a factor. 
Among the 50 states, Ken' 
tucky ranks near the bottoin 
in both the percentage of 
adults without college de-
gre~s and the percentage 
without high school diplo-
mas. The education level of 
Kentucky adults must be im-
proved dramatically for the 
state to compete economi-
cally in the 21st century. 
Constantly raising the cost of 
attending college makes 
achieving that goal more dif-
r! ___ 1._ · 
,, . 
I 
Th!l-,l?~IJy,lri~epeilde~t,._i\5hland, ~ntucky, _ Friday, November 7, 1997 --- -womu~craims+·-pcc- ~he--a=--=,.u=c-~;~ -
disc~rim1na:ted,-against her•~-
PRESTONSBURG (AP) -
A PrestonstiU:rg·.~ommunity 
Collegei~'iuii))us#'.iilo.r:,has.ac,: 
cused_-~e,JcJi®Jf.Pte~ident of 
d1scr1mmatmg·--•agamst her 
and harassing her because of 
her health problems, And 
she claims the University of 
Kentucky_'.qid nothing about 
it. . 
Brenda Music, financial 
aid director-·at,_Prestonsburg 
Community College,· filed· a·· 
civil rights lawsuit• Wednes-
day in Floyd Circuit Court. 
She accuses President Debo-
rah Floyd of."p_assing her 
over for a promotion·, belit-
tling her in front of col-
leagues and trying to force 
her into retirement. 
Music said··she got nothing 
but good reports until she 
contracted the sometimes 
fatal diseasei.;-peritonitis in 
the fall of 19_95 in connection 
with a long-term kidney ail-
ment. She said', Floyd told 
.her;;_t9' .''.str~,i~~!i_r,up," and 
that the harassment got even 
worse when she suffered a 
heart attack in March. 
Music was acting dean of 
student affairs 'f9r five yea,s 
but said Floyd, suddenly de-
cided to replace her in 1996. 
But when a selection com-
mittee's first choice declined, 
the suit· said, Floyd picked 
the third-place applicant 
over, Music. 
"Dr. Floyd's search for a 
person to fill the position ... 
was very secretive and in 
contrast from other position 
searches,"·the suit said. "For 
example, Dr. Floyd hired a 
private consulting firm to do 
a background check on the 
three finalists selected by the 
search committee; of which 
Music was one, yet Dr. Floyd 
destroyed the consulting 
firm's report after reading 
same." 
Music said Floyd violated 
her civil rights and discrimi-
nated against l;ler because of 
her disabilities. She is ask-. 
ing for compensatory and pu-
nitive damages, plus a ruling · 
that Floyd violated her 
rights. 
Floyd' was in Washington·, 
D.C., . Thursday and today · 
and could not be reached for 
comment. PCC spokesman 
Mark Francis said the school 
doesn't comment on pending 
litigation. 
Floyd has been the target 
of other complaints from 
staff that she is autocratic 
and unresponsive. 
Claims made in a lawsuit 
state only one side of _a dis' · 
pute. 
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EAGLES AT A GLANCE 
Head coacll: Kyle Macy (first year). Strengthsi Youth, four fres~men 
Aul$nlll: Wayne Breeden, Darrin, and only one senior. 
Horn, Diego M_cCoy. Weaknesses: Youth, four fresh-
1996-97: 8-19, 6-12 Ohio Valley. men and only one senior. 
Home court: Johnson Arena Keys to season: Get through the 
(6,500). growing pains as quickly as possible. lhe 
K"y losses: Forward _Lee Coomler, Eagles also need to take more high-per-
(10.1 ppg); guard Doug Wyciskalla (15.8 centage shots after attempting an 0VC-
ppg.), · record 788 three-point attempts. 
Roster 
Probable starters 
No.-Name Pas, Hl WI. · Cl. PPG RPG 
8.7. 
6.0 
7.4 
2.1 
3.2 
APG FGlb Fl% 
50-Chris Stone ................ F . 6-7 205 ·s,, 10B 0,9 53.7 62,5 
45-Aaron Knight-a ............ F 6-3 210 Fr. 15.0 
52-luke Uoyd ............ , C/F 6-9 190 Jr, 10.7 1.8 
1.0 
4.0 
37,5 63.5 
13-Hezzie Boone ............. G 6-0 182 Jr. 10.3 37.7 77.4 
14-Ted Docks .•..........•.. G 5-8 155 Jr. 4.4 32.1 58.5 
a-Sta~ at Ballard H.S. 
Probable reserves 
21.Jeremy Prather ............ F 6-5 195 Jr. 8,3 3.9 2.0 · 35,3 77.6 
23.Jeremy Webb ............ , F 6-5 205 So. 2.4 1.9 0,4 50.0 63,6 
33-Da>id Hanison .. , .. , ... , . , F 6-4 185 Jr. 6.9 3.6 1.0 47.3 66,7 
Other freshmen/transfers 
S1ats Player, hometown Pos. Ht Wt. Cl, 
10-Brandon Davenport. (),vensboro, Ky ........ G 6-9 170 Fr. 
15-Thoolas Jen~ns, Martin, Ky, .. .. .. .. .. . .. G 6-4 195 Fr. 
42-Dewayne Krom, Roann, Ind, , ... , ......... F 6-8 215 Fr. 
25,5 ppg 5,6 apg 
242 ppg 10B rpg 
20,0 ppg 11.0 rpg 
(All statistics from high school last season) 
Schedule 
Date Opponent nme Jan. 8 al T ennesse<1 Stale ......... 8:30 
Nov. 9 SPORT TOURS INT'L (exh,) 3:00 Jan, 10 al Austin Peay .......... , .. 8:45 
Nov. 13 SPORTS CRUSAD'ERS (exh.) 7:30 Jan. 13 TENNESSEE-MARTIN ...... 7:30 
Nov,20 at Kentucky ............... , 8:00 Jan. 17 EASTERN KENTIJCKY .. , .. 3:15 
Nov.22 at Evansville ••••••••••••••• 1:30 Jan. 22 TENNESSEE TECH ........ 7:30 
Nov, 25 ROBERT MORRIS ......... 7:30 Jan. 24 MIDDLE TENNESSEE ...... 7:45 
Nov. 30 al Cincinnati .. ' ............ 2:()5 Jan. 29 at Southeast Missouri 8:30 
Dec. 4 at TennesseE>Maltin , ....... 8:00 Jan, 31 al Eastern Illinois ........... Mid. 
Dec. 6 al Munay-Stale .......... • .. 5:00 Feb: 3. MURRAY STATE 7:30 
Dec. 8 MARSHALL ··············· 7:30 Feb. 5 TENNESSEE STATE .... , .. 7:30 Dec. 17 at LouisviUe ................ 7:30 Feb. 7 AUSTIN PEAY , ............ 1:00 
Dec. 20 at Robert Moms ........... 7:30 Feb.14 at Eastern Ken1uci<y ........ 4:15 
Dec. 31 al North Caroina Stale ..... 7:30 Feb. 19 a1 Tennessee Tech ......... 9:00 
Jan. 3 SOUlHEAST MISSOURI ... 7:45 Feb. 21 al Mkld~ Tennessee ....... 8:30 
Jan. 5 EASTERN IWNOIS ....... 7:45 
Macy--,s parade of youth 
holds Morehead's -hppes 
The calm demeanor of Kyle Macy 
replaces the flamboyant Dick Fick, 
whose sideline antics garnered more 
attention than his basketball program 
at Morebeed State. 
Macy, a former University of Ken• 
l'tucky All-America i:uaro, bad been a UK radio analyst smce 1993. He pre-
viously spent seven seasons in the 
National Basketball Association. 
But this is his first stint as a head 
coach. And he is in charge of a pro-
gram that hasn't made the NCM 
Tournament· since 1984 and has had 
one winning record in the past six 
seasons. 
Macy has decided to go with fresh-
men rather than junior-college play-
ers to rebuild the Eagles (8-19, 6-12 
Ohio Valley). Of the 11 players on the 
roster, four are freshmen. Fonner 
Ballard star Aaron Knight figures to 
be the starting small forward. , 
"We're laying the foundation of 
what we hope will be a successful 
program," said Macy, who played on 
UK's 1978 national championship 
team. "We realize we're not as 
blessed as some other programs. We 
have to understand what it takes to be 
a winner and then get that mental 
toughness. We have to go out there 
and perform and not revert back (to 
bad habits) when tliings aren't going 
our way." . 
One interesting note: Macy, a 1975 
Indiana Mr. Basketball at Peru High 
School, was able to recruit Brandon 
Davenport, Kentucky's 1997- Mr. Bas-
ketball. _The former Owensboro High 
School standout, who averaged 25.5 
points, 5.6 assists and 2.6 steals as a 
senior, could compete for significant 
playing time. 
It will be interesting to see how 
much the Eagles' style changes. Last 
season they made a school-record 257 
three-pointers and attempted an OVC-
record 788. Morehead has made at 
least 213 three-pointers in eech of the 
pest six seasons. 
Hezzie Boone is a true gunner. Of 
the guanl's 90 field goals last season, 
74 came from behind the three-point 
line. · 
Inside punch should come from 
Chris Stone, the team's lone senior, 
and Luke Lloyd. Macy wants "to cut 
down on Lloyd's· three-point attempts 
(23 of 67), however. 
"We feel that at 6-9, we need him 
to play a little closer to the basket," 
he said. 
As a team, Morehead shot a league-
worst 40.1 pen:ent. 
-Mike Grant 
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S~~~ '.UK-dorm re_sidents get access 
to Int -t Kentucky, where ;b~ut750-;;f the While the initial numbers of. erne 4,500 students living on campus students using ~~sNet are lower 
-· -- -- take advantage of their residential than UK offiCJals expected, 
By Rodman P. Botkins 
HERAIDLEADER STAFF WRITER 
Honors students living in Boyd 
and Patterson halls at the Universi-
ty of Kentucky ·were the first this 
semester to access the Internet from 
their UK dorm rooms through a 
new campus computer network. 
_ "The biggest single reason I ac-
tually came to this dorm is because 
it has a network connection," said 
Jason Cheatham, an electrical engi-
neering junior. 
UK, like many other universi-
ties, is trying to meet the needs of 
students who are relying more and 
more on computers. The UK com-
puter network, known as ResNet, 
was supposed to be up and running : 
in May but was delayed because of · 
technical problems. j 
ResNet is a $5 million campus-
wide computer network that may l 
Jot be completely installed for two 
Jr three years. 
Some state universities are well 
mead of UK. 
Since February 1996, Western 
i<entucky University has made ln-
:ernet access available in all of its 
form rooms, classrooms, offices 
md computer labs. Two other state 
miversities are on Western Ken-
:ucky's heels. ' 
At UK, funding for a campus- I 
wide network comes from the hous- , 
ing budget, said Allen Rieman, di- 1 
:ector of auxiliary services at UK. 
· Providing Internet access to all res-
idents and keeping ·student housing 
affordable at the same time is diffi-
cult, he said. 
About 60 of the 300 residents of 
Boyd and Patterson Halls have 
signed up for access since mid-Sep-
tember. For $75 a student per se-
mester, ResNet users get the same 
access to software and the Internet 
as students using computer lab ter-
minals. ResNet users furnish their 
own computers. 
Residential access "is basically 
a computer lab in every room," said 
Charles Anderson, vice president of 
information technology at Western 
Internet access. Cheatham said ResNet is catching 
WKU's network cost $1.3 mil- on.- - - - I 
lion ~~d included ~oaxial cable for . "(ResNet is) a big thing that 
telev1s10n and a fiber optic back- holds a lot of people here," he said. 
bone for computer data. Eric Wolsing, a resident of UK's l 
. At Northern Kentucky Univer- Boyd Hall, \ikes not having to hunt r 
s1ty, dorm Internet access was for an available computer in the 
available this semester to nearly all computer lab. 
of its 850 resident students. "I haven't stepped one foot in a 
Murray State University plans lab this year," Wolsing, a mechani-
to bring all 2,800 of its resident stu- cal engineering sophomore, said. 
dents online by the beginning of "Overall, UK is getting Web 
the spring semester. based, which is nice," he said. 
"Residential access is a big is-
sue," said Linda Miller, director of 
academic computing and technolo-
gy services at Murray. "It is a sig-
nificant addition to your educa-
tion." 
The University of Louisville, 
Kentucky State University, Eastern I 
Kentucky University and Morehead · 
State University do not yet have 
residential Internet access via a lo-
cal-network. 
Internet access from students' 
dorm rooms at UK is becoming a 
necessity as overcrowding in the 
campus computer labs increases, 
especially during midterms and fi-
nals weeks. 
The overcrowding will be eased 
in the spring when the new W.T. 
Young Library opens, adding 1,100 
computer terminals with Internet 
access. 
However, residential access is 
"one of our strategies so we don't 
have to build more labs," said Jack 
Blanton, vice chancellor for admin-
istration of the Lexington campus. 
Cheatham, who is one of 
ResNet's two technical student ad-
visers in Boyd Hall, said students 
prefer ResNet's Ethernet Internet 
connection - instead of a tele-
phone line and modem - because 
data transfer is faster. 
For research, the Internet is his 
first resource, he said. 
"It's much nicer to be able to sit 
in my room and pull up research 
materials from all these diverse 
places than to go to the library and 
dig through books," he said. 
Lexington Herald-Leaaer 
Tuesday, November 11, 1997 
Tuition hike is bad move I 
The Council of Post-Secondary Educa-
tion voted to raise tuition costs to a whole 
new level. At first, I had mixed feelings 
about this issue, but now I know that I am 
strongly against it. One reason for my op-
position might be because I recently saw a 
huge truckload of brand new· desks and l 
chairs going to various deans in the Pat- . 
terson Office Tower. I 
I certainly hope our new tuition hike : 
isn't going toward all of this new stuff. I i 
had hoped at least it might go toward ! 
more computer equipment, as well as oth-
er professional staff for the students. 
Mayill:.l had too high a hope? 
Anyway, after several out-of-state 
friends informed me that they would not 
be returning to UK next year because of 
the major tuition explosion, it dawned on 
me that we were losing perhaps some of 
our best future doctors, lawyers and engi-
neers. Could a tuition increase of only 12 
percent chase away excellent students . 
such as this? ! 
I was quite startled and knew that 1 
there had to be another way to make the 
University of Kentucky a better institu- · 
tion Jvithout burdening the students. 
Therehas to be! --, 
Chris Clements , 
Graduate Student, ; 
University of Kentucky I 
Lexington 
Vj) 1.1,old- -LJ-- I - ~ 
Nov .. 1:i, 1'1'11 MSU ARCHIVES 
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in· edueation--ref onn.· · 
National testing, 
vouchers remain· 
ideas, Iiot laws 
By RICHARD WHITMIRE 
Gannett News Service 
sch~la~hips.to help ·students pay for 
college, But iii kindergarten,through-
. high-school education, nothing was 
accomplished, said Galston. 
"We really·don:t have one school 
system in this country, but two," he 
said. 
· The first, he said, is the network of 
suburban schools providing mostly 
mediocre education. -· · 
WASHJNGTON' ~ Tliere was inore "The second system is_blfsed-in·ur-
radical talk than radical action'about liilil·' areas; witl!"oilfposts in rural 
education reform- in Congress this areas, and that- system is• indeed in 
session. _' crisis:" Galston·said.·"'l'lie·president 
Whanhe public heard was·a•lot of ought ·to declare a national- urban 
arguing about youchers and;riatlonal. emergency.''. · -·, 
testiili<: Voiichers·eitde<l'ilp'goin_g.nii-c;pJJo'a) ·c 'liiis," · ··ed'",r•"· ed' -wnere'1"i1ndtna1;ona11tesnn~-'.was; or_ D•'""----~ -~t~t-'d-• P.~~.,,,!lli.et-'ffllliJ,_ .. _,~_ .. __ . , . -~· .... ,_ t P,enmen o. etennme_:\V erana 
de~d to_-_ser:ve ;one 'Y,~!lr ·o, .;b'!\'eaU- ;',ijqnal'vou_cli~r programi~'ii~elle'c!'.-
cratic h~ laD!Jr. . ... · an'lllea· stiffly opposecl'liY,the Demo-
. "Th_ey'flunlted' on. every;educatlol) cratic Party, which relles'·heaviJy· on 
issue they touched,.and 11 s a shame. support from the teachers~unions. 
because theX h~d the right ideas · "A lot of people are opposed to my 
start1Dg out, ~aid Jeanne Allen, of proposaf not because 
the_ Center for Edu- ______ '!'!"'___ they think it will fail 
cation•Reform: . , _ . .. _ -. ;·,·. · ' but because they fear 
The:,-only. ac!Jonc,cs,• · • ' ' 't ·11 d" h 
tak~ri:!O 'rehtormls· 'tltef'"""Th~~•unked ' ~a:r succee • e 
nations sc l?0 ,was. _.,_ ... _,. ~f.: , , ·Two attempts at 
a_ m<j<!est•~~!tl~·!19."-!, - _ on;eWJY}J,r1·· vouchers failed, a 
t1~ed,1$,!,5.0.r.m1!hont;;z,;,,,-·, .. ,.fi:•'• 'N•. . House bill allowing 
~~~oci~~;'J~~~~tti\1i:~~~!~O~llSSUe· federal school _aid to 
academic •programs/,;· .. ffiev loUCfied;'' b~ used by IDner-
based on-proven rec\. . , . -•~·,,.-. . , city parents for 
sean:h- mooelsi"'--ii'j..;: .c,i.::.,;.~!!AI" ·&.;;.,,01:the- Ce t vouc~ers and ~ S~n-, _, ___ ,.- .. --~-•~>""•·•--•.""'41•'!' .... ,,,o, _. ner · ate b11l,establ1Sh1ng course-mosrparen15,-;p_,,,,,,.•s1 ·'ed·-c~ .. 'R ·r ' ·, · 
b 'b"'':·. : -~,. ·a· 7),-;,-,::,_,(_--.,.C?!' .. ¼~_ on e orm, . tax credits, 
pro a .,,,.,-~,'!!-'P~. , .. ,, .. ,-. -"S~ng of members 0th d · 
schools,were:pursu,t:..'\',,· ::,, . -_,.,,, ,.;~-- '"!Con - . e~ e ucation 
ing all'along,, _ •; .. r .... • 1;.,t,:~;,!1 ' gress, ~ct10n ID Congress 
The legislation · · mcluded: 
will permit:r.2,500.- . _, ,, ■ Coniiress made 
schools-'to'·shift:to. . :- , , ·., - 1 • so_me adJustments-in 
successful programs such as- the the specrnl education law known as 
"Success for All"_ re~di!)g pr~gram• IDEA--;- Individuals With Disabilities 
developed at Johns Hopkins Uruvetsi- - Educa!Jon Act. But the government 
ty. fails.to pay local schools to carry out 
House and. Senate Republicans- extra services required by ii, · 
claim .. radical reform, in appr~ying _ ■ Congress approved $100 million 
2,000 . opportumty scho!arsh1ps for to create more charter schools - in-
the D1stnct !)f Columbia. But they dependent schools that use public 
knew at the time thes~ $3,200 youc~- money. About 500 such schools oper-
ers would. draw President <:Jmton s ate in the United States, and federal 
veto, and m the end they shced t~e support has grown from $6 million in 
vouchers from the rest of the dis- 1995· $100 · · · 
trict's budget ta. allow.- a clean-and-- • ~ . million ID 1998,. . . 
easy veto. -· ■-Clinton's national iesting pro-
"lt's a dirty little secret of the Sen- gram was derailed for at least a year. 
ate," said Allen. Republicans· blocked the White 
A_ more moderate school reformer, House from field trials of the tests 
Chris Cross, of the Cou'!cll on Basic for fourth and eighth-graders and 
Educa_t,on, agrees that httle was ac- also asked the National Academy of 
comphshed. s · t d t · 'f · · "With the exception of national c1ences o e e','lllme I existing 
tests there. was no· new ground-- Sl!J!e and.coll!men:rnl.tests could sub-
broken;'.' Cross said. sntu(e fornational test!!, _ _ 
The big--events'iii<education·,oc~ Cross,said_:natiilinil:tests are badly 
curred in the budget agreement, said needed because current tests give 
former Clinton domestic adviser Bill parents no idea how their children 
Galston, who cited tax credits and are performing. 
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION AT A GLANCE 
What Congress did-and.didn't do- on educa!!on issues in 
the current session: 
National Testing, Tests Iha! would give parents individual 
reading scores for 4th-graders and math scores fer 8th-graders 
were postponed for a year. Republicans also want to see whether 
existing tests could provide thQ same dala. · · 
Charter schools, Congress approved $100 million to open 
more·charter schools-independent schools that use public 
school money. About 500 charter schools al18ady exist. 
vouchen, Toe House of Representatives failed to pass a 
voucher program aimed at poor families, and thQ Senate refused 
to pass a tax credtt that would have helped parents pay for either 
private schools or.education services such as tutoring. Congress 
approved voucher.; for Washington, D.C., parents, but lhe 
prog1am lhat would-provide $3,200 per family will be vetoed by 
President Clinton. . . · 
Special Educ:at1on1 Congress reauthorized IDEA. Individuals 
with Disabilities Education Act, but-left unresolved many funding 
issues and discipline policies •• , 
SChool Reform, Congress approved $150 million to allow 2,500 
schools to ad Opt lea.ming programs proved in research, such as 
lhe "Success for All" reading program. 
Reading bcellence Actl This bill provides $260 million In 
grants to train teachers to teach children to react 
c;,llege luncllng1 Toe historic budget agreement allows $1,500 
HOPE scholarahips for sttJdents In Iha fi!St two yeara of college. 
The credit Is phased out for higher income families. Also under. 
that agreement was the Lifetime Leaming Credit for adutts looking 
to improve job skills. The program allows families a 20 percent 
tax aed~ for lhe firat $5,000 of tuition lhrough lhe year 2002, and 
for lhe firat $10,000-thereafler. This credtt is phased out for 
higher-income families. 
The Daily lndepe~e_nt, ~p,l_aQ_cl_ditlut~!<Y.;:.. 
Tues~ay, November.11, 1997.. 
Morehead''sparkles" , -
:.·; d J ' ' •. • ;,..._,,,-1 
Morehead-State Univ~ty'.s 
non-scholarship football pf'O: 
gram;h~s. clinclie_d1ts' sec"and·. 
con_seCtftive~\\ifufilllf5eaS6fi:~!t. 
· "That:s:no:smaJl·.feat. MStf-'. 
~d ·11ot.p-osteo.,ba~k'.to.~ij~\
0 
~IP.!lll!g s,~a~pns,innce"ellJ!ll[::<! 
m" "'~ee,m a;ro"l.,(l='"Ic-,,., -~~w •,-> .:-~- . 
1
,.~u- ...... 11..":'t'.,,~.t:.c.v .. .-1 
UAA!!tr:~@~~,·,Ba lum·: '•'<;.ri·,ll-1 
Current head .coach M~~i<."n-. 
B!lllardihas the,Eagtes-solll" 
ing at 6-3 after a 55-27 romp.,: 
over Charleston Southern., ... 
Morehead continued-its-as: 
saillt on the school record 
book, eclipsing -season marl!:ir, 
for-total offense and passing, 
yardage. The 1997 Eagles are-
already the top scoring team" 
in MSU history. 
Eagles quarterback Doug 
Turner and punt returner--
Chris Berry have been named 
I-AA Independent players_ of. 
the week for their perfonne.:,_ 
ances·agaihst Charleston,- · 
Turner·picked·up•the,of!_ · 
fensive award. The 6-foot-2 se-
nior from Melbourne, Ky., 
completed 21 of 34 passes for 
340 yards and three touch-
downs. He owns the MSU 
record for season TD passes 
with -25. . · .. , 
. Special'teains horlors,weilt> 
to Berry, who retm'ned·five, 
punts for 142 yards including a 
63-yard TD. Berry, from·Lon-
don, Ky., also had seven-car-
ries for 35 yards and·caught·-·· 
eight passes for 165 yards. 
--- - -- -------------
The Daily Independent, Ashland; Kentucky, 
Tuesday, November 11, 1997 
:.1i~!l~,~~~1'.~t;;1~ 
t1,r.- --~~1::.;:,,,z:-., .. -~.,-..r,,.· <s-,MOREHl!aUl'4Tt.e,-,,._ 
Mor 'h'eaiEstate u]lversity 
Biliif1Hit.Regents_i!Y,illi ,,:, :~ 
f~iirti~~:[tJf!j 
l<'i:'d · ·I- -!iuFru~., ~,-· ·\ "-f~,,,Bf r;.1!1-d._~,:,;tnc-=- . o .,u,e-,- ,out oran - , 
uii1v~J.i!tt¢an!?:tki•- _ . 
The regents :will accept l 
the 1996-97:-audlt, approl(<i- , 
1997 winter graduates, hear-~ 
a report on 1997 fall : 
enrollment and consider a .i 
number of budgetary and 
personnel.matters. The · • 
board, niaylalso approve ' 
revisions.to MSU's 
Intercollegiate Athletics , • 
Mission Statement , 
-The board's academic t 
'.'1 affail'.s, student life and 
exfei-n:al relations, and 
administrative and fiscal • 
services committees will 
m. eet at 9:30 a.m., 10 ~:. i 
~d:J,D:30.IUIL",•_respajtJwY'{ 
Lexington Herald-Leade, 
Wednesday, November-12, 1997 
■ RICHMOND 
E; :Kentuc~-schoolsJonn partnership: 
lfriiveislties; ·communitY. coneges'.aniltechnicaJ -
sclfools•m'Eilsteril Kerttitclcy'have'foimed a part:ner-
sliip to address academic needs in the region. The 
&stern Kentucky Postsecondary:Education 
P,µtperslµp ~hicluxiiiiiistij_1if~5~em Kentucky 
1.jruversity;.fl!ree'community,C;\)Ueges and seven 
technical:schools :_ met for. tbe'ntsf time yesterday-
in Riclunond to discuss•ways•tffii'schools could . 
work together to better deliver classes and services 
to tbe area EKU President Hanly Funderburk said 
tl:iere are a variety of areas in which the colleges 
and schools could collaborate including admission 
policies, visiting or joint faculty positions and elec-
tronic classrooms. The group plans to hold addition-
al meetings in the future. 
----------- -
B•4 Lexington Herald-Leader Wednesday, November 12. 1997 ----.' -- -·-
1hree Baptist colleg~s 
l>and3,,togethet".to~!tft;iJe.:~ =;. - · , -;, . • · .~•'.:; !r.•iUSttO)o ·L 
~oney for- pr~J~C~i;:.!![: 
~.;~ - ~ '.-. . , ,. . . , - . - , .,,.y-J-:5tfi ;~)~i(<i!~Q:{ 
~f,1:iii11y;(.,_$tepp". ''" , ,:;.,,; , .. :,: , - provide s!1pport\for!.tlir~l1_~ifferent '-
f"EAALOlEADER EDUCATION WRrTER - · construction ·proJect&1 ,v_:16amP' 
;~-: Calling on churches to support bellsvill~ would use·its port}on<to. 
· -~istian higher. education, three- ,expand its .fine arts /r;ente(liCurlr-
:Jff,,iitucky._Baptist _c~lleges'. yester- be~land 'plans to·~se,th!!!D!oliey/to• 
:-<lay announced a Jomt, three-year· build a ne_w r~1~encenll~[l~l!Jld; 
.Jund-raising campaign. chapel on its Wdhamsburg cams:· 
?:- Officials from Campbellsville pus; and _Georget~'rexll&;~·;to·· 
;!J.niversity, Cumberland College renovate . its campus c~i~·~th 
-and Georgetown College told dele- money raised. -·· · -- ... 
~tes to the Kentucky Baptist Con- Honeycutt said that :gimpafed ', 
::Vention that the schools would to the costs of some new:clitifc~es, 
work together to rais~ $45 mi!lion the a~o~t request,,d)iJ/J~?JltiJ.Sl',. 
ib support c_onstruct~on . proJects was mm1mal. __ '.,,!,~i,,r·::;c· ,-
and student aid on their campuses. · ' 
"Consider the $40'1'-millioni 
. "This is _a great day for q~st- churches that are ·belt'ig~Built1by: 
,an educ~tmn as ~e officrnlly congregations arollnd·,thBstate:andit 
launch this-partnership to expand· think: Is it really to mili?Moiaskioi j 
th~ -~~nj_s~f!S .qff«µ;~dA!f .QPt;i;<lID,,.,, $20 million 'for·~~~ftof,:iJ 
puses, sa1g-Campbellsville,.Umv:er- leges?" Honeycutt:said:mnltlBO'l .s 
sity president Kenneth Walker. · 
· The colleges hope to recruit 100 
The initiative, known as Part- churches to serve as partners-in-so-
. nership 2000, was announced at liciting an additional 60,000 people 
:the 160th meeting of the Kentucky to donate. Corporate and ,chaic 
Baptist Association held- at Porter fourldations will also,~1,ijij/.ed f pr 
Memorial Baptist Church in L~x- contributions... . _. 1C.J4lJ '..JY 
ington. Nearly 1,000 Baptists at- . 
tended yesterday's opening ses- The partnership JDaX ~-the 
sion. . _ ___ _ ~~t of its k'."d. i~ thes'!,it§.,i\d•of-
Fonner Gov. Martha Layne fiCI_als irom the Ass~~ of fu-
Collins_alld J9nner Sout!)em. B._.ap.- de~ende_n~ ~el!tu.ckYfj9illegi an.d 
tist 'Pheological ·Seininaryipresif.., '!mv~i51ttes,:J\ll1tbri(ei&f,; . ~11!J· 
dent Rev. Roy Honeycutt were tist_co_ eges.are memll&:si e.as-
named co-chairpersons for the pro- soc,ation. 
ject . · "] don't think there;lias;~1a 
The partnership plans to raise joint fund-raising effcrt~that has 
the money in two phases - $20 been at this level of givi1ig;7,•said-
million total for capital projects Gary Cox, the associatlOil's -presi-
and $25 million for an endowment dent. 
to support scholarships and other The association also· liai(·a 
financial aid. All the money raised fund-raising branch that raises 
will be divided equally among the money for its 19 member schools, 
three colleges. collecting about $650,000 annually 
The initial fund-raising will for scholarships. 
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Former NKU head may get job in Egypt _ 
COVINGTQN, ~Y- :--- Leon Boothe, former president of Northern 
Kentucky muv_erst~, IS one of three finalists for president of Ameri-
can Umvers1ty m Carro, Egypt. 
America~ Un(ve~sity told The Kentucky Post that Boothe spent 
three dafs _m Carro m October meeting with students, faculty alumni 
and adll11Il1Strators. ' 
American University trustees will choose a president Friday when 
they meet in N~w Y ~rk and interview the finalists again. 
l!oothe, 59, IS a history professor at NKU. He said Monday that if 
he·IS not chos~n by Amencan ,University, an agreement if:pending 
that would )llal<e him a senior adviser to Cincinruiti's National Under-
ground Railroad Freedom Center. Boothe would be on loan from 
Niru_ for 18 months. Then Boothe would decide if he wants to contin-
ue with the Freedom Center or return to Niru. 
- i No 1/, 13 ! 't'f'T q \ I\:;).~- L}~ l)).:,,'.;.::":c,~~- ~ · 
-MSU <:Jijj sfiE~et:Es- .. 
A sample of recent articles of interest to Morehead State Universitr 
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KV 4<)351-1689 606-783-2030 
The Daily ln~e_pendent,_ Ashland, Kentucky~ Wednesday, November 12, 1997 
Preconceptions wrong 
, My preconceptions could not 
have been more wrong. In fact, 
I found just the opposite. Upon 
arriving at Dublin Interna-
tional Airport, our delegation 
boarded buses for the trip to 
North1wn Ireland. Iia!l. th,e .. b.us 
driver not mentioned when we 
entered the six counties that 
comprise. Northern Ireland, I 
would have never known the , 
difference. The only real differ- 1 
ence was the currency. 
RONALD G. EAGLIN is president 
of Morehead State University. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Thursday~_November 13, 1997 
Student loan default rate drops 
aga,in but is above average in Ky. 
.:..ssOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON - The-default 
rate on student loans is down for a 
fifth consecutive year, the Educa-
tion Department reported yester-
day. It attributed the drop to a 
strong economy and greater efforts 
to make borrowers pay up. 
In Kentucky, the default rate for 
students was above the national av-
erage. 
Slightly over 14 percent of Ken-
tucky students - or 3,731 individ-
uals with loans - were in default. 
. -\ total of 26,500 Kentucky students 
at 138 colleges, universities and 
trade schools borrowed monev for 
education. · 
The education department said 
10..1 percent of national student bor-
:-o\Ycrs whose loan repayments 
came due in fiscal 1995 missed pay-
ments for at least six months. That 
compares with 10.7 percent the year 
before and a high of 22.4 percent in 
1990. 
The decline in the national de-
fault rate occurred even as the 
number of borrowers at four-year 
and two-year universities and col-
leges edged up a little. For gradu-
ates of private, four-year institu-
tions. it ,vem from ti.3 percent to 6.9 
!._ex1ngton Herald-Leader 
-hursaay, November 13, 1997 
percent. 
That increase was offset by a 
drop in default rates at institutions 
that normally account for a high 
percentage of loan losses, for-profit 
enterprises such as barber, beauty 
and technical schools. The rate was 
20 percent, compared with 21 per-
cent the year before. 
Several Kentucky trade and 
technical schools face restrictions or 
termination from federal grant and 
loan programs run by the federal 
Department of Education . 
Yesterday, the education offi-
cials said a total of 269 institutions 
across the nation face losing or re-
stricted eligibility. To face the sanc-
tions. student default rates were at 
least 25 percent for three years, at 
least ~O percent for one year, or 
both. The schools can appeal the 
department's action. 
Nine of the state's cosmetology 
schools were in default on loans 
taken out by their students, and six 
branches of Kentucky Tech had de-
fault rates ranging from 41 percent 
to 100 percent. The School of Busi-
ness and Banking in Louisville also-
faces sanctions because of defaulted 
loans. 
The federal education depart-
ment has stepped up enforcement 
at community colleges and trade 
and technical schools. 
Department officials said the 
likely explanation for the increase 
in defaults at colleges, community 
colleges and universities was a rise 
in loan numbers and amounts. 
"That's what we think we·re 
seeing reflected here," said Da,·id 
A. Longanecker, assistant secretary 
for higher education, but he said 
more analysis was needed. 
School loan volume rose dra-
maticallv after 1992. when Con-
gress made student loans easier to 
get. raised annual loan limits and· 
created a new unsubsidized loan 
program. Enrollment and tttition 
also have risen. 
According to yesterday;s report, 
almost 200,000 borrowers at more 
than 7,600 schools were in default 
at the end of fiscal year 1995. The 
number is slightly higher than for 
1994, but the number of borrowers 
was also higher. 
But as a result, the dollar 
amount in default has 'Jeen rising. 
from $2.5 billion in 199;; to $2.8 bil-
lion in 1997. 
EKU, Morehead boost 
fr lirt · Dwane Samuels, a 6-8. 210- "Heidi Daulton has the skills Ont- .· es pound frontcourt player from Hi- and versatilitv to contribute early wassee Junior College in Madis- at the point ·guard and shooting 
onville, Tenn., signed to play next guard position," said Littles, who is 
Notre Dame gets 
Catholic's Graves, 
U!Ws Swanagan 
By Mike Embry 
..\SSOCIATED PRESS 
Eastern Kentucky and More-
ltead State signed frontline players 
·;esterdav, the first day of the week-
iong signing period. 
Sam Hoskin, a 6-foot-8, 240-
pound player from Bishop Borgess 
High School in Detroit, signed a na-
tional letter-of-intent to play for 
Ea:--tem Kenmcky next season. 
··Sam is a tremendous addition 
ro our program:· said Eastern Ken-
tuckY Coach Scott Pe1TV, who spent 
the Past four seasons ·as an assis-
:am at Ji!ichigan. "He's going to 
add a great presence inside, and he 
is an extremelv hard worker who 
brings a winning attitude with him 
to our program.·· 
Hoskin averaged 18.2 points 
and 10.3 rebounds in leading Bish-
op Borgess to the Michigan state ti-
tle last season. Other schools re-
cTUiting him were Eastern Michi-
gan, Toledo, Michigan State, Cen-
tral Michigan and Xavier (Ohio). 
season for Morehead State Coach beginning her first season with the· 
Kvle Mac,·. Lady Eagles. "Laurie Vincent is a 
· "The addition oi Dwane to our good basketball player who will get 
squad continues to improve the cal- better and better." 
\V estern Kentucky signed Katie iber of player in our program."' said 1 (Ill ) 
Mac,·. who is in his first season as Wulf, a 6-3 center from Norma . 
coach. "His athletic skills and matu- Community High School. She aver-
ritv level were what we were look- aged 11.0 points and 9.0 rebounds 
ing· for, and we expect him to step laSt season. 
"Katie will bring much-needed in immecfoitely and make an impact 
in 1998-99:· strength and size to our program." 
Western Kentucky Coach Steve 
Small said. "She has tremendous 
hands and the ability to be a force 
on both the offensive and defensive 
boards." 
Samuels. a native of Richmond, 
Va .. is averaging 16 points and 8.5 
rebounds at Hiwassee. 
Louisville is not expected to 
have any signees during the early 
period. 
~Iorehead State women's coach 
Laura Littles signed Heidi Daulton. 
a 5-5 guard from Georgetown 
(Ohio) High School, and Laurie Vin-
cent. a 5-11 forward from Muhlen-
berg South. 
Daulton averaged 16.6 points, 
3. 7 rebounds. 5.1 assists and 5.5 
steals last season in earning honor-
able mention all-state. \"incem aver-
aged 11.9 points, 9.6 rebounds. 3.1 
assists as a junior. 
A pair of Kentucky high school 
standouts signed with one out-of-
state school. 
David Graves. a 6-6 forward 
from Lexington Catholic. and 
Harold Swanagan. a 6-8 forward 
from Hopkinsville University 
Heights, signed with Notre Dame. 
Graves averaged I 7.5 points 
and shot 48 percent from three-
point range last season while 
Swanagan a ,-eraged 16.9 points and 
9.0 rebounds. 
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Ex-UK trainer settles sex-discrimination suit for $220,000 
By RICHARD WILSON 
The Courier-Journal 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - JoAnn 
Hauser, a former tramer for the Uni-
versity of Kentucky men's basketball 
team, yesterday settled for $220,000 
her sexual-discrirninalion lawsuit 
against UK. The suit alleged she was 
forced out of her job under former 
head coach Rick Pitmo. 
The settlement, which must still be 
approved by Fayette Circuit Judge 
Mary Noble, calls for UK to pay 
Hauser $120,000 for "claims of emo-
tional distress and mental suffering" 
and $100,000 in legal fees. 
Hauser, a trainer at UK for four 
years, left in 1995 after filing the law-
suit, alleging she was reassigned to 
women's basketball so UK could hire 
a friend of Pitino's, Edward Jamie!. 
Hauser alleged that Pitino, now presi-
dent and head coach of the Boston 
Celtics, did "not want any more 
women involved in the men's basket-
ball program." 
UK athletic director C.M. Newton 
and Pitino were also defendants in 
Hauser's suit, but they were later dis-
missed by Noble. The case was 
scheduled for trial Dec. 8. 
A copy of the settlement, obtained 
by The Courier-Journal through the 
state Open Records Law, states that 
UK makes no admission of liability. 
It said Hauser will not seek re-em-
ployment with UK and waives any fu-
ture claims against the university, 
"I am· pleased that the case has 
been resolved," Newton said. "JoAnn 
Hauser did a fine job while she was 
here, and I regret that anyone may 
have concluded that the attempt to 
transfer her to women's basketball 
was in any way related to her g~nder 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL• THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1997 
or her performance." 
Alex Rose, an attorney for Hauser, 
declined to comment on the settle-
ment, saying that it prohibited parties 
from discussing it publicly. 
A Boston Celtics spokesman said 
Pitino had no comment. 
Hauser's suit alleged that her 
transfer amounted to a demotion and 
violated state civil-rights laws that 
prohibit employers from discriminat-
ing on the basis of sex. UK denied 
the claim and tried to have the suit 
dismissed. But the judge refused, say-
ing the case merited a jury trial. 
JoAnn Hauser's 
lawsuit alleged 
that she was 
forced out of 
her job in 1995 
as trainer for 
the UK men's 
basketball team 
under former 
head coach 
Rick Pitlno. The 
suit alleged that 
her transfer to 
the women's 
team amounted 
to a demotion. 
U of L, Urban League mount effort to aid inner city 
Outside advisors 
to steer university 
toward real needs 
By MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
In the past, professors at the Uni-
versity of Louisville decided how it 
could help Jefferson County's urban 
neighborhoods. 
Now U of L is letting people who 
live closer to the problems make that 
decision. 
U of L and the Urban League of 
· Louisville are joining forces to ad-
dress social-service and economic 
needs. An advisory panel of what Ur-
ban League President Ben Richmond 
called "big-picture thinkers" outside 
the university will diagnose needs 
and how effectively U of L programs 
deal with them. 
Past faculty service in Louisville's 
inner city· have been extensive but 
Jacked coordination, U of L President 
John Shumaker said at a news con-
ference yesterday at the Urban 
League's headquarters. 
The partnership will coordinate ex-
istin~ U of L programs in health, 
housing, pollutton prevention, tech-
nolo!l}', career development and com-
munity and family stabilization. 
It also will oversee new U of L ef-
forts to evaluate a mentoring pro-
gram for young African-Amencan 
males, train people in the use of do-
nated computers and provide infor- out the Louisville area. :All have pro-
mation on environmental hazards. fessional or personal ties to disadvan-
Shumaker said the university will taged communities, he said. . 
provide its services free to the extent State school board member Sam-
possible. uel Robinson, who has been appoint-
He called the biracial advisory ed to the advisory panel, called it a 
committee a "sounding board" to nucleus "that will broaden to include 
scrutinize those programs and sug- others, so that we can get a handle 
gest new ones. on problems such as educational in-
11There is always a tendency, I equities, violence and employment is-
think, for a university ... to assume sues. 11 • 
that it knows best what its communi- The U of L partnership with the 
ty needs, and then to develop an Urban League should help correct 
agenda that does not- represent the the university's "fragmented ap-
true concern and th'e true priorities proach" to problems of Louisville's 
of its people," Shumaker said. African Americans, said Robinson, 
Richmond, who will lead the advi- president of the Lincoln Foundation, 
sory panel, said its more than-20--an educational philanthropy for dis-
members represent educational, civic, advantaged youths. 
social, religious a'nd economic-devel- About 1,000 computers, all donated 
opment organizations from through- by compan_ies, may be provided at 
low cost to people in disadvantaged 
neighborhoods by the end of 1998 
through the new comP.uter-training 
program, said John G1lderbloom of 
U of L's Urban Studies Institute. 
The computer training, part of the 
Sustainable Urban Neighborhoods 
Project that Gilderbloom administers, 
will start Nov. 24 at City View Park 
Mall. Participants may get the train-
ing and a computer for as little as 
$50, depending on their need and the 
type of equipment they want, he said. 
He said 55 businesses owned by 
African Americans have signed up 
for the training. Of the many pro-
grams offered as part of Sustainable 
Urban Neighborhoods over the past 
five years, "ibis is probably the one 
that's going to sustain us and last the 
longest," he said. 
Innovative Productivity Inc., a non-
profit company, is handling distribu-
tion of the computers. 
U of L Assistant Provost Deborah 
Wilson, director of the U of L-Urban 
League partnership, said that as part 
of its outreach effort the university 
also plans to offer computer-repair 
training that could lead to jobs pay-
ing $20,000 or more a year. 
Another new project, a library con-
taining information about environ-
mental hazards, is also at City View 
Park Mall, Wilson said. It is open 
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 
Shumaker said that the partnership 
also will influe;;~~ !!i..: u,,;·;.:1.;!!;·'.:; 1.:-
search agenda, especially in such 
fields as education, environmental 
quality and urban affairs. 
1 
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UK settles :sex bias suit 
----
by ex-trainer 
By Mark Story 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
Without admitting guilt, the 
University of Kentucky has agreed 
to pay $220,000 to settle the sexual 
discrimination suit brought against 
the school by former men's basket-
ball trainer JoAnn Hauser. 
Hauser - whose suit orginally 
&rught $2 million -will peraonally get 
$120,000 for "emotional distress and 
mental suffering" related to the case. 
UK is also responsible for the pay-
ment of $100,000 to her attorneys. 
In exchange, Hauser will drop 
her suit and release UK from all 
claims related to the case. 
As part of the settlement, which 
was made public yesterday, the uni-
versity "expressly denies" that it vi-
olated any contract or agreement 
with Hauser, or that it violated any 
university regulations or broke any 
laws in its treatment of her. 
Hauser served as athletic train-
er for the men's basketball'. team 
from 1991 to 1995. She was notified 
in April of 1995 that UK athletics 
director C.M. Newton and then-
men's basketball coach Rick Pitino 
wanted to reassign her to a similar 
:position with the women's program. 
! The pair planned to replace Hauser with Ed-
:ward "Fast Eddie" Jamie!, a friend of Pitino who 
:.had been the coach's trainer at Providence College. 
:T!J.ey told Hauser she was being reassigned as part 
:at _an effort to "upgrade" the women's b11sketball 
•program. 
: According to court documents, Hauser later dis-
:covered that Jamie!, who did not have a college de-
'.gree, had been hired at a salary of $38,000 a year. 
:Hauser, who had a college degree and was complet-
'.ing her masters in her final year at UK, earned 
-;_$28,411. , 
, Hauser refused the job reassignment, which she 
-considered a demotion. After she contacted an attor-
:·ney, UK officials eventually offered her the men's 
; basketball position back. But she refused, saying 
,she feared reprisals from members of the staff loyal 
'to Pitino. 
Her contract with the university expired June 30, 
1995. On July 19 of that year., she filed suit against UK, 
the University of Kentucky Athletics Association, New-
: ton and Pitino, charging her reassignment was moti-
, vated by a systematic attempt to eliminate women 
,from non-traditional roles in the men's basketball pro-
gram. -
c Newton ,and Pitino were dismissed as individual 
defendants in the case on Sept. 12, 1996. 
· "! am pleased that the case has been resolved," 
Newton said in a statement issued yesterday by 
UK. "JoAnn Hauser did a fine job while she was 
here, and I regret that anyone may have concluded 
that the attempt to transfer her to women's basket-
ball was in any way related to her gender or her 
performance." 
The settlement agreement included a confidentiality 
c;lause that prohibited anyone on either side from speak-
ing publicly about the case or the settlement 
Newton and attorneysJor both sides said yester-
day that prevented them from offering additional 
comment., Pitino, now the coach of'the Boston 
Celtics, did not respond to a phone message. 
Evidence gathered as part of the case often 
pn:rved embarrassing to UK. When a job transfer 
was first proposed to her, Hauser said in court doc-
uments that Newton told her that the job switch 
wduld give her a chance "lo get married and have a 
' ' ' 
. ' 
' ' ' 
social life." Hauser also alleged that Newton told 
her "it was more natural for a woman to work with 
women's sports and a man to do men's sports." 
In a depostion, Newton denied making those re-
marks. 
In May of 1996, Pitino, responding to news ac-
counts about the testimony of UK assistant athletics 
director Rena Vicini in the case, wrote her a wither-
ing letter in which he accused her of "spreading 
lies" and "having a low self-esteem." · 
, Subsequently, the coach wrote a letter of apolo-
gy to Vicini. 
Hauser - while emphasizing that she could not 
comment on particulars - said the resolution 
meant that she could move on with her life although 
she didn't knoiv whether she would try to become a 
trainer again. 
?~ortly ~er leaving her job at UK, she took a 
posi,tio~ with Active Ankle Systems Inc., a 
Lou_isVJlle c?mpany that markets athletic training 
deVJces to high school, college and professional ath-
letic teams as well as to doctors. 
"To be quite honest, I always told myself that 
once everything was over, I would re-evaluate 
whether I want to try to do that or not" she said 
"Now I will have a chance to do that." ' · 
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Ra_clal. Identity conference at UK: 
Umversity professors from several states will meet 
today and ~nday at a University of Kentucky con-
ferei;ce t? dis~ how concepts of racial identity 
an~ 'whiteness must change in order to end 
racism. The event is sponsored by UK's IO-year 
old Committee on Social Theory. The free sessions 
are open to the public and will be held in the 
Pa~erson Office Tower's 18th-floor board room. It 
begms at 1 p.m. today and topics include: The. 
C1;1ltural Ideology of Racism: White Supremacy in 
Visual Art and Popular Forums. For information 
call 257-1316. 
"Given the fact that she has 
fought this for two years, 
$220 000 isn't too great for her .... 
But °it"s OK, because it would 
have been difficult at trial for her 
to prove damages in this case," 
said James Morris, who repre-
sents employees in discrimination 
lawsuits. 
Added Dick Stephenson, who 
defends employers, "It isn't chick-
en feed. It's not like a nuisance 
lawsuit where you settle for the 
cost of your attorney's fees." 
Hauser, who earned $28,411, 
sued UK and its athletic associa-
tion in 1995 after she was re-
moved as trainer for the men's 
basketball team and given the 
same job with the women's bas-
ketball team - an unfair dem9-
tion based upon sexism, she al-
leged. 
Then-men's basketball coach 
Rick Pitino replaced Hauser·with 
an old friend, Edward "Fast Ed-
die" Jamie!, whom Hauser alleged 
was less qualified than her. 
In basketball-crazy Lexing-
ton, it probably wouldn't have 
been too difficult to convince ju-
rors that a transfer off the men's 
Wildcats was a demotion, regard-
less of the fact that her salary 
wasn't cut, the attorneys said. 
"Not to disparage· the 
women's basketball team, but 
let's face it: The UK men's bas-
ketball team has. a much higher 
profile. It's a much more desirable 
position for someone trying to 
build a career in athletics," said 
attorney Robert L. Abell. 
But the lawyers said Hauser's 
case had holes, most notable of 
which was that she wasn't fired; 
she quit. Even when the universi-
ty offered Hauser her old job 
back with the men's team, she 
opted to walk away. 
"If you choose to leave lLjob,. 
then it's much harder for you 
whell' you try to prove damages 
and loss of wages," Stephenson 
said. 
Instead of unfair termination, 
Hauser would have needed:• to 
prove "constructive d1scliai-ge," 
that her employer deliberately 
made her job so unpleasant.that a 
reasonable employee wotild.liave 
had no choice other than quitting. 
Under informal case prece-
dent from the 6th Circuit U.S. 
Court of Appeals, Kentucky 
courts put a heavy burden" of 
proof on workers who claim they 
were forced to quit their jobs, 
Stephenson said. 
The lawyers agreed that 
Hauser's original demand for $2 
million - far more than the 
$220,000 she received - was ar-
bitrary and means nothing in de-
termining a victor. Plainti!(ij.~--
cally request a given figure SIDl· 
ply to intimidate the defendants, 
they said. 
Aside from her legal win, 
Hauser also may have scored a 
sort of moral victory, lawyers 
said. 
Monday's settlement allowed 
the university officially to admit 
no wrongdoing. However, the 
. deal hardly qualifies as .a; clean 
bill of health for the schqq);.~or-
ris said. 
"In general, this will help the 
situation because it will ,J>ring 
more attention to the problem:of 
discrimination on the job," Morris 
said. "It will also send a message 
to local employers that discrimi-
nation will not be tolerated.• 
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MSU-Pfogram gets .Ns 
MSUCorps started in Septem-
ber 1994 with just 18 members. 
The Corps increased to 31 members 
in 1995, and this year, 50 members 
are working across the region. 
Americorps tutors are 
drawing schools' praises 
By Frank E. Lockwood 
NORTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU 
. MO~EHEAD - When Morehead State 
Uruvers1ty !aunched an Americorps tutoring 
and !"entonng program in 1994, the program 
had its skeptics. 
.Th~_years_later, educators are lining up 
to_ J!!ll!lcipa~e m the MSUCorps program, 
wbiftl.t benefits students from kindergarten 
thniJih high school. 
. "I think it's the best program that we've 
ali~ ~~Ives with in any form, shape or 
fashion, said Do~g Jones, who oversees a 
Rowan County fl_llllliY resource center. "These 
people make a difference in children's lives." 
Students are also sold on the tutoring pro-
gram. "I used to get F's, but now I'm getting 
A's," on spelling tests, said Shawn Holbrook, 
'.1 10-year-old attending Redburn Elementary 
mMorehead. 
Due to one-on-one attention from Ameri-
corps tutors, the spelling words don't stump 
Shawn anymore, he said. "I can study 20 
mmutes and know them all." 
MSUCorps, provided aid to nearly 1 100 
studen!8 last year in eight counties. ' 
This. year, the program is expanding to 
11 counties. 
Similar tutoring •programs also 
are being launched this year by 
Kentucky State University in 
Frankfort and Eastern Kentucky 
University in Richmond. 
Twenty EKU Americorps mem-
bers are offering reading assis• 
tance. A dozen KSU students are 
tutoring students in Franklin and 
Woodford counties. 
Another Americorps program, 
Lexington Works, offered tutoring 
to 250 Fayette County students last 
year. 
The federal government pays 
for most of the programs. Local 
schools pay about $1.18 per hour 
for an MSUCorps member's ser-
vices-
"It's a wonderful bargain," said 
Peggy Reeves, a counselor in the 
Rowan County School District. 
"We've had very dependable, 
hardworking, conscientious volun-
teers that put extra time and effort 
into their jobs," Reeves said. 
And the 
work is paying 
off. Teacher sur-
yeys indicate 
that 93 percent 
of the students 
improved their 
"I used to get 
F's, but now 
I'm getting 
A's,,,on 
S'J)elling tesf,S. 
academic perfor- Shawn Holbrook 
mance after en- 10 years old 
tering the . pro-
gram. 
School atten-
dance also climbed: 91 percent of 
students attended school more of-
ten. 
Ninety-four percent of the stu-
dents developed positive attitudes, 
the surveys said. 
Missy Fannin teaches third 
grade at Redburn Elementary. 
MSUCorps has an "amazing" im-
pact on students, she said. 
Stu_dents enjoy the in-school tu-
toring and a Tuesday after-school 
program that combines tutoring, 
scouting and snacktime at Red-
burn. 
"They look so forward to Tues-
day afternoon. They just can't 
wait," Fannin said. 
MSUCorps deserves an "A+" 
for their efforts, Fannin said. "They 
really help a lot ... I'll brag on them 
all day long." 
Teachers - responsible for 
guiding an entire classroom -
don't have time for extensive one-
on-one tutoring. But often, that's 
what students need. 
"A majority of the children that 
we're working with are not stupid 
or dumb, to put it bluntly. They 
just need a little one-on-one atten-
tion," Steve Swim, MSUCorps coor-
dinator,-said. "Basically, they just 
need their self-esteem inamsed." 
"Our members have worked 
hard, set good examples, and the 
program's really taken off," said 
Betty Karrick, an MSUCorps assis-
tant coordinator. 
A federal grant of $587,000 cov • 
ers most of the costs. 
MSUCorps members receive a 
living allowance of $8,340, basic 
health insurance, and an education-
al voucher worth $4,725. 
The program is getting noticed. 
In 1995, MSUCorps members were 
made "colonels" by the governor. 
And in 1996, Vice President Al 
Gore met with the entire MSU-
Corps. 
Educators also are paying at-
tention. "School districts that at 
first weren't excited about our pro-
gram are begging for Americorps 
members now," Karrick said. 
The extra help is definitelv 
needed, according to Jones, the fam-
ily resource center chief. 
With both parents struggling to 
earn a living, many at-risk students 
don't get the ,,rtention they need at 
home, Jones said. 
"I'm sorry to say that TV and 
videos have become our baby sitter 
... and often times children are on 
their own." 
One-on-one assistance - even 
for just one hour per week - "defi-
nitely can make or break a child," 
Jones added. 
Katherine Peake, 9. participates 
in an MSUCorps after-school pro-
gram at Tilden Hogge Elementarv 
in rural Rowan County. Corps 
members, college work-study stu-
dents and teachers provide after-
school tutoring to more than one-
fourth of Tilden Hogge's 290 stu-
dents. 
"I really like it. You can learn 
and have fun at the same time " 
Katherine said. She also likes the 
program's snacks. "That's the best 
part," she said. • ! 
MSUCorps member Dewayne 
Mynhier said he wants to help stu-
dents live up to their potential. 
"You basically have to get to 
know them, let them know you, de-
velop a relationship. Then thev 
start wanting to do things that wiil 
make you proud of them," he said.· 
MSUCorps member Wendv 
Keim agreed. "If they see that De-
wayne and I care, it gives them 
something to work toward, they 
know somebody's going to be 
proud of them." 
"I think it's a wonderful pro-
gram for the kids as well as us " 
Keim added. " 
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Macy rebuilds from ground level 
. . ____________ · "The two things we fight when 
So how is Macy, the fonner Ken- On the rise recruiting are the past perception of 
Ex-UK star savs lucky All-American and NBA play- ----------- the program and the ego thing be-'J ' er, handling his first coaching job ■ Morehead State season-ticket sales cause of that perception, that a • b '}ik t rt' g and preparing for his debut against are up for Kyle Macy's first player is taking a step down going .JO e s a Ill his alma mater Thursday night?. season as coach: to Morehead State. But the recruit-
' "I've enjoyed every day," Macy 1998-97 • • 250 1997·98 · · 7.oo 11:,g :,esponse has been very pos1-a fl0W program said. "I've had no regrets about my valved in the program again. tive. 
decision even on the bad days. It's Macy's name recognition as one 
b f · h "They've seen Morehead be 
Rick Balley 
I 1rnALD-LEADER STAFF \\/RITER 
MOREHEAD Morehead 
S1a1,.·s version of Midnight Mad-
ness at fir.st was to be railed 
"Fright Night" because it was close 
I II llalloween and because "when 
people saw us play they might be 
frightened," new coach Kyle Macy 
,,:1irl. tongue in cheek. 
Instead, "Morehead Moh" was 
,It-signed to get the students and 
public back into Johnson Areua 
am! involved in a program that 
l wice participated in the NCAA 
Tournament in the ·c:arly '80s but 
which has had eight losing records 
in the last 13 years. . 1 
Still, it ·may be frightening for 
1 Ile fans in the fits! year of the 
rookie coach's regime. · 
"It's a complete rebuilding 
process, like starting a new pro-
grnm," Macy said. "It's not only 
1 hr freshmen but the returning 
play,•rs adjusting to a new slylt•. 
srslem and staff. We were clis.ip-
p;,inted they had not been exposed 
Io I he basic fundamenta If-, so 
wc·ve been tc-aching more than we• 
,•'""'~ht." 
exciting to e part o gettmg t e successful and how exciting it was of the Wildcats' most popular play-
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UK conference speaker urges 
. . , 
hope in battle aga.inst racism 
By Sarah A. Webster · 
~ERALD-LEAOER STAFF WRITER 
is their problem - that race is as much about them 
as it is about people of color."' 
\!any oi the 70 University oi Kentucky students 
and facultv members who attended a two-dav conier-
ence on race and whiteness arrived feeling disen-
chanted. 
Natter said that people oi color sometimes per-
ceive a ··solid wall of whiteness." in which white peo-
ple are viewed as l!naccepting ah~ unified against 
them. . 
··Everyone reported stories about how this has al-
ways been a racist country and nothing can be done,"' 
said Wolfgang Natter, director of UK's social theory 
program. 
When whites participate in battling racism. thev 
Mlp to deteriorate that obstructive image, he said. · 
But by the end of the seminar yesterday, "each of 
the panelists agreed thatthe most imponant thing we 
·could do to battle racism was not be discouraged," 
Natter said. 
Natter, who delivered closing remarks for the con-
ference last night, said nobody wants to fight a battle 
they expect to lose, so having hope encourages people 
to rake action. 
One of the panel discussions yesterday focused on 
ways to effectively battle racism. 
John O'Sullivan Francis Sr., a panel speaker and 
an official with the Community Development Corp. in 
Boston said getting whites . to participate in the-
process is critical. 
Natter agreed. "There must be multicultural oppo-
sition to racial injustice," he said. 
·-White people have to realize - because it really 
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'UK disclaims stories 
of sexual assaults 
By Brian Bennett 
and Holly Stepp 
HERALDtEAOER STAFF WRITERS 
University of Kentucky offi-
cials tried yesterday to quell ru-
mors circulating among students 
about sexual assaults recently on 
campus. But student leaders were 
less than. satisfied with the ad-
ministration's explanation. 
At a news conference held 
yesterday in response to numer-
ous media calls, UK Vice Presi-
dent of University Relations Joe 
Burch said that two incidents 
within the last month sparked the 
rumors. 
The first, he said, happened 
Oct. 9 when a female student was 
knocked down near the Kirwan-
Blanding complex on south cam-
pus. The student was not injured, 
and police do not know the mo-
tive for the assault, Burch said. 
On Nov. I, UK police were 
_told that a student had been 
raped the day before, had filed a 
report with Lexington police and 
had sought medical treatment. 
Burch said. But when UK police 
interviewed the student. she said 
she had not filed a report or been 
treated. Burch said. He said Uni-
versity police do not know 
whether she was assaulted. 
Though UK police continue to · 
investigate both incidents, the ru-
mors circulating on campus about 
multiple rapes are unfounded, 
Burch said. 
"Seek the truth," Burch ad-
vised UK students and parents: 
"Rather than believe the rumors, 
find out what happened and go 
from there." 
UK student George Meyers 
said yesterday that residence hall 
advisers have been telling stu-
dents of attacks on campus. Mey-
ers, a student government sena-
tor, said residence hall advisers 
have continued to allude to four 
attacks on women students in the 
last two weeks, mostly in the 
south campus area. 
"'We've heard from way too 
niany {students) ... to simply be-
lieve that the reports are untrue," 
Meyers said, adding that the most 
recent report of a rape came Mon-
day, 
Student government president 
Melanie Cruz said the administra-
tion should have responded soon-
er to the rumors. 
"What is most frustrating to 
us is that the universitv is not 
telling us right away about these 
crimes," Cruz said. "If students 
are bein~ raped, we want to know 
when it happens." 
Burch said the university has 
increased police patrols in resi-
dence areas of the campus in an 
effort to calm student fears. 
The group also agreed that people who travel be-
tween races can have a positive role in battling 
racism by exchanging cultural ideas and understand-
ing. 
The panel called such traveling "passing," and ex-
plained that some white people can "pass" for black 
and enter that culture and vice-versa. People typically 
pass into a culture by assimilating its characteristics. 
"People who pass can offer insights into those 
worlds." Natter said. 
Fon Gordon, an associate professor of history at 
UK, showed a film in which a white mother struggles 
to accept her black daughter. 
"She's passing for white as if she has no relation-
ship to black," Gordon said. 
The negative side about passing is that people 
have to pass at all. Passing, Natter said, is itself proof 
of a cultural division; people who can't pass into a 
racial culture aren't being accepted there. 
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Education options lacking 
Your·Nov. 3 lead story regarding Vir-
ginia's post-secondary tuition grant pro-
gram for residents of Southeastern Ken-
tucky to attend a Virginia public four-year 
university was very telling. 
The total void of public, four-year, 
post-secondary educational opportunities 
in southeastern Kentucky is a sad com-
mentary and a poignant reminder that, de-
spite recent efforts by the General Assem-
bly and governor, much work remains to 
provide all Kentuckians with equal access 
to educational opportunities and the pros-
perity it affords. 
Fortunately, we are making real 
progress to reverse this. The recently en-
acted post-secondary education reform act 
provides a mechanism for our private col-
leges and their students to receive more 
public money. 
Further, Pikeville College has recently 
opened a School of Osteopathic Medicine, 
financed with private donations, Ap-
palachian Regional Commission funds and 
the support of Gov. Paul Patton. 
Moreover, U .S, Rep. Hal Rogers and the 
state are getting money to enhance our 
community colleges and technical schools 
by taking advantage of distance-learning 
through technology. Each of these steps 
occurred despite efforts in some quarters 
to prevent them. Remarkably, southeastern 
Kentucky is persevering in the struggle for 
post-secondary education. 
As we begin the debate about how to 
best spend the budget "surplus," let's keep 
our priorities in order by using it on in-
vestments for our common future instead 
of wasting the money on present luxury 
items we can't afford and don't need, Let's 
make sure we don't have to depend on the 
good will of the taxpayers of Virginia to 
educate our sons and daughters from Ap-
palachia 
Clute Ratliff 
state ROl>l9Sel1tatiYe 
Pikeville 
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Colleg~s _may find -money 
for overdue- ma.intenance 
By Holly E. Stepp 
and Sheryl Edelen 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITERS 
Buildings either too hot or too cold. 
Unreliable elevators. Inadequate outdoor 
lighting. 
They're perennial complaints on 
campuses everywhere. 
In Kentucky, help may be on the 
way. 
The Council on Postsecondary Edu-
cation has requested $25 million in state 
maintenance funds in its biennial bud} 
get. 
If th_e rell~est is approved;call 'eight 
state un1vers1ties, as well as the~commu-
nity and technical colleges, willbi!"eligi-
ble. They would have to match ·eacli'dol-
lar they take from the pool with one of 
their own. .- · :-
Administrators acknowledge that : 
ne:-v construction projects often,tak'e pri'"- i 
onty over the repair and renovation of : 
existing facilities. · , ,iY; ~:.'· 
"We have a $30 milll/iti,·batkiog in 
deferred maintenance," saii:Ji~.!fBJan. · 
t~!!t the University ofKentu~ky's 
VI..a president for administration 
"Rl2>m leaky roofs to drafty win: 
d<J:;s and faulty elevators we 
have quite a few maintei{ance 
p~lems." 
; But not every pressing need 
win be addressed; donns and oth-
er, campus housing aren't included 
: One step at a time · 
: The possibility of more main-
tepance money is good news for 
R9bin Mullins, who climbs 16 
fl~hts of ~tairs every day to get to 
her office m Patterson Office Tow-
. er. because "I don't trust the eleva-
tors in this building." 
: Mullins, a secretary in the po-
li(ical science department, was 
ogi:_e trapped in one of the six ele-
V<!,t:prs that serve the 18-story 
b11ilding. 
~'.'Fo_r the past two years, she has 
been chronicling the problems 
wiili elevators. 
· "I kept hearing about how old 
and inefficient the elevators were 
but once I started keeping a log, i 
was amazed," she said. 
According to Mullins' log, in 
one three-month period more than 
25 complaints or problems were 
logged on the elevators. 
. "There was one case in March 
when, riding in the elevator we 
kept hearing really loud n~ises 
frolT! the elevator shaft, like parts 
commg a loose and hitting the 
wall or the elevator," Mullins said. 
· "It turns out that the weights 
controlling the lifting of the eleva-
tors had come loose and were 
causing other parts to break and 
fall." 
· All of the elevators pass in-
~pection and Mullins says they are 
likely safe, "but only barely so." 
· Administrators, who say the 
ul)iv~sity's elevators are safe. are 
wprkmg to make repairs cam-
P11Swide. 
· UK President Charles Weth-
ington has reallocated funds from 
other departments to pay for the 
repairs. 
Dorms left out 
The state has never provided 
money for student housing, said 
Sherron Jackson, who works for 
thtccounciL 
"Housing on most campuses 
(falls under) auxiliary services, 
that is, run on the money ,paid by 
students, so the maintenance mon-
ey..has to come out of that," Jack-
son:said. 
~Officials at Eastern Kentucky 
Ul)_!Versity said they were unsure 
whether the cash would free· up · 
more money to direct toward a · 
common source of student com-
plaints: the donns. 
;;.That's bad news to students 
like Susan Henson, a senior Eng-
lisb major. 
.~Henson, who moved her family 
into an EKU-owned two-bedroom 
duplex in· August, expected a lot 
fo~25 a month. · 
· ~The rent was cheaper than she 
~ her husband, Mark, had found 
an~here else in Richmond, it was 
walking distance from· her classes 
and it would give her daughter, 
Heather, 4, more space to play and 
a room of her own. 
But when they opened. the 
door to the duplex for the first 
time, Henson wasn't prepared for 
what she saw: roaches. 
Lots of them. 
"They were just everywhere. 
In broad daylight, they didn't 
run," said Henson. "There had to 
have been hundreds of them, run-
/ ning across the ceiling, down the 
walls ... just everywhere." 
"We bombed about four times 
and spent $70 of our own money · 
to try to get rid of them, And 
when we came to check, they were 
running down the walls from the 
crawlspace above our apartment, 
trying to escape the fog'' of the in-
secticide. 
"I had nightmares about that." 
James Street, director of 
EKU's Division of Physical Plant, 
said that donns are a constant pri-
ority in this year's maintenance 
budget of $5.2 million and that 
pest control requests are ad-
dressed within 24 hours. 
Street, who graduated from 
Eastern in 1978, said that today's 
students expect more from their 
donns. 
"When I was a student, the 
most a person would bring along 
with them for their room was 
maybe a lamp and an alarm 
clock," he said. "But now they 
bring microwaves, stereo~ and 
television sets." 
One-time expenditures 
. Keepii_ig the university build-
mgs lookmg their best and run-
ning well is a struggle at universi-
ties across the nation. 
According_ to a 1997 study by 
the American Association of State 
Colleges and Universities deferred . ' 
mamtenance at the nation's col-
leges and universities totals $26 
billion. 
The report says construction is 
a bigger priority than maintenance 
; ~W-~~?~'"i• 
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and renoval!on, and encourages 
universities to seek money for 
maintenance. 
"With nearly all the states ex-
periencing better than expected 
revenue collections, it is an oppor-
tune time to consider seeking one-
time appropriations to address de-
ferred maintenance," the report 
states. 
"And unlike many other base 
budget items, maintenance can be 
helped with one-time funding, and 
states can reduce additional accu-
mulation and costs." 
Kenneth Walker, acting chief 
op_eration officer for the council, 
said the pool would address one of 
the biggest concerns for universi-
ties. 
"The recommendation is a 
unique approach to addressing 
critical needs on campus with the 
advantage of levering university 
funds," he said. "It is a fund the 
universities have long asked for." 
Finding the balance 
Keeping university facilities 
maintained will still require some 
juggling. But most administrators 
say the pool is a good start. 
Blanton said some reallocation 
will still go on because of the one-
to-one match, but the money will 
help. . -
"We haven't gotten money 
from the state eanharked for de-
ferred maintenance in forever," he 
said. "Will it get every university 
in the state in tip-top shape? The 
answer is no. But will it make a 
significant improvement? Yes." 
And the pool .will address a 
large part of administrators' frus-
tration - finding the money with-
in the existing budget. 
"It is not hard to find donor 
money when it comes to building 
new facilities, because you can put 
a.plaque on them," EKU President 
~y Funderburk recently told 
the council. 
I 
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,lnvest surplus in students and workers for the· best return. 
I ' 
1JiMU1fiuuijjri 
CONTRIBUTING COLUMNIST 
'· . She screamed with 
neck muscles pulled red-
purple tight at Common-
wealth Stadium, spread-
. ing fear and hope to 
those nearby that an 
aneurysm or fainting 
. spell might strike. J "You idiot, you're stupid, you're an id-
iort she screeched over and over - al-
m95t uncontrollably - at the referees dur-
int the University of Kentucky-Louisiana 
StAle football game. People looked back, 
,vd11dering who had flown the cuckoo.nest. 
: Then after another questionable call, 
shf, rapidly kicked the back of the seat of 
mt 7-year-old son, who stared in bewilder-
ment at the spectacle of a deranged adult 
wltching teen-agers play football. 
. j Although we still managed to have a 
grtat time, I wondered about the priorities 
of•the poor woman. 
; Now there is a lot of discussion about 
priorities in another realm of sports: the 
qiiestion of whether the state of Kentucky 
should kick in $10 million to finance con-
struction of a minor-league baseball park 
in Lexington. 
While I love sports and baseball (up to 
a point), the stadium appears nowhere on 
the radar screen of top priorities for use of 
public money. 
If only we could direct a portion of the 
enthusiasm we hold for sports in Ken-
tucky toward education and training, our 
state would make a quantum leap toward 
long-term prosperity. 
If the state of Kentucky indeed reaps a 
$156 million General Fund surplus as it 
expects for the fiscal year ending in June, 
my wish list for the surplus would include 
the following: 
■ Increased funding for higher educa-
tion with strings attached. 
Despite a sharp increase in enrollments 
(especially students 25 years or older ) at 
state-supported universities, Kentucky has 
lost a lot of ground in supportir:g higher 
education. In recent years, Kentucky's pub-
lic university support dropped to one of 
the lowest in the Southeast. 
Almost one decade ago, Kentucky con-
tributed $4 to higher education for every 
dollar a student paid in tuition, according 
to the Kentucky Long-Term Policy Re-
search Center. As of last year, the state 
contributed only $2.50 for every dollar in 
tuition. Gov. Paul Patton has taken some 
positive steps to rectify the situation, but 
we have a long way to go. 
Increased funding, though, should be 
tied to greater accountability. 
Public universities need to prove that 
their graduates can meet standards of ex-
cellence. Fornier Western Kentucky Uni-
versity President Thomas Meredith was 
on the right track with his plan requiring 
students to pass an exam before gradua-
tion. Without accountability, we end up 
throwing money at problems and solving 
nothing. 
■ Increased funding for worker train-
ing and job placement. 
A lot of Kentuckians have lost jobs -
especially in rural areas such as Camp-
bellsville and Jamestown - through 
downsizings, right sizings or wedgiesiz-
ings (as the cartoon strip "Dilbert" calls 
them). In terms of priorities, sports fall far 
below the need to feed families. 
Although Kentucky has a wide array 
of adult education and training agencies 
under the Cabinet for Workforce Develop-
ment, we could do more and do it better. 
For example, the Long-Term Policy Re-
search Center noted that the Blue Grass 
State Skills Corp. provided more than $2 
million in grants during 1994 that private 
companies matched for worker-training 
programs. 
Although 98 percent of Kentucky's 
firms employ fewer than 100 workers, the 
research center reported that in 1994 the 
lion's share of these training funds went to 
General Motors, Fischer-Price and other 
big companies. 
Why not double or triple these grants 
- which would still be a fraction of the 
anticipated surplus - and funnel the mon-
ey toward training small business employ-
ees? 
■ Increased grant funding for students 
and student-parents. 
Overwhelming evidence shows the 
clear link between education and prosperi-
ty. With tuition continuing its steep ride 
on the upward escalator, we need more 
grant money available to those in need. 
If welfare reform is to succeed, more 
grants must be available to welfare par-
ents for schooling and for child care ex-
penses so they can attend schools. That 
; 
can remove one major obstacle to success : 
that seems to mire many people in the'wel[ 
fare rut. , 
As an added incentive, I would make '. 
these grants conditional. If you obtain a" : 
college degree or high-school diploma, the : 
money would be yours to keep. If not, it's ; 
a low-interest loan. · 
■ Increased funding for elementary _, 
and high school technology. . 
Although Kentucky is a leader in fund! 
ing computer laboratories in schools, the i 
state is well behind the bold funding level$ 
envisioned when legislators passed educa- · 
lion reform in 1990. f 
Minor league baseball would be won- • 
derful, if funded by private sources in the : 
same way that UK found donors to help : 
build its impressive new library. But Ken-
tucky's money is best spent by investing 
in all of Kentucky's people. Putting more 
money into education and training will 
build bridges to a brighter future. It's an 
investment that will last well past the 
ninth inning. 
■ 
Kevin Osbourn of Winchester works 
in corporate communicah·ons. 
I 
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Appalachian ethnicity center opens at Marshall University 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
Or THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
HUN'l'ING'l'ON - A new 
center at Marshall University 
shoulcl result in in-depth study 
nf the women and ethnic mi-
norities who form the "mar-
gin"' of the culture called Ap-
palachia, scholars who opened 
I he center Thursday agreed. 
Women, blacks and Eastern 
l•:nropeans who lived in Ap-
palachia were a part of the cul-
lnral margin. not the main-
stream, "but they were still a 
pmt of the wi10le" and deserve 
attention. saicl Linda TatP. She 
will spend next semester at the 
Center for the Study of Ethnic-
ity and Gender in Appalachia 
studying the music of the 
mountains.• 
· '!'he four-year program is 
funded by a $250,000 grant 
from the . Rockefeller Foun-
dation of New York. For the 
next five semesters, scholars 
will come to the center to 
make in-depth studies on Ap-
palachian women and blacks, 
Irish, or other ethnic groups. 
Ronald L. · Lewis, keynoter 
for Thursday's dedication, told 
a crowd in MU's student cen-
ter that Appalachia has long 
been m isdefined as either a 
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remnant of Elizabethan Eng-
land or a culture subjugated 
by isolation and ignorance. 
'!'hat latter representation was 
revived and called history by 
later reporters and scholars, 
building "the myth of Ap-
palachia," he said. 
He said northern neo-
Puritans who came to the 
South to help freed slaves after 
the Civil War were disil-
lusioned when Jim Crow tac-
tics blocked their effort. Many 
of them turned their social ser-
vice to Appalachia, where they 
determined to lift up "shiftless 
and uneducated whites." 
"Since the emergence of Ap-
palachian studies in the 
1970s," he said, "scholars have 
sought to discredit derogatory 
images of the region and to es-
tablish a full account of its his-
tory and development. 
"A sophisticated body of lit-
erature analyzes the social 
construction of the idea of Ap-
palachia as a place unique 
from the rest of the United 
States and a solid tradition of 
scholarship addresses the com-
plexities of the region's politi-
c a I and economic de-
velopment." 
But until recent years, the 
study of Appalachian race, eth-
nicity and gender issues has 
been shorted because it was 
considered irrelevant, he said. 
He blamed the exclusion on 
preoccupation with the re-
gion's harsh problems of pov-
erty, underdevelopment and 
class conflict in the coal indus-
try. 
No one has studied in depth 
the Italians and Hungarian 
miners, German industrial 
workers, Lebanese or Jewish 
pack peddlers. "Even those En-
glish-speaking 'invisible mi-
norities' - the English, Welsh, 
Scots and Irish - remain in-
visible," Lewis said. 
Questions need to be re-
solved about the way outsiders 
mixed a~d mingled with na-
tive whites, blacks and oth!ir 
ethnic groups, he said. •: 
Black culture has becollJ,e 
the focus of recent writing, tje 
said, and the Cherokee back-
ground of some whites is now 
being studied by people li!\e 
'!'ate, who is herself part Che,.-
okee. And of gender he askei:I: 
. "How can we ignore half tbe 
population in our scholarship 
and not diminish it signifi-
cantly? ~ 
"'!'his new center will serve 
as a catalyst in stimulating the 
kind of thought and researc/J 
which will be necessary \o 
overcome our slow start," lie 
concluded. 
1\vo of Va" Tech's 'core icons' might have been Klansmen: 
NEW YORK TIMES NEWS SERVICE 
BLACKSBURG, Va. -- Virginia Tech 
has begun an investigation into whether a 
longtime professor for whom a dormitory 
was named was a student leader of the Ku 
Klux Klan a century ago. 
An undergraduate class studying the 
125-year history of Virginia Polytechnic In-
stitute and State University found in an 
l 896 college yearbook a brittle, yellowed 
page devoted to the Klan. "KKK-1895-96" 
reads the headline on page 101. Beneath a 
drawing of a skeleton covered by a white 
sheet, the group lists as its objective: "To 
right the unrighteous." The favorite pas-
time is listed as "(Midnight) field sports." 
Claudius Lee, a student, is listed as the 
organization's "Father of Terror," founding 
leader of the campus Klan. Student O.M. 
Stull is called "Right Hand of Terror." The 
yearbook shows that Lee belonged to an-
other campus group whose logo depicted a 
black man hanging by his neck from a tree. 
Lee went on to teach electrical engineer-
ing at Virginia Tech for 50 years. By the 
time he retired in 1946, he had been nick-
named the school's "Grand Old Man." Vir-
ginia Tech named a dormitory for him in 
1968, six years after his death at age 90. 
Stull coined the school yell, "Hoki, Hoki, 
Hoki, Hy!/Tech, Tech, VP!!" from which the 
student nickname, Hokies, is derived. A 
quarry company executive, he died in 1964. 
"These are core icons of the school," 
said Peter Wallenstein, a history professor 
whose students found the yearbook. If the 
material is true, he said, "It's kind of ugly." 
VP! president Paul Torgersen named a 
committee to look into the issue, saying, "It 
is (regrettable) that this did happen, if in 
fact there was an affiliation with the KKK." 
At a meeting with students last week, 
Torgersen said that although the jury was 
still out on the nature of the yearbook ma-
terial, "When I first saw these pages I was 
sickened by them, and still am." 
Historians are unsure whether the year-
book . page was a sophomoric joke or the 
record of an active group. 
The Klan was founded in 1866 in Ten-
nessee by Civil War veterans and quickly 
spread throughout the South, becoming a 
secret terrorist organization intent on keep-
ing blacks and Republicans from gaining 
political power during Reconstruction. 
Historians say the Klan disbanded by 
the earlv 1870s, not to be revived until 
1915, wtien it broadened its activities to tar-
get']ews, Roman Catholics and foreigners, 
as well as blacks. The 1895-96 date of the 
. -
yearbook raises the possibility that the 
Klan item was a prank. The Klan eoity 
does not appear in other yearbooks. •• • 
"To the best of my knowledge, there's 
no Klan activity and there's no Klan in tn,it 
era," said John Kneebone, a historian of,}& 
Klan in Virginia. Identifying member;,; by 
name is "very un-Klanlike," he said. ,,.,, 
"I honestly cringed when I opene<j.,l;\\e 
yearbook. .. ;• said Cordel Faulk, a blac~;iW· 
nior in the history course. "The univernlf;Y 
has a decision to make: Is it going to create 
an environment that is comfortable wiili'a,. 
versity or honor people who are goinffu 
offend blacks. Jews, Catholics and Asians?' 
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MSU,.,_to ·:awaid-;i,Little· honorary .degree 
MOREHEAD - The More- lty ofllfe for all Kentuckians." 
head State University Board of Mrs. Little's• father,,, Daniel 
.Regents on Friday voted to Boone Caudill, was a promi-
award Lexington phllanthro- nent Morehead banker, at-
- jilst' Lucille Caudill Littl~ the . torney, businessman and cir-
In the past five years; Mrs. 
Little has donated millions of · 
dollars to various organiza-
tions in Kentucky, Including 
more than $1 million to MSU. 
The universiiy's Caudill Col-
lege of Humanities bears her 
name, and a bell tower dedi-
cated to her husband's memo-. 
ry was completed'tlils year ·on . 
MSU's first-time freshm, 
enrollment also declined 7 pe 
cent froin last fall to 1,202. 
third of the flrst-ilme fres 
men from the fall ~f 1996 d 
not return to MSU this year. - honorary degree • of Doctor of cult Judge. One- of her sisters, 
Humanities at MSU's winter Dr. C. Louise Caudill, founded 
commencement on Dec. 20.· Morehead's St. Claire Medical 
In Its recommendation, the . Center In 1963. 
university's Honorary Degree . Following her , marriage In 
Advisory Committee said Lit- · 1937 to W. Paul Little, a Lex-
. tie "has dedicated her life to. lngton horseman and land de-
enriching the lives of others. · veloper; Mrs. Llttie began 
. As a teacher, singer, actress;·· working with the state's arts 
director and philanthropist,-, cominunlty, serving on numer-
1 she has given of herself and ' ous boards and helping to es-
her resources to Improving the · tablish new organizations to 
. : educational and cultural 9ual- , foster the arts. 
the MSU campus. ·· · 
►Accepted the university 
1996-97 audit, prepared by ti 
Ashland accounting fir 
Kelley, Galloway & Comp an 
The audit gave MSU's budg, 
ary procedures a clean -bill 
health and noted that steJ 
have '\Iready been taken 1 
MSU officials to prev~nt min, 
problems found with the ha 
dling -of two financial-aid 
sues from happening again. 
liVIsu -~ 
leader's 
contract 
updated 
Board OKs 
deferred 
compensation 
By TOM l.Ewis 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - The More-
head State University Board- of 
Regents voted Friday to sweet, 
en the contract of school Presi-
dent Ronald Eaglin with a de-
ferred compensation- package. 
Eaglin and the regents will 
negotiate details of the pack-
age, which will be added to his 
co;:itrac~,.effective next:\/µIY,, 
I thmk most other pr_esi-
In other action Friday, the 
regents: . 
► Heard a final report on fall 
enrollment. The school has 
8,208 students, a i.6 percent de-
crease since last fall anii down 
from 8,899 In 1993. 
dents in the state have a de-
ferred income," Eaglin said. 
That income could be for-
warded to Eaglin in a number 
of ways, said MSU Board of Re-
gen ts Chair L.M. "Sonny" 
Jones, including a supplemen-
tal _retirement plan or straight 
deferred payments. 
MSU's governing board com-
mitted to giving Eaglin a de-
ferred compensation package 
when he was hired in 1992 -
something that had not been 
done for any previous MSU 
president. · 
"This probably should have 
been done in the initial con-
tract," said Eaglin. But Jones 
said Eaglin did not give the 
board an ultimatum about the 
deferred compensation. 
"He wasn't going to walk " 
Jones said. ' 
Eaglin declined to comment 
on what kind of deferred com-
pensation package he desired 
but said it would augment th~ 
retirement plan he has 
through the Kentucky Teach-
ers Retirement System. Jones 
said details of the com-
pensation package would be 
announced next summer. 
. As MSU president. Eaglin is 
paid $145,000 a year; his cur-
rent contract runs through 
2001. 
Eaglin is nearly 58 years old 
and Jones said the board 
wants him to remain president 
until he's 62, meaning he will 
have served 10 years as MSU 
president - twice the average 
tenur~ for university presi-
dents m America, according. to 
Jones. 
"It's important that (Eaglin) 
stay now, in view of the gover-
nor's higher education initia-
tive," Jones added. "We're in a 
period of transition, and we 
w~t firm, proven leadership." 
Morehead is where I want 
to retire," said Eaglin. "This is 
a great place. I think I've 
added to it. I think I have a lot 
more to add." 
And Jones said a deferred 
compensation package would 
be a useful tool in attracting a 
"high-quality manager" to suc-
ceed Eaglin. 
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UK names 'programs of excellence,' 
asks more money But Wethington said academic programs not deemed programs of 
excellence would still be expected 
to work to enhance the university's 
reputation. By Holly E. Stepp 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
A University of Kentucky task 
force yesterday named nearly three 
dozen academic programs that 
members say could launch the school 
into the nation's top 20 public research 
universities. 
UK will ask the state to give extra 
financial support to the so-called pro-
grams of excellence, which range from 
medicine and the sciences to the hu-
manities. 
During its special session on higher 
education. the state allocated S6 million 
toward programs of excellence at UK 
and the University of Louisville. UK 
was allotted S4 million of the S6 mil-
lion. The six regional universities will 
also pick programs of excellence. They 
will share $6 million. 
The task force picked 20 academic 
areas for which UK is already national-
ly recognized, including aging and 
gerontology, anatomy and neurobiolo-
gy. Spanish. geography, special educa-
tion and history. 
It also selected 13 areas for which 
UK is gaining national recognition. 
Br focusing on those areas. UK can 
"see this university become the type of 
universitv we want it to be now," said 
Dan Reedy, the UK faculty trustee who 
led the task force that selected the areas 
of excellence. The task force presented 
its preliminary report at a trustee work 
session yesterday. 
The final report is expected to be 
presented to !'resident Charles Weth-
ington in December. 
The Council on Postsecondary Edu-
cation will decide which programs of 
excellence will receive extra iunding_ 
\\'ethington said he didn't know 
which of Ui-:',; programs would be se-
lected for iunding. -
"Once the final report i, ,ompleted. 
we will have to go back to the~t' dl'parr -
ment::: and find 11ut how tht". wouicl 
H~l' ;1dclili(ill:li lundmg:· \' ' 1 .111:I 
l I II\ .--:iii:. 
Some board members expressed 
concern that some professional pro-
grams, such as the la\\' school and 
business school, were not cited as 
programs of excellence. 
Reedy said liK's professional 
programs were not includerl in the 
:--mdy because they clr ·!ot have a 
major research component. 
"The programs on this list are 
by no means the only high-quality 
programs at the Universitv of Ken-
tucky," he said. -
"But they are the programs we 
firmly believe that will take us to 
that next level." 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
Wednesday. November 19. 1997 
It's not Fayette's surplus 
I have just been reading the comments 
of several Fayette Countians on how to 
spend "their" $10 million of the state;:m,d-
get surplus. I find it interesting that-,;mce 
someone suggested using SlO million::roi- a 
new stadium that the monev somehoiiE:be-
longs to Fayette County. - - _ 
For your information, the money; be-
longs to every citizen in the common: 
wealth. -
. An obvious choice for needs is a.gen: 
ume southeastern Kentucky college. me' 
cent story about the accessibility of-four 
year colleges demonstrates a problem tha, 
anyone who has lived in Southeastern 
Kentuckv has known for ,·ears 
Morehead is our only :.east~rn" univer-
sity, and it is located more to the north 
than is practical for students in Letcher 
Harlan, and other far southeastern conn'. 
ties. 
Let's not even mention the unive'rsit~r 
located in the heart of the bluegrass that 
1s "eastern" in name only_ And !'m.--an 
Eastern Kentucky University gradual\!. -
When will our students get the oppor· 
tumty to attend a four-year college ,vith: 
out traveling two hours in each direction 
from home? 
Hey governor. either put the mon~v in 
the ba11k and cut taxes. or spend it rn;•the 
fullm•: , 1L1r kids. 
Tim Johnson 
Boonev1Ue 
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UI( i~entifies areas of excellence,· 
promise 
Programs flagged 
in school's quest 
for national rank 
BY MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The Courier-Journal 
LEXINGTON, Ky. -The Universi-
ty of Kentucky is trying to hitch its 
research wagon Lo a few star pro-
grams, and yesterday the school's 
trnstees got a look at nominees. 
After sifting evidence of depart-
mental and faculty achievements and 
student caliber, a panel of UK admin-
istrators and faculty members has 
flagged 21 research and graduate 
programs as already having national 
distinction, and several others as be-
ing on the verge of it. 
The list "will not be without con-
troversy, both within the university 
and otherwise," Dan Reedy, a former 
UK graduate dean, told the trustees 
at yesterday's special meeting, held 
to help the. trustees think through 
long-term pnont1es. 
Reedy, a Spanish professor who 
chaired the 37-member review panel, 
said some UK programs - including 
toxicology, pharmaceutical science 
and the Sanders Brown Center on 
Aging - are already unquestionably 
among the best of their kind in the 
country. Other calls were harder to 
make, he said. 
"Some would argue we have (iden-
tified) too many areas of strength" at 
the university, which offers about 60 
doctoral and 90 master's-degree pro-
grams, said Reedy, who chaired the 
review panel. 
UK has already done "a pretty 
good job of culling out" non-produc-
tive graduate programs, Reedy said. 
But he said the draft list's omissions 
still might anger many UK faculty 
members. 
"We're not trying to make it big; 
we're not trying to make it small," 
said UK President Charles Wething-
ton. "We're trying to make it reflect 
what actually is." 
Reedy's committee also found 12 
areas of potential excellence. Those 
include aging and neuroscience, envi-
ronmental science and ecology, ge-
netics and molecular biology, human 
and animal nutrition. materials sci-
ence and prevention anri ,iealth. 
The effort to pir. down existing 
strengths is close! tied to UK's de-
sire to tap a nc•.• .;tate fund reserved 
for research and graduate programs 
at UK and the University of Louis-
ville. Wethington said UK's share 
(now $4 million) of that fund will go 
to some of the programs on the list, 
which will be made final next month. 
The list of research and graduate 
strengths will also form part of the 
new five-year strategic plan the trust-
ees will adopt next spring. Wething-
ton said that plan, in turn, will be the 
first key part of UK's effort to be 
ranked among the top 20 public re-
search universities in the nation by 
2020 - a goal spelled out in the post-
secondary education reform law en-
acted last May. 
A year ago, U of L - which is eli-
gible for $2 million from the research 
trust fund - identified its strengths. 
U of L's list of high-priority programs 
went into its "Challenge for Excel-
lence," a long-range plan adopted 
early this year. 
U of L President John Shumaker 
has said that some inefficient U of L 
programs might be reduced or shut 
down to free resources for more 
promising endeavors. I 
REEDY SAID his panel is not 
proposing "that some shall have and 
others shall not," but he added that 
settmg UK o~ the path to national 
prommence will require "some hard 
unpleasant decisions." ' 
. The trustees talked over other pos-
sible components ?f their next Iong-
ra~ge plan, mcludmg a capital cam, 
pa1gn that could be dedicated chiefly 
to a_cademic assets, such as endowed 
chairs and scholarships. 
IF THE TRUSTEES think UK 
can becon:ie a top-20 university with-
out a maJor effort to raise private 
money, "we really are kidding our-
selvest ~aid trustee Steven S. Reed 
of LOUISVIiie. 
Dr. Robert Meriwether, a trustee 
from Paducah, said UK should keep 
its fund-raising general in nature 
rather than encouraging donors t~ 
dedicate gifts to the current goals for 
research and graduate studies. Gifts 
~ithout ~u~~ restrictions would pro-
vide flex1b1li(Y. when the university's 
fundmg pnont1es change, he said. 
Former Gov. Edward T. Breathitt 
the board chairman, said UK need~ 
"to become a University of North 
Carolina or University of Virginia ... 
a prestigious institution. And when 
you do that, people don't mind pay-
ing tuition.'' 
Wethington told the trustees that 
UK can't wed its long-range planning 
exclusively to ambitions for research 
excellence. 
TO BECOME highly ranked na-
tionally, UK has "truly got to be a 
global institution," but it cannot ne-
glect its service mission or its duty to 
accommodate Kentucky's best stu-
dents, Wethington said. 
"It's a balancing act." 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
BY STEVE DURBIN, THE COUAIEA-JOURI 
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What, 
Macy worry?· 
UK great confident in job at Morehead 
By Jerry Tipton 
>iERALOL.EADER STAFF WRITER 
\rh\·? 
Wh\· would Kentuckv basketball 
icon K}:le :\lac\· gi\'e up a· comfortable. 
successful life to become a rookie coach 
at .io? 
:\lacy, the matinee idol 
point guard of UK's 1978 na-
tional championship team, pre-
sumablv had monev stashed 
away i;·om his 10-~ear NBA 
career. As a Lexington banker. 
he capitalized on his statewide 
celebrity. He played golf with 
clients and got to call it work. 
His color commentary on UK 
radio broadcasts meant regu-
lar trips to Hawaii, .\laska and 
other must-see spots on the college bas-
ketball map. 
~o why did .'vlacy give up all that 
to coach basketball for nondescript 
:\lorehead State. a school that hasn't 
played in the NCAA Tournament since 
1983-84? 
Even Bob Macy. a career coach, 
wondered if his youngest son. an all-
:\.mencan boy as player and role model. 
"uddenly had turned nuttier than a 
Thanksg1Ving pecan pie. 
"That's true." Bob :\itacy 
:-aid oi having doubts when 
Kvle asked whether he should 
get into roaching. ··I didn't 
come right out and say it. But 
I hedg-ed when he asked for 
advice. I wouldn't g1Ve it to 
him. I knew 1t wasn't as easv 
as it looh'CI." -
\1acy sensed his father's 
misgivings. "He never came 
out and said it." he said. "But I 
kind of got the feeling that 
was what he was thinking." 
Simply put. Macy missed basket-
ball. Sitting on the sideline as a com-
mentator wasn·r enough after having 
been on the court since he was 3 
years old. 
"With this job, you're not just 
'lround the huddle,'' he said. 
"You·re in the huddle. That's kind 
of what I was missing. Being on the 
floor. Everybody sweating. The at-
mosphere. The camaraderie." 
Rick Robey, one of Macy's 
teammates on the UK champi-
onship team, believed Macy would 
coach somewhere eventually. "It's 
in his blood." he said. 
But Morehead State? 
"I'm surprised he rook a job like 
that.'' Robey said. '', ow if he does-
n't succeed, he probably won't move 
,in to the next level. lf he'd gone to a 
maJor college and was an assistant 
coach. that opportunity for a major 
!Ob would have been there. 
"But Kyle will do a great job. 
Kyle will be able to recruit. Kyle is 
Kvle." 
· traight-laced. Buttoned-down. 
Polite. Reserved. Dependable. 
Truth. Justice. The American Way. 
Thar's Kyle. who gives the impres-
·1on that his hobbies are helping lit-
tle old ladies across the street and 
mending broken butterfly wings. 
·•He was all the little girls' 
dream." Robey said of their days as 
UK players. ··He was the all-Ameri-
can bov. He reallv was. I'll admit 
l\·e gone out and had my fun. He is 
what he is. When I went out and 
wanted ro drink a few beers and 
ha\'e a good rime like a college stu-
dent. Kyle wasn't that way. He was 
· traight. Not ro say that's bad. I 
look back and say maybe I should-
n't ha\·e been so wild.'' 
The doubt about ;\,lac\· centers 
,)n his introspective demeanor. Can 
the quintessential nice guy succeed 
m a profession that seems to put a 
premium on being demanding and 
OYerbearing? 
·Pan of the job description. 
huh?" \ Ian· ~aid with a laugh. 
"\\'ell. I hope rm not that way all 
the time. Sure. mavbe situations 
anse where vou ha.\·e o make a 
stand or statement to your players ... 
But can Macv rouse himself to 
biblical fury like .Bob Knight? Or to 
profane eruptions like Rick Pitino? 
•'Sometimes that's why you 
have assistants." Macv said with a 
laugh. "It can come down to tha t 
fact that it's your ream. If a player 
doesn't adhere to the rules and re-
sponsibilities, hey, ha\·e a nice seat 
next to me." 
Bob :vlacy saw the improve-
ment ),forehead tare's team made 
irom its first ro its second exhibi-
tion game as a sign that his son 
can command respect. The Eagles 
lost 69-60 to Latvia. then beat the 
Sports Reach Crusaders 92-71. 
"They improved so much in a 
week's time it was hard to believe." 
said the elder Macy. who attended 
both exhibitions. 
Few question ~lacy\, knowl-
edge of the game. He iirst got 111-
rnlved with basketball as a 3-vear-
old mascot for his father's tea·m at 
Indiana Tech. Dressed in a scaled-
down model of the ream's unifonn. 
the young Macy led the team onto 
the floor for pre-game warm-ups . 
. -\.r halftime, he put on dribbling ex-
hibitions. "They thought I was hot 
stuff," he said of the fans. 
As he got older. \ lacy would 
come to practice after school. He'd 
play H-O-R-S-E with the players. 
During games he sat next to his fa. 
ther on the bench. "I wouldn't be 
goofing off." he said. "I was reallv 
studying it. It was a complete learn-
ing experience."' Macy also accom-
panied his father on scouting trips. 
"In the car. we'd talk (basketball) 
situations as opposed to listening to 
the radio,'' he said. ·'Unless we were 
listening to a game." 
Then playing ior Kentucky, 
Macy developed a reputation as a 
coach on the floor. 
··Any time we got into a tight 
s1ruation. he was always that guy 
to settle us down:· Robev said of 
the championship sea on. :.He made 
1s a more patient team than mavbe 
we were the year before. He kept us 
under control.'' 
Asked how a quiet 1;1.1y like 
:\lacy controlled the :Strong per;:;on-
aliries on UK's 1977-78 team. Robev 
thought for a moment and said, 
"Probably because he held the ball." 
It seems like poetic justice that 
~lacy begins his coaching c.-areer in 
Rupp Arena. It's the scene most 
closely ident1iied wtth his on-court 
heroics. His renred jersey hangs 
from the rafters. 
.. I'm "ure m\· heart w1 II be 
pumping pretry hard." he said. 
Whether :\Ian· can have the 
:;ame kind nf ,;uc~ess as \ lorehead 
~tare coach as he did as a plaver is 
problematic. I le acknowledged that 
he faces a difficult rebuilding task. 
To help :;et the program's founda-
uon. he made possible S2-t.500 
worth oi improvements (paint job 
for the court. video editing equip-
ment. redecoration of the offices) 
through pnvate fund raising. 
But \ lacy brushed off the sug-
gestion that a losing tenure as coach 
might tarnish his gleaming image. 
"l"ve never given that one ounce 
,)i consideration." he said. "Whether 
it does or not is not up to me to de-
cide. I'm ju t doing something I've 
Jlways wanted to dn and enjoy do-
ing. I'll want to make the most of 
the opportunity. If it works out. su-
per. If it doesn't. then life goes on ... 
. Th
1
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·Ma~y hopes for fun 
By MARK MAYNARD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Kyle Macy 
isn't crazy enough to think 
Morehead State University 
cart beat the University of 
Kentucky Thursday night. 
But that doesn't mean he 
won't have some fun. 
"We're not so concerned 
with the final outcome as the 
results we see on the floor," 
he said. "We want the fans 
and the opposing players to 
have respect for the kids on 
the floor." 
As Macy ·makes his coach-
ing debut against the school 
he led to a national cham-
pionship some 20 years ago as 
a player, the Tubby Smith Era 
will be ushered in at Ken-
tucky. 
Gulp. 
"We want to give a good ef-
fort and play hard, especially 
m a game like this where we 
can't match up with their per-
sonnel," Macy said. "We can 
match their intensity and ef-
fort." 
Macy will probably knows 
UK's personnel better than 
anybody else the Eagles play 
this season. After all, it was 
only last season that he was 
analyzing games for the UK 
Radio Network. 
"We don't have the All-
Americans like Kentucky 
does," Macy said. "But we can 
do some things if the players 
can absorb our scouting re-
ports. We know what we'd like 
to do but it remains to be seen 
if we can do it." 
This is the first game in 
what could be a very long pre-
conference schedule for More-
head. The Eagles also play at 
Evansville, Cincinnati, Murray 
State, Louisville, Robert Mor-
ris and N.C. State before the 
first of the year. 
While Macy added the UK 
game - along with the $25,000 
payday - he inherited the re-
ma in der of the schedule 
which is one of the toughest of 
any mid-major in the country. 
That, coupled with a lack of 
experienced players, could 
have the Macy Era starting off 
a little rocky. 
"It was out of my hands, but 
we'll try to make the best of 
it," he said of the schedule. 
"The only problem I have with 
it, it's just not fair with -the 
kids. Out of our first 10 games, 
we play five name schools, all 
on the road. My concern is our 
players won't get to see the re-
sults of their hard work." 
Translation: Morehead could 
start the·season 0-10 and not be 
playing that poorly. 
UK vs. Morehead 
1961: UK 71, MSU 64 
1991: UK 101, MSU 84 
1992: UK 108, MSU 65 
1993: UK 97, MSU 61 
1995: UK 96, MSU 32 
The Eagles are coming off an 
8-19 season and leading scorer 
Doug Wyciskalla was lost to 
graduation. 
However, Macy was able to 
get a solid toehold on recruit-
ing in the state by signing 
Kentucky Mr. Basketball Bran-
don Davenport of Owensboro 
solid swingman Thomas Jen'. 
kins of Allen Central and 6-
foot-3 Aaron Knight of Louis-
ville Ballard. 
And the Eagles return three 
double-figure scorers: guards 
Hezzie Boone and Ted Docks 
and 6-7 senior Chris Stone. 
Macy's job will be to blend 
the returning veterans with 
the freshmen. 
In two exhibitions, More-
head went 1-1, defeating Sports 
Reach 92-71 in its last game. 
"I thought our freshmen re-
sponded well in that one." 
Macy said. "Of course. our op-
ponent had two of their best 
players missing. Maybe if we 
can talk a couple of Kentucky 
players into missing the game 
Thursday ... " 
Macy knows that won't hap-
pen. He also knows all too well 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
of Morehead's recent history 
against Kentucky. The most 
lopsided defeat came in 1995 
when UK rolled to a 96-32 vic-
tory. The Eagles scored only 14 
points in the first half. 
·Tm excited about going to 
Rupp Arena and r hope our 
players are excited about it. 
too," Macy said. 
Last year, Morehead's power 
ranking was 287 out of 305 Di-
vision I schools. 
· "With our strength of sched-
ule alone, that should go up," 
Macy said. "We have to make 
- it a learning process from 
them and hopefully it will help 
us during conference play or if 
we make it to the conference 
postseason tournament. We 
wouldn't be as intimidated." 
Having been a former star 
with UK, Macy knows how in• 
timidating a place Rupp Arena 
can be. 
"You're in that side hall in 
the tunnel and the crowd 
starts roaring," he said. "I re• 
member my first game. ! was 
real nervous. We won the tip 
and the other team went into a 
zone. I started to call an of-
fense and went brain dead. 1 
couldn't think of the name. 
"Coach (Joe B. Hall) was 
talking to somebody else and I 
asked coach (Dickie) Parsons. 
Coach Hall heard me ask and 
he immediately jumped on me. 
That was my first tongue-
lashing, too." 
NeW=meras dawn ■ 1n 
opener 
UK has no doubt it will 
rain on Macy's parade 
By Jerry Tipton 
HERALDLEADER STAFF WRITER 
Morehead State isn't an opponent. More-
head State is a punch line. 
As the master of cere-
monies at Kentucky's Tip-
Off Luncheon this fall, ra-
dio play-by-play man 
Ralph Hacker had a few 
yucks at the expense of 
Kentucky's opening-game 
opponent. 
"Kyle Macy wanted to 
be here," Hacker said of the 
Morehead State coach. "But 
Morehead had its own tip-
off luncheon today. (Pause.) 
It's at a SuperAmerica. 
They're eating 'viennies' 
(vienna sausages)." 
Take my job. Please. . 
"Kyle's upset because 
Morehead 
at Kentucky 
■ When: 8 tonight 
■ Where: Rupp 
Arena 
■ TV: Channel 27 
■ Radio: WVLK-
AM 590, FM 92.9 
we have an opening for a disc jockey," said 
Hacker, who operates Lexington radio station 
\VVLK. "and he's already taken the coaching 
job." 
But seriously folks ... 
"Morehead's picked last in the 
Ohio Valley Conference. (Pause.) 
That's too high." 
Tonight's game is supposed to 
be a _laugher, too. In its pre-season 
rankmgs of the 308 Division I 
schools, The Sporting News placed 
Kentucky at N6. 7, Morehead State 
No. 284. 
Morehead will dress only 10 
players, four of which are freshman 
starters. Macy, the former UK All-
American who decided at age 40 to 
become a coach, would neither con-
firm nor deny that he would be his 
team's best player. "My five coach-
es could _beat any five on our team, 
let's put rt that way," he said. 
Even if the game is as deathly 
dull as UK's two pre-season exhibi-
tions (the Cats are a 35-point fa-
vorite tonight), it will be a historic 
game. It's the dawning of the Tub-
by Smith era - the first game for 
the first black coach of UK basket-
~all. Oh, by the way, it's also the 
first game as coach for Macy, one 
of the most beloved figures in Ken-
tucky basketball history._ 
"There sure are a lot of firsts," 
Smith said. "I don't know if that 
makes it any more or less impor-
tant. History is to be read about. 
And you make history every day, 
so I'll probably appreciate it more 
at the end of the year or end of my 
career." · 
After a pause, the terms "end of 
the year" and "end of my career" 
fueled Smith's sense of humor. "I 
didn't want to say that in the same 
sentence," he joked. "Be sure to sep-
arate that." 
The game was Macy's idea. 
When he took the Morehead job 
last spring, he remembered then-
UK Coach Rick Pitino's willingness 
to play. He called about a game. 
That UK agreed did not fill Macy 
with hopes of springing a shocking 
upset in his debut. 
"Obviously, we'd like to field a 
better team," he said. "We don't 
have any great expectations, think-
ing we're going to go in and upset 
them. We just want to play hard 
and earn some respect from them 
and maybe the fans. Use it as a 
measuring stick. See how much 
they need to improve. See how hard 
great teams play." 
The Morehead State coach's 
mother and father, Bob and Evelyn 
Macy, planned to drive from their 
home in Peru, Ind., to attend the 
game. Bob Macy, a college and 
high school coach for 35 years, had 
an even more modest goal for his 
son's team. "! just hope they don't 
get killed," he said. 
While Morehead sees the game 
as a measuring stick for how much 
of a rebuilding task Macy faces, 
Kentucky views it as a test, of 
sorts. 
For instance, the game will 
show whether UK can stick to busi-
ness rather than look ahead to Fri-
day's flight to Hawaii and next 
week's possible showdowns with 
Ariwna and Duke in the Maui Invi-
tational. 
"It will be a real challenge for 
our guys not to look ahead," Smith 
said. "With a trip like Maui on the 
horizon, there has been a lot of talk 
about that tournament. We have to 
guard against looking ahead or 
looking past Morehead. Obviously, 
anybody can beat you on any given 
night." 
As evidence, Smith cited 
Berea's upset of Eastern Kentucky 
on Tuesday night. 
Smith said he will look for a 
continuation of the improvement 
UK showed from the Blue-White 
scrimmage to the exhibition games 
against Court Authority and the 
North Melbourne (Australia) Gi-
ants. 
"If we can make as much im-
provement ... going into Maui, then 
we'll have a good chance to be a 
good team and get started on the 
right foot," he said. 
Forward Scott Padgett dis-
missed the game's historical quality 
as "a fan, media thing." Sometime 
in the future, in 20 years or so, the 
players will be able to appreciate 
the game's greater significance, he 
said. 
For now, "it's just another game 
to take care of business," Padgett 
said. "We want to win because we 
want to win. Because we're playing 
Morehead and we should win." 
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Macy to mold 
Morehead 
By STEVE BAILEY 
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS 
MOREHEAD - It takes just a 
quick glance down the sc;hedule for 
Kyle Macy to realize his first year 
as a head coach could be a long 
one. 
· Kentucky. Evansville. Cincin-
nati. Murray State. Louisville. 
North Carolina State. 
All on the road. All within the 
first month of the season. In fact, 
the Eagles - who won only eight 
games last year - won't even play 
their third home game until 1998. 
Talk about trial by fire. 
"It's going to be a challenge," 
Macy said. "Our early schedule 
may not give us a good indication 
of how we're going to compete in 
league play. I mean, Kentucky, Cin-
cinnati, Louisville ... 
"We're just going to use it as a 
learning experience and try to sur-
vive it physically the best we can. 
By the time we get into our confer-
ence schedule and start playing 
some games at home, I hope we'll 
have shown some definite signs of 
improvement." 
If anyone can return the Eagles 
to glory - or at least respectability 
- it could be Macy, one of Ken-
tucky's best-known and most be-
loved basketball figures. 
Macy was a twD-time All-
American at Kentucky and played 
for the Wildcats' 1978 national 
championship team. He spent 
seven years in the NBA with the 
Phoenix Suns, Chicago Bulls and 
Indiana Pacers and three seasons 
in an Italian professional league 
before becoming a color analyst for 
the University of Kentucky Net-
work's Wildcat basketball broad-
casts in 1993. 
Macy has no head coaching expe-
rience and replaces the popular 
Morehead State 
Coach - Kyle Macy 
Career Record - first season; first season 
1998-97 Record - 8·19, 6·12 Ohio Valley 
Conference 
Starters Returning - (3) Chris Stone,. 
Luke Uoyd and Ted Docks 
other Returning Lettermen - (3) Hewe 
Boone, Jeremy Prater, Jeremy Webb . 
Newcomers (4) - Brandon Davenport, 
Aaron, Knight, Dewayne Krom. Thomas Jenkins 
and highly animated Dick Fick. 
What Macy lacks in experience, 
however, he more than makes up 
for in name recognition. He real-
izes his persona alone probably 
will bring people out to see the Ea-
gles play. What he really wants, 
however, is to improve upon last 
year's dismal 8-19 record and bring 
the fans in to see better basketball. · 
"It's good that the interest level 
is up and people are talking about 
us, and if my name .is a part of 
that, that's fine," he said. "But our · 
main concern is to improve both 
the physical and mental aspects of 
the game. I want these kids to be-
lieve they can win because then 
you're halfway there. 
"I feel very fortunate to be able 
to come back in here not far from 
where I played in college and step 
into a Division I coaching job with-
out spending a lot of time as an as-
sistant. It's an exciting time for me 
and I'm anxious to get started." 
Macy inherits a team that last 
year finished dead last in the Ohio 
Valley Conference. The Eagles al-
ready have been picked by the-pre-
season press to finish at or near 
the bottom again this year. 
"We don't have any players 
picked first-team All-Conference or 
even honorable mention," Macy 
said. "And after watching us the 
first week-and-a-half of practice, 
last is probably a pretty good as-
sessment." 
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Smith, Macy begin 
huge tasks 
0 
n the surface, Kyle ~-lacy 
and Tubby Smith would 
appear to have little in 
common. 
As coaches, their schools are 
separated by about 60 miles. big 
fan support and even bigger expec-
tations. 
Yet. strangely enough, Macy and 
Smith are almost like kindred spir-
its as they undergo some big Even before last season. Macy's 
changes in their chosen coaching name was being bounced around as 
professions. the man Morehead needed and the 
While neither would say it pub- man they wanted. 
licly, they both maybe feel they Kyle Macy's reputation as a play-
have something to prove to fans. er is well-chronicled in Kentucky 
even though their careers in bas- , circles. He starred on the 1978 UK 
ketball have been highly success- national champions and his jersey 
ful. hangs from the rafters in Rupp 
Macy's first-ever coaching as- Arena. That"s the same Rupp 
signment is a difficult one. He is Arena where Smith takes over the 
the new head coach at Morehead 
winningest program in the nation. 
State University which has been, cvlacy still holds the UK career 
quite frankly, little more than a 
graveyard for coaches since Wayne free-throw percentage <89) and sea-
Martin took the Eagles to back-to- son free-throw percentage (92) 
back Ohio Valley Conference marks. 
championships in the mid-80s. The Phoenix Suns made him 
While others have had mild sue- their !"io. l draft choice and he 
cess, sustaining success at a uni- played five years with them before 
versity less than one hour from spending the next two seasons with 
UK is next to impossible. Chicago and Indiana. Macy then 
The fans simply won't live and played an additional three years in 
die for Morehead State University Italy. 
basketball like they will for UK. But until last spring, when Fick 
That much has to be accepted from "·as fired and Macy hired. he has 
the MSU administration to the never been called Coach Macy. His 
players. father was a coach and he's been 
The unflappable Dick Fick gave described as a ''.coach on the flam~" 
Morehead State some national pub- as much as anyone. 
licity with his sideline antics. Fick Now he wears that "Coach" tag 
used his humor and bubbly per- and inherits a young team that has 
sonality to disguise weaknesses in of the most difficult schedules for 
the program. But finally, his act any mid-major school in the conn-
wore thin. try. 
Last year, he was little more Even some of the major colleges 
than a lame-duck coach as word wouldn't want a piece of a schedule 
became strci'nger alid stronger that that includes road games with Ken-
Macy was going to be the next tucky, Evansville. Cincinnati. Lou-
coach in Morehead. isville. Robert Morris and Murray 
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State. 
:Vloreheacl ians like.the fact the,· 
have a recognizable face as heacl 
coach. and Macy"s name should be 
able to bring in good talent. But for 
this year anyway, expectations (if 
you can call them that) range any-
where from 3-8 wins. 
That's about the same amount of 
losses <if not less) that may be tol-
erated in Smith's first season as 
head coach at UK. 
As he replaces Rick Pili.no. 
Smith knows sustaining UK's level 
of achievement is a daunting, if not 
impossible. task. 
Pitino·s charisma can't be re-
placed. While Smith may be every 
bit the coach Pitino is cand that re-
mains to be seen as well). he can ·1 
match Pitino in a press conference 
setting. 
While that seems minimal. it is 
another way people will compare 
Smith and Pitino. While their 
coaching styles are similar. Smith 
must win over UK fans by what 
happens on the court. And they are 
a demanding lot. maybe even more 
than ever before because of Pitino. 
whose last two seasons produced 69 
wins. a national championship and 
an overtime loss in the national 
championship game. 
Smith is familiar face because he 
is a former UK assistant under 
Pitino. 
He"s been successful in head 
coaching stopovers at Tulsa and 
Georgia and there's no reason to 
believe he won't be extremely suc-
cessful at UK. 
While they will be judged by dif-
ferent standards. the job of proving 
they belong is shared by Kyle Macy 
and Tubby Smith. 
MARK MAYNARD is sports editor 0f 
The Dally Independent. 
T,vo KSU police officers are suspended 
after arresting students 
Regents say 
officers had 
no probable cause 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Two Ken-
tuckv State University police officers 
have" been suspended with pay and 
face the possibility of dismissal after 
arresting the president of the student 
body and other students in August. 
The student, Mfanukhona "'Falco" 
Diamini, who is also the smdent rep-
resentative on KSU's board of re-
gents, was among about eight stu-
dents arrested Aug. 23. 
The two KSU officers involved in 
the arrests, Lt. George Baker and Ja-
son Chapman, were suspended a few 
days later. The regents recommended 
in September that the 1Jfficcrs be dis-
ciplined, saying 1hat the officers had 
had no probable cause to arrest the 
students and should oot have called 
for assistance from an outside de-
partment. 
According to arrest reports, cam-
pus police tried to clear a street at 
1he student center after a school 
dance. When the students failed to 
leave after 30 minutes, KSU and 
Frankfort police began arresting stu-
dents on charges of failure to dis-
perse. 
According to documents obtained 
by The State Journal. letters to Baker 
and Chapman dated Aug. 28 stated 
that they were suspended with pay 
until KSU finished investigating the 
matter. An Oct. 3 letter to Chapman 
from Harold Greene, the university's 
general counsel, said the in';'estfga-
tion was complete. Meanwhile. the 
officers remain on suspension. 
At a Sept. 20 retreat in Louisville, 
the board of regents recommended 
that the officers remain on orobation 
and be paid through nex, June. on 
the condition thev acknowledge there 
is probable caus·e for their termina-
tion. Greene said the recommenda-
tion included a provision that the of-
ficers be fired immediately if they re-
fused the condition. Attorneys for the 
officers said their clients were unlike-
ly to accept such a condition. 
Greene said the final decision re-
garding Baker and Chapman could 
be announced todav or tomorrow. 
In corresponQetlce to Chapman. 
Greene said the tmiversity was con-
cerned that if a court determines 
there was no probable cause to arrest 
the students, the university could be 
held liable. Chapman has questioned 
whv the university is acting against 
the officers while the charges against 
the students are pending in Franklin 
District Court. . 
The students, who were released 
on their own recognizance. are 
scheduled to appear in court next 
Tuesday to answer the charges. 
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., Better team earns Mumme more money, longer contract 
Mumme's new contract falls Although no universities hair' 
Hal Mumme 
said pay was 
never the 
By Rick Balley 
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER 
ing his total package $450,000. 'd bl h average attendance at 58,717, and cons, era Y s ort of UK basketball contacted him officially, Newt~.,. 
h T bb S 1,650 new seats have been added "'" 
A record-setting offense that put 
more fans in the stands and more 
games in the win column has earned 
Hal Mumme a richer, longer contract 
as Kentucky's football coach. 
"I was kind of hoping it would 
happen," Mumme said. "... This 
helps us recruit and build for the 
future. It sends a message to all 
those guys out there that I'm going 
to be here." 
coac u Y mith's $1.2 million was beginning to hear from sup·~ 
k · · I d" for the Tennessee game. Three of pac age, me u mg $1 million for C S porters of other schools and the;,.. 
broa'clcasting and a shoe contract. ommonwealth tadium's four "potential interest" in Mummti:i' 
Th · • . largest crowds have come this fall. e umvers1ty 1s paying $610,000 availability. "You would expect 
to buy out the last two years of Bill Sparked by Mumme's wide- that, based on the things he's done" 
Curry's contract. Curry was fired ______ open offense, the here," Newton said. , , 
midway through the 1996 season. Wildcats have Mumme agreed to a new five-
year pact with a hefty pay raise 
that was announced yesterday. His 
base salary remains $150,000, but 
his broadcasting and endorsement 
income about doubled from 
$160,000 rnmually to $300,000, mak-
Mumme said the issue was nev-
er about money. Curry's last UK contract, signed "Thu; ... sends broken or tied 42 But Newton stressed that ti-le': 
new contract, which goes into effeilt: "June (Mumme's wife) gives me 
$20 a month whether I need it or 
not," he said. "I think she's consid-
ering giving me $30 a month now." 
Feb. 1, 1994. had a $150,000 base a message to school records 
salary but no specific amount for all those and nine South-
broadcasting and endorsement guys out eastern Confer-
money. But UK and Curry agreed ence records. 
to the sum of $305,000 annually if there that 
Dec. 1, was a two-way deal. Newto\r 
said he told Mumme of UK's conic! 
·mitment, and "we want that saniii 
commitment from you." 
:;l;';(.)Itimately, I asked myself, was 
it)ltflf of me to ask Ron to go 
t~tfgh this situation again next 
I .. ? I. think the answer to that o. I felt like we needed a new on. " tl'. Cooper, 36, coached OJ!!¥ three 
st,asons at U of L, comp1lmg an 
dverall record of 13-20. He has two 
1.ears remaining on the five-year 
'iltract he signed when he re-
~ Howard Schnellenberger on 
,•29, 1994. 
:;:According to that contract, 
1\1isville must pay Cooper a total 
;$310,000 to buy out the two re-
'· ining years on his contract. tt But media reports in Louisville 
!t!ve speculated that school officials 
~ offered the coach substantially more- to resign, with speculation 
running anywhere from $600,000 to 
$!Crilillion. 
·' Jurich said yesterday that ath-
l~tlcs officials and Cooper have yet 
ld'agtee on a buyout. He also said 
tMt the university and Cooper have 
yet to settle on language that would 
c\~rify whether Cooper had re-
silrned or been fired. 
his contract was terminated. I'm going to Newton said 
Mumme im-
pressed him with 
his "strong com-
mitment to acad-
emics and strong 
"Al 
Mumme, hired from Division Jf, 
Valdosta State, was nearing the erid· 
of the first year of his original fout-
year contract. The new agreement 
will run through the 2002 season. 
UK A hi · be he¥e. " t ellcs Director C.M. ' ' 
Hal Mumme 
UK football 
coach 
commitment to 
compliance and 
discipline. He put 
Newton wasn't. surprised by, 
Mumme's success in reviving inter, 
Newton said his recommendation 
- unanimously passed by the UK 
Athletic Association board of direc-
tors yesterday - was based on 
more than the increased attendance 
at Commonwealth Stadium and the 
Wildcats' 5-5 record entering their 
season finale against visiting Ten-
nessee Saturday. 
together an outstanding staff ... co-
hesive and committed." 
est in Kentucky football. 
'" 
"l wouldn't have hired him iH 
didn't think he could do this," NeW:: 
ton said. "":ou think that, but you 
don't know 1t. Then he demonstraf': 
ed that." 
_Kentucky is on a record pace in 
That prompted Newton to begin 
discussing a new contract with 
Mumme during the Cats· "off' week 
earlier this month. 
•1, Cooper, who received word of 
hill-dismissal from Jurich yesterday 
afle.moon, chose not to_ comment. 
U pf ,l, officials said the coach 
"'.@I~ have a news conference this 
aftep;ioon. 
'9''' 
AQii,demlc Improvement 
• 
-dn his three years at the helm of 
U .of,!. football, Cooper was widely 
cr,1:dited with improving the acade-
mjc _performance of _players and 
w,ith;Jnstalling more rigorous stan-
d.\rd.$. of discipline. 
· But after going 7-4 in his debut 
season of 1995, Cooper dropped to 
5:fHn '96, losing three of the final 
four .. games. 
"'' 'And this year was sheer and 
cntitlrluing misery for Cooper. 
Louisvil)e won only once, a 
cqweJ;>ack victory over winless llli-
noi§:.~nd lost by two touchdowns 
or more in every other game but 
two. 
·C'b'ff the field, Cooper was 
pl'ai!iled by controversies. In Octo-
bfz','lletails of an ugly confrontation 
behvt,:en the coach and a U of L 
SP,_clftS information photographer 
last summer were made public. 
Just last week, it was leaked to 
the press that a pair of women who 
worked at Cooper's golf tournament 
in 1996 bared their breasts to par-
ticipants. 
The coach initially said that the 
incident never happened, then said 
he was not resnonc:ihlP fnr flu, 
11/ I 
■ " 
Herald-leader staff writer John''' 
Oay contributed to this report. '•· · 
women's presence at the tourna-
ment and ordered them to leave 
when he heard what they had done. 
It also became public late in the 
season that a group of Louisville 
boosters were raising money in or-
der to buy out Cooper's contract. 
As the losses and controversies 
-mounted, fan support collapsed. In 
its final home game, a 45-31 loss to 
East Carolina, Louisville announced 
a crowd of only 12,850. 
Fan support down 
Declining fan support was espe-
cially alarming to U of L officials 
this season because next year tliey 
will open play in the new Papa 
John's Stadium. It is believed the 
school must average 35,000 fans a 
game just to break even next year. 
Still, Jurich denied that a fear of 
empty seats in the new stadium did 
in Cooper. 
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Mally UK 'programs of excellence' are largest 
By Holly E. Stepp 
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
This week, university trustees got 
the first look at the academic programs 
that a task force says will help the Uni- . 
versity of Kentucky become a top 20 
public research university. 
And it turns out those same pro-
grams are some of the most popular in 
their respective colleges. 
The proposed programs of excel-
lence, such as chemistry, psychology, 
communication and music, have record-
ed some of the largest enrollments 
among the academic areas in their col-
leges. 
According to fall 1996 enrollment 
figures, the most recent available from 
UK, almost all of the academic areas cit-
ed as "programs of excellence" account-
ed for at least 30 percent of the students 
enrolled in their respective colleges. 
For exam pie, the music program in 
the College of Fine Arts attracted 43 per-
cent of the students enrolled in under-
graduate and graduate programs. That 
program was cited as an academic area 
already gaining national attention. 
Attracting top-notch students and re-
searchers to strong programs is a signif-
icant part of UK's top 20 public research 
university goal. 
UK will ask the state to give extra fi-
nancial support to some of the programs 
rited after a final report of the programs 
of excellence is released in December. 
During its special session on higher 
education, the state allocated $6 million 
to the UK and the University of 
Louisville to help both schools attain na-
tional recognition. UK will receive $4 
million of that allotment. 
Dan Reedy, UK faculty trustee who 
leads the task force charged with deter-
mining the university's strengths, said 
the quality and number of applicants 
was part of the criteria for deciding 
which programs would be selected. 
"In determining which academic ar-
eas would become programs of excel-
lence, the task force looked at the quali-
ty and work of the students entering the 
·programs," Reedy told the Board of 
'Trustees on Tuesday. 
One of the largest graduate pro-
grams at the university, the Chandler 
Medical Center, had nine of its academic 
areas recommended as programs of ex-
cellence. Enrollment numbers for those 
programs were not available yesterday. 
Non-medical programs listed in the 
task force report also have large enroll-
ments. The public administration pro-
gram, for example, was named as one al-
ready gaining national attention. 
Reedy said while student interest 
was considered, other factors carried 
weight in the decision. 
"We looked at the program's stature, 
effectiveness, strength of the faculty as 
List of program~ 
, Tier 1 Programs of Excel-
lence - Distinguished, National-
ly Competitive Programs. 
Aging & Gerontology 
Agrohoiny ·· . ' . 
Anatomy & Neurobiology 
Biochemistry 
Chemistry 
Chemi(;l\l & Materials Engineering 
English· 
'Geograpliy 
History , . 
Mathematics 
Microbiology & Immunology 
Pharmaceutical Sciences 
· Physics & Astronomy 
Physiology 
Psychology , 
Public Policy & Administration 
•Spanish: 
Special-Education 
Toxicology 
Veterinary Science 
, Eme@g Area: Ecology, Evolu-, 
tion and _Behavior 
well as the student component," he said. 
Some students said they weren't 
surprised by the programs named as 
UK's strengths. 
Strong programs are what made UK 
Tier 2 Programs of Excel;_ 
Jenee - Programs Positioned ~ 
Achieve National Stature ~ 
Agricultural Economics 
Animal Sciences 
Anthropology 
Biomedical Engineering 
Business Administration 
Civil Engineering 
Communication 
Computer Science 
Economics 
Internal Medicine 
Music 
Nutritional Sciences 
ih 
:'l 
,;, 
'. " 
Plant Pathology ,,1 
Emerging Areas: Biopharma" 
teutical Engineering, Humanities 
Computing oiJ 
Research Centers: Markey Can:> 
cer Center, Prevention Research Ce,if 
ter it 
II 
' ) 
a choice for so many, said Melanie Cruz, 
UK student government president and 
student trustee. ' 
"I think a lot people already kou•w 
that UK was doing well," she said. 
c.,oo p(;'(<., 
C .,.J •J --·--• 
"No it did not, no it did not," he 
said. "This decision was not about 
making money, but fan interest is 
important and that is declining for 
whatever reason. And that was a 
concern." 
Through all the tumult around 
Cooper this fall, U of L President 
John Shumaker had seemed to 
steadfastly stand behind the coach. 
As late as Sept. 29, the U of L 
president was quoted as saying of 
Cooper: 
"He is not in any jeopardy. 
We'_re going to stay with him. If he 
has a good season, we want to keep 
1nm. If he doesn't, we still want to 
keep him." 
Yesterday, Shumaker said he 
meant that at the time. But he 
said when he hired Jurich as athlet-
ic director last month. he asked him 
to conduct a full evaluation of the 
football program. 
The starting point of that evalu-
a_tion, Shumaker said, was what Ju-
rich could do to help Cooper suc-
ceed. 
~humaker said Jurich, after con-
ductmg that evaluation, concluded 
that he could not come up with a 
viable scenario that had Cooper 
succeeding if he were brought back 
for a fourth year. 
"Then the question became, do 
you keep your absolute promise 
(that Cooper would be back) and 
watch things go down in flames or 
do you move on?" Shumaker said. 
The U of L President acknowl-
edged that removing Cooper - the 
first African-American to coach a 
major sport at Louisville - after 
only three years might risk alienat-
ing black fans, many of whom have 
traditionally been loyal to U of L. 
"We are going to be energetic in 
explaining to the minority commu-
nity that race was no issue in this," 
Shumaker said. "And it was not. 
We will be tenacious in addressing 
that. We will 1101 back away." 
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l 4 states pass 
.aws for better 
~eacher quality 
y Robert Greene 
-SOCIATED PRESS 
·, ,. 
WASHINGTON - fourteen states have passed 
. ws in the past year to improve the quality and 
aining of teachers. a private organization reported 
asterdav. 
The · report bi; the National Commission on 
eaching & America's Future issued the progress 
·port 14 months after introducing its first report 
,crying the lack of qualified teachers. The report 
tiled for professional standards boards for teach-
·s, much like the boards for lawyers and doctors, a 
ational board and accreditation for all colleges of 
Jucation. 
The initial report also said that poor city and 
1ral disrricts suffered most from· a lack of qualified· 
·achers, and urged programs to recruit and train, 
·achers for those areas. 
Yesterday's update noted that since the report 
as issued, 14 states have passed legislation encom-
assing its key recommendations and 12 states, in-· 
:uding Kentucky, have signed on with the commis:· 
,on to look ior ways to carry out the recommenda-
ons. 
Moreover, President Clinton has proposed· 
:,ending S350 million to educate teachers who will' 
arve in poor areas. Several teacher preparation bills 
ave been introduced in Congress. 
The 26-member commission was set up by the 
'.ockefeller Foundation and Carnegie Corporation of, 
:ew York. Members include Govs. James Hunt, D-
;,c,, and Jiin Edgar, R-lll., the presidents of the two 
,achers' unions, an\'.! other teachers and education' 
rnfessors. 
It also includes the heads of the National Board· 
,,r Professional Teacher Standards and the National· 
:ouncil for Accreditation of Teacher Education. 
2 new eras 
. Game has coaches making debu/~ 
New eras will begin to:. off a horrendous season and 
night for the University of is short on experience. Once 
Kentucky· and Morehead Morehead officials an-
State University men's bas- nounced at midseason that 
ketball teams in a game that the colorful· but ineffective 
has all the appearances of a Dick Fick would not be back 
mismatch. for another year, an already 
Tonight's game between poor MSU team got even 
the Wildcats and Eagles at worse - seemingly just 
Rupp Arena will be the going through the motions 
coaching debuts for UK's until the season· mercifully 
Tubby Smith and MSU's eng:ip· ite getting a late start 
Kyle Macy. 
Smith, who left the Urtiver- in recruiting, Macy: managed 
to convince some outstand-sity of• Georgia to replace .. 
Rick Pitino at UK, inherits a ing high school- players to at-
team deep in talent. Despite tend MSU, but it is too much 
to expect untested freshmen the departure of such stars d • 
as Ron Mercer, Derek Ander- to have an imme iate impact 
on a team's fortunes. As far 
son, Anthony Epps and Jared as Macy's lack of coaching 
Prickett, UK still is consid- experience is concerned, he 
ered one of the nation's best is the son of a coach and 
teams with such players as played under some of the 
Wayne Turner, Jeff Shep- best coaches in America. 
herd, Scott Padgett and That should ·serve. him well. 
Jamal Magloire leading the He also has former· Ashiand 
way. Tomcat Coa·c·h Wayne· 
'.fhere is no· question that Breeden as his top·assistant. 
Smith can coach. He has pro- Tonight's game seems cer-
duced winning teams every- tain to be a blowout with the 
when:1 he has gone._ Expect W-ildcats being _way_ too. 
him to do the same at UK. ,strong for the rebuilding Ea-
In contrast to Smith; Macy, ' .gies .. But one game does not 
a former UK star, has. never niake a season: 'l'liere ls'.rea~· 
coached on any level. HEi'° Ill" .. iidn for· optimism'aiii.ong'bofli. 
-~. . •~-;, •• ; .. ~ -.1· ••• 
IJ.~r.!t§._a teem ~h_at,_,is:~~Q!!!filg.:.'., .. :\~.8ngJ~§!J:,fai3Sit~.lS ;~~~ 
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Cooper leaves 
with $1million 
to ease wounds 
U of L coach blames 
'outside forces' 
for his dismissal 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-Journal 
With a settlement assuring him a 
tax-free $1 million in his pocket, Ron 
Cooper yesterday lashed out at un-
named University of Louisville boost-
ers who he said forced him out of his 
job as head football coach. 
In a news conference in the foot-
ball complex and in an interview lat-
er Cooper deflected blame for his 
ouster from athletic director Tom 
Jurich, who was hired only a month 
ago and university President John 
Shumaker. Instead, he placed it on 
"outside forces" more powerful than 
the two men who he believes fought 
to keep him. 
Jurich "took the blow like he had 
to," Cooper said in an interview in a 
conference room. " ... He was hung 
out there." 
Cooper wouldn't say who he 
thought actually made the decision_ to 
fire him, only that it was people with 
money and power apd that the deci-
sion was made before Jurich's arri-
val. 
He was adamant that neither Jur-
ich nor Shumaker be held responsi-
ble, and he urged the Louisville com-
munity - includin~ players, adminis-
trators, fans and his supporters - to 
understand that. 
"Deep in my heart I believe they 
had nothing to do with it," Cooper 
said. " ... I'm saying he (Jurich) 
didn't tell me any of this and the 
president didn't. I tried to get it out 
of them, but they were stem. 
"But I know. We all know. Those 
comments (made on Wednesday by 
Jurich) don't go with the night be-
fore .... It doesn't go with how it was 
when I walked out of Hurstbome 
(Country Club). I know between us it 
was 'We're going to 110 get the job 
don~ next year. This t~ is going to 
make everybody happy.' ' 
Cooper met with Jurich at the 
Hurstborne Country Club Tuesday 
morning, and Cooper said that after 
that two-hour meeting he was "100 
percent sure" that he'd be the coach 
next season. That feeling persisted 
after a 5:30 p.m. telephone call from 
Jurich, during which Cooper said 
Jurich reassured him. 
"I thought he was real confident 
that he could go get it done," Cooper 
said. " ... There is no doubt in my 
mind that when I left that meeting 
with Tom Jurich that he was set on 
me being the head football coach 
here next year. That was our first 
time sitting down one-on-one. You 
. can tell sitting down with a person. 
There's no doubt in my mind that he 
wasn't going back to light his butt off 
for me to be the head football 
coach." 
Even after Jurich and Shumaker 
dined together Tues~ay night, Cooper 
said everything was fine. It wasn't 
. until around 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday 
that Cooper knew he'd be fired. 
: Cooper said Jurich called and said 
he would meet him at the football 
complex. He arrived around 2 p.m. 
He said Jurich was emotional and de-
jected but firm that Cooper would be 
fired. The two then went to Shu-
maker's office, where Cooper said he 
made a last-ditch effort to save his 
job but failed. At 4:30, Jurich an-
nounced Cooper was terminated. 
"You could tell (on the phone) the 
whole thin!l had changed," Cooper 
said. "I thmk (Juirch) went back 
thinking - and these are my feelings 
- that this is stupid, I've got the 
right ~Y right here. The players 
want him; faculty ~mbers love what 
he's doing; he's domg what's right; 
he showed me the numbers problem; 
1 I .understand football. I look on the 
t field and see Chris Redman'sa soph-
i 'omore, Arnold Jackson's a sopho-
( •more, Lavell Boyd's a sophomore. He 
l :plays two lines and .there are young 
1 :guys on .defense, I .can change that 
, ,schedule and-help him.'' 
i , Cooper had two y. ears remaining i ;on a five-year c·oi:itract, and he had 
, estimated that a buyout would_ be for 
! ;more than. _$1D_O,OOO. H~ said negotia-
f 'lions were ·quick, and 'Included Coo-
! :per's agenti-Sleven Kay in San Fran-
1
. cisco; university attorney Tom Lyons; 
:Jurich; and Rudy Washington, the 
t 'president of the Black Coacfies Asso-
. :ciation. .·.·.n-· ... u .. ~ 
Going into it, Cooper said Kay 
asked him for a "ish hst. Cooper re-
sponded, "My wish i~ to coach this 
.team.'' That not bemg an option, 
Cooper said. he wanted a settlement 
that was fair. 
Cooper characterized the financial 
blow the athletic department will in-
cur as "a heavy hit." Nol only does 
Louisville have to pay the large su_m 
to Cooper, they have to pay his ass_1s-
tants through June concurrently with 
that of the new staff that inevitably 
will be brought in as replacements. 
Jurich said last night that the U of 
L Athletics Association would finance 
the buyout. He said it had been to)d 
to expect a pre:tax outlay of $1.3 mtl-
lion to $1.4 m1lhon. 
Jurich said that part of it would 
come from reserve funds and part 
from operating funds, but that he 
couldn't say how it would split be-
cause he wasn't that familiar with the 
budget. "I've done nothing but con-
centrate on football since l've been 
here," he said. 
Officials who deal directly with the 
athletic association budget were not 
available last night. . 
Jurich reiterated comments by him 
and Shumaker that the buyout would 
be financed by the association and 
said it would not be made up by later 
contributions from boosters, who had 
earlier offered to buy out Cooper . 
Cooper said he plans to donate 
some of the money to charities he's 
already earmarked in Louisville, 
Michigan and his home town of 
Huntsville, Ala. 
But he said: "If I had my choice to 
tear that check up and coach this 
football team next year, I'll tear my 
check up and coach this football 
team next year. Thafs the honest 
truth." 
Cooper said he was unsure of his 
future "but I'm getting back into 
coaching next year. I don't know 
about the pros. I don't know where 
yet." 
Would he consider being an assis-
tant to a Division 1:A pro!l1"am? 
"It depends on who s the coach 
and what the position is," Cooper 
said. · 
In his official press conference, 
Cooper compared himself to the Bib-
lical figure Daniel, who s~nt the 
night in a lion's den and walked 
away unscathed the· next mommg. 
When Daniel's enemies - whom 
Cooper referred to as the "trap-set-
ters" - wound up in the den, not a 
bone remained in the morning. . 
•.~The trap-setters know who. they 
aie . .lf isn't just one or two people. It 
could be a lot of people, but whoev .. er 
it.is their day will come. I'm wal~ng 
out."' _ ,--. 
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1 EDITORIALS 
Heavy seas at U of L 
W
E MADE our posi-
tion on Ron Cooper 
clear, back when this 
. year's team was 1-6. 
We said, "If Coach Cooper's con-
tract can be broken, or bought 
out, simply because his team fails 
to win, it sends a very poor mes-
sage to young people." At 1-10, 
we have not changed our minds. 
For a variety of reasons, Uni-
versity of Louisville President 
John Shumaker's position has 
not been clear. 
It has turned 
on an ambigu-
ity. In saying 
that Mr. Coo-
per had a con-
tr act, and 
promising to 
"honor that 
-contract," the 
president 
seemed to give 
the coach his 
support. But what did he mean 
by "honoring" the contract? Mr. 
Shumaker is a scholar, an expert 
in the particularities of expres-
sion. He must have known that 
he was leaving himself room to 
maneuver away from that com-
mitment. 
In the event, there has been a 
lot of tacking back and forth, be-
fore finally reaching a decision to 
fire Ron Cooper. 
The president wanted to re-
main flexible, wanted to be hu-
mane, wanted to discourage an. 
occupational lynching, wanted to 
pacify critics, wanted to fill the 
new stadium, wanted to send the 
right message, wanted to be real-
istic. He wanted it all. Who 
wouldn't? 
But, when the ship is in danger 
of broaching to, the captain. can't 
be a diplomat. He can't afford 
ambiguity. He · must be clear 
about his intentions and precise 
in his instructions. . 
For _the last few weeks, the 
U of L athletic program has strug-
gled through waves of criticism, 
advice and demands, and has 
wallowed in the troughs. The in-
tended course has not been clear, 
at least, not to those not on the 
bridge. . 
The one unambiguous thing 
President Shumaker did do is 
bring on a new helmsman, Ath-
letic Director Tom Jurich, and tell 
him to steer toward calmer wa-
ters. Mr. Jurich deserves an op-
portunity to show that he can do 
the job. If he's 
convinced that 
it would have 
been unfair to 
let Mr. Cooper 
continue - un-
fair both to the 
coach and to 
the program ..:.. 
then so be it. 
Unfortunate-
ly, some will 
see this as 
proof the university does not real-
ly value what Mr. Cooper wanted: 
more emphasis on classroom 
achievement and personal disci-
pline. Instead, they will see this 
as a validation of his predecessor, 
whose approach to such things 
left much to be desired and 
whose overblown rhetoric cre-
ated unsustainable expectations. 
They'll also see it as a nothing 
more principled than a bunch of 
big geys bent on filling seats. 
To stay with the nautical anal-
ogy, in a big storm you steer into 
the wind. That's what President 
Shumaker and Mr. Jurich must 
do: confront. the problem. 
When things calm, they will 
have to deal with the anger, dis-
appointment, suspicion and frus-
tration that are floating in the 
wake. And the prospect of an 
even more treacherous passage 
ahead: the NCAA inquiries into 
the U of L volleyball program 
and; at last, the basketball pro-
gram. ' 
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Businessman 
pledges $1 million 
to Hazard college 
By Judy Jones 
,OUTHEASTERN KENTUCKY BUREAU 
HAZARD - Eastern Kentucky banker and coal operator 
Edward L. "l3uggy"' Clemons pledged Sl million \'L•sterday to 
: lazard Communitv College. 
The gift will help furnish a new classroom and conierence 
·enter now under construcnon at the colle)!e. It will also en• 
!ow scholarships and pronde for ne\\' pn>!!rams in ::rn·nn·. 
11ath and technology eduGltlon. 
Clemons said the need to 1mpron· l'ducatH1n m E:1~tl'rt1 
Kentucky prompted him to make the /!lit. 
He will contribute $250.000 of his personal tund,.;. and pay 
rhe remainder through donations irom \·;irious corporat1<lll:o-
he owns: Peoples Bank and Tnist. Perry County Coal. Locust 
Grove Coal and Mountain Ford. a car dealership. 
The giit will be distributed in installments. 
The firs t installment will help furnish a Studenr. Ll,:ss-
:·oom and Regional Conference Center now un<ll·:· L·1m:-1nt,·· 
·1011 at the college. :\bout 52.-1 million ts needed 1(1 t·qu1µ ;IJl' 
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Hazard college gets 
$1 million donation 
Associated Press 
HAZARD, Ky. - Hazard Commu-
nity College is giving thanks a little 
early this year: Businessman Edward 
"Buggy" Clemons and Peoples Bank 
and Trust Co. of Hazard. which he 
heads. have agreed to give the col-
lege $1 million. 
Bruce Stephens. chai rman of The 
Campaign for HCC. called the gift 
"one of the most s ignificant single 
acts of philanthropy in the 30-year 
history of the college." 
"This is truly a day of thanksgiving 
at Hazard Community College," he 
said yesterday. 
Clemons, a coal operator and car-
dealership owner who is also chair-
man of the bank's board of directors, 
wi ll provide three-quarters or the 
money himself. The gift will be 
spread over a period of years. 
"The decision to give money to 
Hazard Community College was 
made because that's where it will do 
the most good," Clemons said. "East-
ern Kentuckv has been good to me 
and the bank, and we want to give 
something back." 
College President G. Edward 
Hughes said the fi rst $300.000 will be 
used to help furnish a new building 
containing classrooms and a confer-
ence center. Another portion will cre-
ate a $500,000 Clemons Endowment 
ro enhance programs at the new cen-
ter. 
A committee of faculty, students 
and staff will decide how to use the 
remaining $200,000. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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Autopsy inconclusive 
on EKU dorm baby 
l'olice say autopsy results have provided no an-
'lwers about whether a baby found dead in an East-
rrn Kentucky Cniversiry dormitory in September 
was-born alive. According to Madison County Coro-
ner fuubry Curry, the infant, found in the seventh-
ft06r bathroom of Sydney Clay Hall Sept. 3, was a 
fulL:term boy. But Curry said no conclusive cause of 
death could be detennined. State officials had 
h()fJed· that tests would reveal whether the baby 
had•been able to draw breath after being born. Po-
lice,have refused to identify the baby's mother, who 
was an EKU student at the time of birth. Curry 
said be will close the case and no charges will be 
fi led against the mother. 
; ntl'r. \\'h1ch I'- the nr:-t phase nf :1Msu ARCHtvr-~ 
\\'O-pan rnnstruct1on proJt:(;l. C ~ 
t.Jemons· gin \\ di bnng- pk·cil!t',-
:p 10 :iil.5 million. said G. Eu\\'ard 
! lul!hes. president of the colleQ"L' . 
. \n additional ::;1100.UUll 
'- k 1rn,ns· cfonat1on will create tht' 
lemons Endo\\'ment. which \\'111 be 
•;;ed toward the ~econd phasl: ,>1 
,mstruction. The :::econd builclinl! 
~ a $6.5 million Classroom and Sci-
nee Education Center proposeu for 
~tare funding in the 1998-2000 state 
IJudget. The endowment will also 
und scholarships ior students. 
This second phase has been 
- truggling 10 obta111 state funding 
-rnce 1990. ::aid -en. Benm· l<a\' 
·;J!leY. D-l lindm.1n. 
Clemons· gift may prompt the 
L'.l!'i:;laturc to approve state fundi1w 
,,>r the project, Bailey said. 
Clemons said his moti\'C'. was 10 
,·nhance education opportunities in 
he region. 
"I just thought there was a need 
r )r this ... he said in an interview ai-
• cr rhe announcement was made 
e:,lerday at the bank. 
LL•r,n Hollon. president 1,f thl: 
I '<'opb Bank. credited Clemons· 
-.i\·vy as a businessman with mak-
111g such a gift possible. 
:\ self-made mi llionaire. 
L kmons. a Pem· Countv native. be-
.'an a rareer in the mini.ng business 
·'" a teenager. He ran and operated 
h:em Coal and later River Process-
:1g Coal Co .. which he sold to Flori-
!a Puwer Co. 
"This gift was made possible 
by Buggy's considerable intelli-
_.:en<.:c:. his hard work. his aggres-
•1ve nature and his razor-sharp 
>usmess acumen." I lollon said. 
The second phase of construc-
11011 at the college will create a 
i.-:imily Life Transition Center with 
· 1 model child care center. a hands-
<111 children's museum focusing on 
-.c1en<.:e and . ..\.ppalachian culture. 
and a learning center that will forns 
nn the space shuttle. 
Hazard has received approval to 
construct a Challenger Leaming 
Center. a simulation of a space 
shuttle launch developed by family 
members of the astronauts who 
died ir, the Challenger accident. 
That <.:enter is now planned for the 
Wendell H. Ford airport. but a sec-
ond center is planned for the col-
lege's campus if the state funds 
l'hase II. 
The new center will be named 
the Edward L. Clemons Center and 
will open in the fall of 1999. 
The remaining $200,000 will be 
spent by HCC's president in consul-
tation with the faculty, ·staff and 
students at HCC. 
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College construction projects outlined 
Board gets list of proposals for state schools 
ly Holly E. Stepp 
ER/1.l.D LEADER EDUCATION WRITER 
ELIZABETHTOWN - The governing 
1oard of the new community and technical 
allege system yesterday got its first look at 
he construction projects that could he fund-
d with $50 million from the state. 
The Kentucky Community and Technical 
:ollege System Board of Regents was pre-
ented with the proposed capital projects for 
he stair's 12 community colleges and ,\4 
edmical schools. 
During its October meeting. the Council 
,n l'ostsecondary Education included in its 
W<>•year budget request $50 million for con-
truction projects at the community colleges 
ml technical schools. 
The KCTCS board had requested that 
noney be included in the council's overall 
,ostsecondary ,education budget for unspeci-
!ed capital projects at the system's institu-
l(JJIS. 
Additional classroom space in Hazard, 
Janl"ille. Corbin and London, as well as gen-
ral maintenance and computer systems, 
nacle the list of possible uses for the capital 
,n,jects funds requested from the state. 
"\Ye will have to look at these proposed 
1rojects and determine what will need to be 
,ur top priorities," said James Ramsey, chair-
nan of the community and technical college 
ransition team. 
"Legislators will want to know exactly 
drnt th.it fund will be used for," Ramsey 
told the board of regents during its meeting 
at Elizabethtown Community College. 
The council's budget proposal, which in-
cludes funding for all eight public universi-
ties. the community college and technical 
schools, will go before the General Assembly 
for approval during its next regular session, 
which begins in January. 
The University of Kentucky Community 
College System and the Kentucky Tech sys-
tem suggested the projects. 
"These are the things that UK and Ken-
tucky Tech identified as priorities for their 
~chools, but there certainly may be other pro-
Jects that should be on our radar field," Ram-
sey said. 
The KCTCS board is working toward a 
July 1 date for the community colleges and 
the technical schools to be combined under 
one governing board, as required by the 
postsecondary education reform act that the 
General Assembly passed during its special 
session in May. 
· The KCTCS regents also received reports 
on the search for a president for the system. 
The board said it plans to name a president 
by spring. The board's search committee has 
selected a firm to help identify and locate 
candidates for the position. 
"We would hope to have identified a 
dozen or so candidates by January, and we 
could begin to narrow that list down," said 
Richard Bean, the KCTCS regent who is lead-
ing the search comn1ittee. 
Possible capital projects 
The Council on Postsecondary Education included in its two-year 
budget a request of $50 million for capital projects at the community 
colleges and technical schools. , .-. . . 
Here are some of the projects the Kentucky Community and TechnI;, 
cal College System Board of Regents could choose to fund: .. · ..c 
· ■ Computer system for the new governing system - $7.95 million 
■ Safety/Environmental projects-,- $3.958 million 
■ Miscellaneous maintenance - $10.25 million 
■ KCTCS building renovations .,,-,$4 million, . . .··-<'' 
■ Hazard Community College classroom building, Phase 11 - $6.5 
million 
■ Improvements at Danville/Boyle County Regional Technical 
Training Center - $10.85 million 'l' •. ,,,. 
■ Elizabethtown Community College/ Kentucky Tech Technical 
Education expansion - $16.1 million 
■ Consh·uction of Madisonville Community College Science and 
Technical Building - $5.4 million . . . . 
■ Extension of Shelby County Regional Technical Center/Jefferson 
Community College - $16.52 million · • 
■ London/Corbin Community and Technical College • Phase 1-
$16.9 million . . 
■ Construction of Somerset Community College/Regional Technical' 
Center Academic Support and Technical Education Complex - $15.5,i 
million . . . . , ... ., 
■ Elizabethtown Community College Science Building renovatimi 
- $2 million 
■ Jefferson Community College roof replacement - $650,000 
■ Bowling Green Regional Technology Center roof replacement -
$507,000 . . . , 
■ West Kentucky_Tech roofreplacement- $999,000 
SOURCE: KCTCS 
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'Student concerns ighored 
As one of the University of Kentuck; 
students who attended the Cowicif, on 
Postsecondary Education meeililg· :i must 
say that I .was rather insulted 1?ticourlcil 
member Ron Greenberg's Sli!\w.ii\i,ts, AArt 
as. students. our protests wete'i"liamiw 
mmoed and self-serving." , , if.·,, · . -I 
I ,;,orked the entire iast swiilli~~ for a 
c.ommercial painting comp,my-;:,_ which 
barely gave me enough mone}".(fckovei-
about half of my college expehses; Being 
an out-of,state student, .this means that I 
will now have to acquire a second or a 
third job durin,g the summer. tq compen;-
sate for the estimated $2,500 thlt this fu. 
crease will cost me. · 
Greenberg refused to even co~sider an 
excellent compromise brought to him by 
a1:1other council member. uiupie. ihat with 
his statement of "it's only $10 a week 
more.". None _of the students who.spoke 
appreciated his cold stares and disinterest 
in our stories of financial hardship. His 
behavior should be an embarrassment to 
the state. . , , · 
Matt Elllson 
University of Kentucky·sol)homore 
MishSYlaka, Ind. 
Lexington Herald-Leader 
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Bill Collins takes job as adviser 
to Georgetown athletic director 
' By Jefferson George 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU 
- GEORGETOWN - Dr. Bill 
Collins - fonner Gov. Martha 
Layne Collins' husband who was 
, convicted of extortion and tax 
'fraud in 1993 - has quietly ac-
:cepted a temporary position at his 
alma mater, Georgetown College. 
The Baptist college hired 
Collins, 59, as an adviser to Ath-
letic Director Jake Bell on Nov. 3, 
only a few weeks after Collins was 
released from a federal prison 
camp in Florida. 
Collins, fonnerly a Versailles 
dentist, declined to comment on 
his new job yesterday. In a state-
ment, Bell said Collins "has strong 
ties to the institution." Collins 
earned a bachelor's degree in biol-
ogy there in 1959, and his parents 
and son also attended the school. 
An aggressive fund-raiser in 
his wife's 1983 campaign, Collins 
now "will be working on a number 
of projects, including establishing 
a program to 
recognize indi-
viduals who 
have contributed 
to Georgetown's 
exceptional in-
tercollegiate ath-
letics tradition," 
Bell said. 
Tlie position 
is effective until 
June 30, 1998. 
Collins' salary 
: ... :~ . 
~· . . , . - .. 
'-5~$. 
wasn't disclosed due to the col-
lege's ·confidentiality policy. 
Collins was released from a 
federal prison camp at Eglin Air 
Force Base in Florida on Oct. 10, 
prison spokeswoman Myra Low-
ery said; he will be supervised by 
a community corrections manager 
based in Cincinnati until his 
scheduled discharge in April. 
On Oct. 14, 1993 - after a 4¼-
year investigation by the FBI and 
the Internal Revenue Service -
Collins was convicted in U.S. Dis-
trict Court of extorting money 
from two bond-underwriting com-
panies in exchange for helping 
them get lucrative state contracts. 
Company officials invested more 
than $1. 7 million in Collins' horse 
partnerships, and the companies 
received nearlv $1.7 billion in 
business during his wife's tenn 
from 1983 to 1987. 
The tax-fraud charge stemmed 
· from Collins' disguising kickbacks 
as campaign contributions on tax 
returns. Martha Layne Cullins was 
not accused of any wrongdoing. 
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The free forum will focus ?J" ~ ;:' 0 g; 8 .... '< rn a: ~ Cl g_ ~ ::r ::, ~ 8 
on the Tax Relief Act of 1997 -fl I i?' "'- 5: a ~ a· 'f f!l."' '?- 8. · ;;;·.§ « §i 
and is scheduled at 7 p.m. in Most current financial aid 
the school's teleconference for higher education is 
room. limited to filll-time students 
The new law, designed to and does not cover summer 
cut cos_ts of~gher. sessions. The new credit 
edu~ation, will go mto effect covers students attending 
durmg 1998 and apply to half-time (six credit hours) 
current or future students or more and the lifetime 
in colleges and technical credit covers part- to 
schools. full-time students even if 
. Specifics to be taken up they take just on~ class. 
mclude: The income cutoff for tax 
►A tax credit of up to credits is $50,000 for single 
$1,500 a year for tuition filers or $100,000 for joint 
and/ or fees during the f"u-st filers. 
two years of college. 
► A lifetime learning 
credit for 20 percent of the 
first $5,000 in tuition and 
fees for those fu-st two 
years, for as many years as 
needed, effective July 1, 
1998. 
►Tax deductions for five 
years of student loan 
interest of up to $2,500 a 
year. 
►Penalty-free 
withdrawals from 
Individual Retirement 
Accounts for education 
expenses. 
►Establishment of IRAs 
for minor children, with 
contributions of $500 a year. 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, 
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tickets sought 
' MOREHEAD - Morehead 
, State University authorities 
'want a stack of tickets to 
MSU women's basketball 
, games - stolen tickets, that 
ls. 
Campus police said the 
general-admission tickets 
were swiped from a desk at 
the Academic-Athletic 
Center's athletic oftlce. 
Richard Green, MSU 
director of public safety, 
said the tickets were last 
seen by an athletic office 
employee in an outer office 
desk Nov. 5 •. , .,,:,, _ .. ,_, .. , 
·:The tickets :;ire numbered 
fi7.'through 133, cost $5 each 
and could be used for 
admission for any women's 
game. . .. ,. •. , .. , 
:;"Anyone with information 
i;tfout the tickets ls 'asked to 
call campus police at (606) 
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U of L hires Smith 
Utah State 
coach vows 
'fast-break' 
football 
By ASHLEY McGEACHY 
The Courier-J oumal 
Pledging to deliver an entertaining 
passing attack built around Chris 
Redman's strong right arm, John L. 
Smith enthusiastically accepted the 
head football coaching position at the 
University of Louisville yesterday, ef-
fective Dec. I. 
Flanked by his wife Diana and ath-
letic director Tom Jurich, Smith said 
what fans of the recently woeful Car-
dinals want to hear: The Cardinals 
will be pass-oriented and play attack-
ing defense in an effort to "see if we 
can win a few championships," 
Smith said. 
"Fast-break football is a lot of 
fun." 
To entice Smith away from Utah 
State, where he posted a 16-17 record 
in three seasons, U of L gave the 49-
year-old. coach a five-year contract 
with an annual base salary of 
$150,000. Smith will receive another 
$150,000 for fulfilling radio and tele-
vision commitments and $75,000 in 
an annual annuity. 
It is a significant raise from what 
Smith was making at Utah State. 
Last December he signed a seven-
year contract extension worth 
$100,000 annually, although Jurich 
said yesterday that U of L won 'I be 
responsible for buying out the con-
tract. 
Smith replaces Ron Cooper, who 
was fired last Wednesday after the 
Cards' 1-10 season. 
Although Utah State lost to North 
Texas on Saturday, the 6-5 Aggies 
won the Big West championship this 
season and will play in the Humani-
tarian Bowl on Dec. 29 in Boise, Ida-
ho. Smith will spend four days a 
week in Utah preparing his soon-lo-
be-former team for the bowl game 
and three days a week in Louisville 
preparing his new team for the 1998 
season. 
"The timing is not good; I feel un-
fortunate about that," he said. 
Said Jurich: "He's rebuilt pro-
grams and that's very important to 
me. He took over a very difficult situ-
ation at Utah State, and to have that 
team in a bowl game with a confer-
ence championship in just three 
years is sensational. He's a man of 
high integrity and is a real blue-collar 
guy with tremendous work ethic." 
Smith said he will be joined at 
Louisville by five Utah State assis-
tants, includmg offensive coordinator 
Bob Petrino and defensive coordina-
tor Chris Smeland. He also said he 
will interview several coaches from 
the Cooper regime, as well as other 
former and current collegiate 
coaches in Kentucky, although he 
wouldn't specify whom. 
Redman, on hand for yesterda:{s 
news conference at the University 
Club, introduced himself to Smith 
immediately after Smith described 
him as "the building block." 
SMITH'S CONTRACT 
COMPARED TO 
RON COOPER'S 
The University of Louisville 
signed John L. Smith to a five-year 
contract with an annual salary 
beginning at $150,000, plus $150,000 
per year for his radio and television 
commitments. He also will receive an 
annual $75,000 deferred annuity. 
In contrast, former head coach 
Ron Cooper's initial contract, 
signed in December 1994, called for 
a $100,000 base salary and $55,000 
for radio and television. 
With cost of living raises, Cooper 
estimated he was making a total of 
about $170,000 this year, 
with a $60,000 annual annuity. 
"Let me see your chin, son," Smith 
said to Redman, who had stitches in 
it after the Cincinnati game on Nov. 
8. "We're going to teach you to pro-
tect yourself." 
In Redman, Smith inherits a player 
who was rated among the top 20 
quarterbacks in the nation. As a 
sophomore, Redman set U of L sin-
gle-season records for attempts, com-
pletions and yards. 
"He is the basic building block for 
what we do offensively. We at least 
have a start," Smith said. "I've 
watched that kid on TV, and he took 
a pounding. He's bleeding and get-
ting back up and throwing the foot-
ball. Now, if you can't win with a 
competitor like that then, gosh, 
maybe we're doing the wrong things; 
I don't know. 
"But I really like what I see in him. 
He goes on the field, and he looks 
like he's a great, great competitor. 
Hopefully this scheme will excite 
him." 
This season the Aggies ranked 14th 
nationally in passing offense (280.5 
yards) and 10th in total offense 
(448.4 yards per game), and averaged 
33.6 points per game. 
"My philosophy is the first team to 
48 wins," Smith said. 
It is a philosophy that should pro-
duce an interesting match when 
SMITH'S 
BACKGROUND 
Birthplace: Nov. 15, 1948, in Idaho 
Falls, Idaho. 
Title: Head football coach, 
University of Louisville. 
Education: B.S. in physical 
education, Weber State, 1971 ; 
M.S. in physical education, Montana, 
1974. 
Experience: Head coach: Utah State, 
1995-97; Idaho, 1989-94. 
Also worked as an assistant at Weber 
State, Montana, Nevada, Idaho, 
Wyoming and 
Washington State. 
Personal: Married to the former Diana 
Flora. Three teen-age 
children: Nicholas, Kayse and Sam. 
Smith makes his debut in the new 
Papa John's Cardinal Stadium against 
the Uni-versity of Kentucky. 
When asked if he · can beat Ken-
tucky, Smith quipped, "I thought that 
was·a given." · 
Smith had been in Louisville less 
than 24 hours when he accepted Jur-
ich's offer to become the Cards 
coach. Accompanied by U of L Presi-
dent John Shumaker and Athletic As-
sociation board members Harry 
Jones and Malcolm Chancey, Jurich 
escorted Smith to Louisville by pri-
vate plane on Sunday morning. 
It was a 3½ hour flight from Lo-
gan, Utah, that all involved said sig-
nificantly affected Smith's decision. 
"It was incredible," Jones said. 
"Tom and I were talking about it on 
the way out, how- I would've felt if 
here comes the athletic director and 
the president and a couple of boost-
ers flying in on a big beautiful new 
airplane to pick me and my wife up. I 
would be very impressed by that. I 
assume he was impressed with that.'' 
"It would've been hard to find the 
quality time," Shumaker said. 
" ... We thought that was a good way 
to get the discussion started. I 
wouldn't say it quite so definitively, 
but virtually the deal was done by the 
time we got off the plane .... 
SMITH'S COACHING RECORD 
Year School 
1989 Idaho 
1990 Idaho 
1991 Idaho 
1992 Idaho 
. 1993 Idaho 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1!1!17 
Idaho 
Utah State 
Utah State 
Utah State 
Overall 
record 
9-3 
9-4 
6-5 
9-3 
11-3 
Conference Conference National 
record finish ranking 
8-0 _1st ~th 
6-2 
4-4, 
2nd 
I-4th 
13th 
' 
Points 
per 
game 
33.9 
36.7 
34.0 
6-1 1st 5th 38.8 
s,2 . '.}~fr '',11th. 42.3 
Opponent 
points per 
game 
26.2 
26.3 
28.4 
20.5 
25.2 
9-3 5-2 I-2nd 6th 41.3 23.6 
4~7.: _ __ 4,2 I-2nd ... : _ c 26.6 26.0 
6-5 4-1 t-1st 29.5 30.8 
64~:' 4§,=i J~ii!i,z. ·,,r.~~j3;5 .... 23.7. 
Note: Idaho was Division I-AA during Smith's tenure, Utah State is 1-A. 
BY STEVE OURBIN, THE COURIER.JOURNAL 
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• "I told him about the universitv yesterday. "We hate to lose him to 
that we were moving ahead acadenii'. the University of Louisville. We wish 
cally and we want him to be part of him and the assistants that he takes 
the team that would help move the with him all the success in the world. 
athletic program in the same direc- We know they will be successful 
lion," Shumaker said. "He liked there." 
that." Added athletic director Chuck Bell, 
Jurich told Smith about what he who was a finalist to replace Bill OJ-
calls the "negativity" surrounding the sen at U of L: "We are very apprecia-
football program, which was one of live of the hard work and success 
the reasons for Cooper's ouster. that John L. Smith gave Utah State 
"He wants to jump ri(:hl in and University. The building blocks he 
build bridges," Jurich said. "That's has established here will allow us to 
his feeling, and that's his strength. continue to (:et better." 
He's really good at that. He's a peo- The Aggies' players had mixed 
pie person. He's got great skills." feelings. 
When · Smith took over at Utah "We have to go on," junior defen-
State on Jan. 3, 1995, he inherited a sive tackle Walter Fiefla said. "It is 
p~ogram that had produced only two bad that he is leaving us, but it is 
wmnmg seasons m the previous 15 good for Louisville. It is bad timing. 
years. Fifty players were on scholar- What are we doing for recruiting? I 
ship, nearly half freshmen. am happy for him though. I think he 
"To do what he's done there, to would be a fool to refuse something 
have that program competitive again like that." 
is remarkable," Jurich said. · Before his arrival at Utah State, 
Understandably, reaction at Utah Smith built Idaho into a Division !-
State was mixed. M power. In six seasons, he com-
"John L. Smith is a great football piled a 53-21 record and led the Van-
coach and a great human being," dais to five season-ending national 
USU President George H. Emert said rankings of No. 13 or higher. 
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Fans are 
surprised 
byU of L's 
quick move 
By PAUL BALDWIN 
and MICHAEL JENNINGS 
The .. Courier-Journal 
Raymond Perry was one stunned 
University of Louisville fan. Less than 
a week after the school fired Ron 
Cooper as its football coach, it al-
ready had hired a successor, John L. 
Smith from Utah State. 
"I never even knew that he was ac-
tually hired until I saw it on the news-
cast," said Perry, who sat with several 
others watching television in the 
U of L Student Activities Center last 
night. "I'm all for making a quick de-
cision, but I think they should have 
taken a week to intervieW people." 
In a whirlwind week that has seen 
Cooper's firing and Smith's hiring, 
news of U of L's decision to name a 
new head football coach brought a 
hodgepodge of reactions. 
At the Alpha IV barber shop in 
Smoketown, where Cooper went for 
his hair cuts, barber "Big Al" Roberts 
speculated that a combination of fac-
tors motivated the hiring. 
"I think the overall move was the 
best thing for the university," he said. 
"It's about business, and it's about 
money. 11 
But the barber also suggested that 
race played a factor - Cooper is Afri-
can American; Smith is white - and 
said that U of L hired Smith because 
the university needed "someone who 
could go into the Hurstbourne Coun-
try Club." · 
Fellow barber Mike Sheckles, who 
was surprised at how quickly the uni-
versity hired Smith, said he thought 
U of L had to have been talking with 
the new coach for some time. 
University trustee and former Car-
dinals basketball star Junior Bridge-
man expressed his confidence in 
Smith, who was introduced to the 
trustees by athletic director Tom Jur-
ich during their meeting yesterday. 
"l just know what's been reported 
in the paper," he said. "And Tom 
thinks a lot of him, as do some other 
people who know a lot about football 
and football coaches. So I think he'll 
do a great job from everything I've 
heard. 11 
Another trustee said she is im-
pressed with Smith's commitment to 
academics. 
"He has a high standard for the 
student-athlete; they have to maintain 
a 2.5 .average or they have to attend 
study sessions," Jessica Loving said. 
"If they don't do that, they can't play 
and they lose their scholarships." 
At the Granville Inn, a popular 
hangout for U of L fans at 1601 S. 3rd 
St., Scott Klapheke predicted that 
Smith would have few problems next 
season, given the expectations that 
Cooper left for him. 
"He's got a good team coming 
back," Klapheke said. "They went 1-
10. There's no expectations of him 
winning right away." 
D. J. Florence, at junior at U of L 
from Cynthiana, said Smith probably 
can give the football team the same 
kind of fresh start that supporters of 
first-year University of Kentucky foot-
ball coach Hal Mumme claim he has 
brought. 
· "I want to see them throw the 
ball," Florence said. "I don't totally 
agree with what Cooper got, but we'll 
have to see next year what'II happen 
out of it." 
"Obviously they wanted to bring a 
passing (coach) here so they could 
keep (quarterback) Chris Redman," 
said Jonathan Boylen, 20, a U of L 
junior. "Same reason they brought 
Mumme to Kentucky." 
Though fellow student Gregory 
Chest had oniy seen a TV news report 
of Smith, he said he thought the new 
coach seemed to have a "Bob Knight-
type attitude" that would demand re-
spect from his players similar to that 
of the Indiana University basketball 
coach. 
But to others, the loss of Cooper is 
still too fresh to praise an incoming 
coach. 
"I think ... he's coming into a bad 
situation," said Tomarcus Hargrove, 
28, of Louisville, working toward a 
master's degree in education. "If he 
doesn't do well, a lot of pressure will 
, be on him. But I still lion'! think he 
will get the shaft like Ron Cooper got 
it, for obvious reasons." 
_ ::~1ne:ton Herald-Leaaer 
Saturday. Novemoer 22. 1997 
Gay partners 
voted benefits 
at University 
of California 
LOS ANGELES TIMES 
LOS ANGELES -- The Universitv of California 
Board of Regents handed Gov. Pete Wilson a major 
political defeat yesterday with a cliffhanger vote ex-
tending health benefits to the partners of gay em-
ployees - an action the governor tried hard -to 
block. 
Wilson went so far as to hastily appoint three 
new regents this week - two yesterday - to shore 
up the number of opponents to the benefits propos-
al. which he condemned on legal and moral 
grounds, saying it "will devalue the institution of 
1narriage." 
But in the end. Wilson fell one vote short and 
was undone by one of his own appointees, Regent 
Velma Montoya, whom he named to the board in 
1994. Clearly in doubt, she abstained from voting, 
thus allowing the proposal to pass 13-12. She quick-
ly left the University of California, Los Angeles con-
ference room. where the regents were meeting, with-
out commenting. 
Wilson was visibly upset. "I don't think we've 
heard the last of this at all,"' he vowed. but did not 
specify what moves he might take. 
He also took on critics who have accused him of 
using the university for his own political gain. "I'm 
always accused of playing politics," the governor 
said. angrily dismissing the idea. "Cynicism is one 
of the smaller problems you encounter in public 
life." 
'fhe board's decision was met with s·ustained ap-
plause, though, from gay and lesbian UC employees 
and student activists who had jammed into the 
meeting over the past two days of debate. Universi-
ty faculty and staff have been pushing for such ex-
tended benefits since 1981, arguing that it is only 
fair to give same-sex couples the same health cover-
age as married ones, because gay couples legally 
. cannot marry - which until now has been a re-
quirement to win coverage for a partner. 
For some. it was a bittersweet victory. 
"My partner of 11 years died of breast cancer 
last year," said Dr. Rose Maly, an assistant profes-
sor of family medicine at UCLA. "She spent the last 
year of her life commuting an hour in traffic ( to her 
own job) to keep her health benefits. She wouldn't 
have had to do that if we had domestic benefits,.!! 
didn't work out for her but I'm hoping that it wil/._\>e 
different for others." · 
Yesterday's vote means that by the middrn•of 
next year, an unknown number of university em-
ployees who live with same-sex partners wi!F be 
able to obtain medical, dental and vision care at' an 
estimated cost of $1.9 million to $5.6 million a year 
- on top of the $400 million the university ri~'w 
spends on employee health care. ., " 
The new policy, UC officials said, will help them 
recruit and retain faculty that they were losing to 
Stanford, Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of Ttfh-
noiogy, the University of Michigan and · otp:er 
schools that offer such benefits.·· ,:; ,.--
The regents decided to order further study 4f a 
related proposal to open married.stu.dent.housiri ;to 
gay and lesbian couples. . ·"'""'' "·'.'"""''.<••'"• -'· 
In order to qualify under the proposal adci" 
yesterday, gay and lesbian partners - or t eir 
blood relatives - must have lived together fo 
least 12 consecutive months, show· proof of rilti 
financial support and sign a document that they · e 
committed to a long-tenn relaiiciiiship: .... ,_, '-· _ • A~-
